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Permeable pavements are often affected by pore clogging, which leads to their functional failure and reduced service life. However,
the clogging mechanism and its impact on the permeability and complex pore microstructures in pervious pavement remain
unclear. ,e aim of current study is to quantify the clogging behavior in pervious pavement materials and carry out investigations
on the development of pore characteristics and permeability. Novel polyurethane-bound pervious mixture (PUPM) was adopted
for comparative study in present research with conventional Porous Asphalt (PA). ,e Aachen Polishing Machine (APM) was
selected to perfectly serve as a simulator for clogging process of pavement in the actual service condition. ,e permeability and
pore microstructure of the pervious pavement material were then characterized by using the self-developed permeameter and
X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) scanning, respectively. ,e development of pore characteristics in terms of clogging was
experimentally illustrated. Based on the pore characteristics, the flow behavior of PUPM subjected to different clogging periods
was predicted based on the developed non-Darcy flow model. ,e developed experiments and analysis can further strengthen the
understanding of the clogging mechanism within the porous pavement material. ,e results can also serve for the optimization of
the pervious pavement design in the engineering application.

1. Introduction

Permeable pavement is a type of pavement that allows
rainwater and runoff to directly infiltrate into the pavement,
rather than accumulating on the pavement surface. During
the infiltration process, permeable pavement can also filter
pollutants and particle matters from the water. So, the
groundwater volume is not only replenished but the water
quality can be also improved [1–3].

Permeable pavement systems exhibit water treatment
potential and can retain up to 90% of particulate matter
(PM) and total suspended solids (TSS), 65% of total
phosphorus (TP), and 80% of total nitrogen (TN) [4, 5].
However, on the other hand, these particles that are present
in the surface runoff can remain in the pores during the

infiltration process. ,is buildup causes clogging in the
pores, thereby gradually but significantly changing the hy-
draulic properties of the permeable pavement, which in turn
will affect the mechanical performance of pavement [6–9].
Based on the previous research, clogging can be mainly due
to two types of siltation processes: (a) long-term clogging
process by urban runoff with fine particles and (b) short-
term clogging by a sudden slump or landslide [10]. As the
long-term service performance is greatly hindered by these
clogging characteristics, studies have been conducted by
applying fine particles accumulating in the void spaces of
porous pavements based on different watering methods [11].
Clogging is found to be highly correlated with the particle
size and volume, the flow rate, and pore characteristics of the
pavement [12].
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Previous research has been primarily focused on the
observation of field measurement and macroscopic labo-
ratory experiments. ,e microscopic characterization of the
clogging such as the development of pore characteristics,
particle distribution, and kinematics are still not clarified. A
systematic understanding of the development of hydraulic
and clogging mechanisms within the permeable pavement
should be further established. Additionally, because most of
the existing clogging experiments are based on modified
permeameter by only changing the flow conditions, none of
them can effectively simulate the clogging by considering the
tires-road interaction.

In the present study, the objective is to quantify the
clogging behavior in the permeable pavement materials
(PPM) and the investigations on the development of pore
characteristics and permeability taking into consideration the
clogging effect. ,us, a more comprehensive understanding
of the hydraulic properties of the PPM can be achieved. With
the help of the derived non-Darcy flow equations in the
previous study [13], the hydraulic properties of PPM during
the clogging periods can be estimated. ,is could be a
guideline for the accurate evaluation of the hydraulic prop-
erties of the PPM for future studies and practical application.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. ,e porous pavement can achieve a high
permeability performance because of its void-rich structure.
However, the combination of this open-graded aggregate
distribution design and the low shear force resistance binder,
such as bitumen, results in weaknesses in durability and
adhesion failure in the porous pavement. For this reason, a
polyurethane-bound pervious mixture (PUPM) was devel-
oped by using the polyurethane (PU) to replace bitumen as
the binder. Numerous researches have verified that PUPM
has the notable mechanical and functional performance to be
realized [14–17]. Moreover, during construction, PU can be
cured at room temperature. Hence, a significant environ-
mental benefit can be also achieved when compared to the
conventional heating construction method of asphalt [18].

2.1.1. Mix Design. To investigate the pore characteristics of
the PUPM, three types of the PUPM with different porosities
were produced in this study: PUPM 8-H, PUPM 8, and
PUPM 8-L, which denote mixture with maximum aggregate
size 8mm and high, normal, and low porosity levels, re-
spectively. Conventional PPM, Porous Asphalt, PA 8, was also
selected as the reference material to evaluate the properties of
PUPM in this study, which is one of standard permeable
pavement materials (RSto12, Guidelines for the Stand-
ardisation of Pavement Structures of Traffic Areas, edition
2012). ,e grain size distribution of all four chosen samples
which were used in this study is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.1.2. Preparation of the PUPM Specimen. Figure 2 shows the
manufacturing process of PUPM.,e two components of the
polyurethane (polymerize polyol and isocyanate) were mixed
firstly to activate polymerization reaction. Once the binder

was fully polymerized, they were mixed with aggregate. After
all the aggregates can be observed evenly coated with poly-
urethane, the mixture was put into a mold with a length and
width of 320mm and 260mm and a height of 40mm for
compaction. After a curing time of around 24 hours, 100mm
diameter cores were drilled. ,ey were then weighted and
used in the clogging simulation. ,e whole procedure of the
specimen mixture was conducted at room temperature.

2.2. Laboratory Tests. To investigate the influence of the
clogging behavior on the hydraulic properties of the spec-
imens, several experimental procedures were designed. ,e
first step was the simulation of clogging behavior in the
specimens. ,e second step was to determine the clogging
concentration of the influent and effluent. ,e third step was
to evaluate the permeability of the specimens by conducting
the permeability tests, and lastly, the pore characteristics of
the specimens based on XCT were to be evaluated.

2.2.1. Clogging Simulation. To simulate the clogging in the
laboratory, a simulation based on the Aachen Polishing
Machine (APM) was carried out, as shown in Figure 3. By
the aid of the APM, pavement samples can be exposed to a
real tire loading (Type: Vanco 8, 165/75 R14C 8PR 97/
95RTL from Continental with shore hardness between 72
and 75 in level A).,emain components of the APM are two
independently working tires and a framework that can move
forward and back. ,e sample is anchored to the track, and
the wheels drive back and forward to simulate the condition
on the pavement when a vehicle passes by. Since the pressure
of the wheels in the APM system can be adjusted, the in-
strument can imitate all kinds of vehicle loads. For the
clogging simulation in this study, sand, which has a grain
size of up to 2mm, was chosen as the clogging material.
During the simulation, two different specimens were an-
chored to the track.,en, 40 grams of sand was sprinkled on
the surface of the specimen.,e vehicle tire in the APM then
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Figure 1: Grain size distribution of PUPM 8-H, PUPM 8, PUPM 8-
L and PA 8.
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moved back and forth along the sample. ,e sled moved
horizontally 9 times back and forth per minute, while the
tires spun 41 rotations per minute. During the whole pol-
ishing process, water was sprinkled on the surface of the
specimens. In this way, the sand would enter the void of the
sample with the water and the pressure of the tire. All
variants of the specimen (PUPM 8, PUPM 8-H, PUPM 8-L,
and PA 8) were conducted with simulation. Each sample was
processed for four different clogging periods: 20 minutes, 40
minutes, 60 minutes, and 80 minutes. ,ese samples were
then applied to the permeability tests. More information can
be found in [19].

2.2.2. Clogging Concentration at Influent and Effluent. To
investigate the clogging behaviors in the specimens, the
clogging concentration at the influent and effluent from each

specimen was tested. ,is can be described by two pa-
rameters: the strained clogging amount mass in the speci-
mens and the particle mass separation efficiency.

,e clogging period was set at 5 minutes. After the test
started, the effluent flow through the test specimens as well
as the overflow was collected in a pot. Every 5 minutes a
new pot was replaced. ,e strained clogging agents from
the collected effluents and overflow were dried and
measured. In this way, the strained clogging mass during
the clogging periods can be calculated by the subtraction
of the clogging mass (in the effluent and overflow) from
the influent. It can be illustrated from the following
equation:

ms � mi − mo − me, (1)
wheremi,mo, andme denote the dry clogging agents’ mass in
the influent, overflow, and effluent.

Polymerization

Polyol

Drilled Specimens Curing Compaction

ISO

Mixing

Aggregates

Figure 2: Manufacturing process of the PUPM specimens.

Figure 3: Clogging simulated by Aachen Polishing Machine (APM).
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,e particle mass separation efficiency ηm illustrates the
percentage of the clogging amount throughout the speci-
men, and the equation is expressed as follows:

ηm(t) � 1 −
me (t)

mi 
(t)  × 100%. (2)

2.2.3. Permeability Test. Permeability describes the ability
of a porous material to conduct water. ,e higher the
permeability of a material, the faster the liquid can pass
through. ,e permeability coefficient is a predictable
indicator to represent the hydraulic characteristic of a
material. In general, the permeability of the specimen can
be described in horizontal and vertical directions. In this
study, the vertical permeability of the specimens was
investigated.

Based on the standard DIN EN 12697-19, a customized
constant falling head permeameter, as in Figure 4 shown, is
implemented for the test. More details can be referred to in
the previous publication [19].

2.2.4. XCT Scanning. In order to quantify the pore char-
acteristics of the specimens, a High-Resolution Computed
Tomography and X-ray System (XCT) was used in this
study. ,e X-ray system consists of a generator with 250-KV
and a rotating scan table for the specimens. During the
operation, the specimen was placed on the rotating scan
table in the XCTsystem, then the X-ray generator of the XCT
system shot a radiation beam to the specimen, and the
reflected signal was received by the receptor and passed to
the system for the analysis. In this study, all the scanning was
accomplished by the XCT.

2.3. Models of Different Flow Behaviors

2.3.1. Flow Behavior with Low Velocity. ,e permeability of
a porous media can be estimated not only by the experi-
mental measurement but also by using empirical methods.
Many researchers have attempted to estimate permeability
with different models. One of the most recognized models
was developed by Hazen; however, around one century later,
Kozeny and Carman made a further step, which approached
to delivering more accurate results [20].

,e Kozeny–Carman model (KCM) is one of the well-
knownmodels that relates both permeability and porosity. It
describes the relationship between the properties of the
medium and the flow resistance in the pore channels. With
the semiempirical-theoretical formula expressed in the
following equation, the permeability of the porous media
can be predicted [21].

Kkcm �
cω

μω · Ck−c

·
1

S
2
Ae

·
neff

3

1 − neff 
2, (3)

whereKkcm is the Kozeny–Carmanmodel permeability, cω is
the unit weight of water, μω is the viscosity of water, Ck−c is

the empirical Kozeny–Carman coefficient, SAe is the effective
specific surface area, and neff is the effective porosity.

SAe can be obtained by the particle size distribution for
the nonuniform spheres:

Deff �
100%

 ϕi/D
0.5
li · D

0.5
si 

, (4)

where Deff is the effective diameter, φi is the percentage
fraction of grain between the largest sieve size Dli and the
smallest sieve size Dsi.

,us, the KCMmodel emphasizes grain size distribution
(GSD) can be rewritten as follows:

K
GSD
KCM �

cω

μω · Ck−c

·
100%

 ϕi/D0.5
li · D0.5

si( 
 

2

·
1

S
2
Ae

·
neff

3

1 − neff( 
2. (5)

Calculating with the conventional KCM can lead to a
result with deviation because the equations parameters are
dependent on uniform sphere particles and surrogate in-
dices. Moreover, the aggregates of pavements are mostly
irregular. ,us, a modified KCM is required for an ap-
propriate prediction of permeable pavement. By considering
the tortuosity τ, equation (3) can be rewritten as follows:

K
m
KCM �

cω

μω · Ck−c

·
neff

τ2S2Ae

. (6)

2.3.2. Flow Behavior with High Velocity. Many researchers
have used different methods to approach the characteristics
of flow with high velocity. ,ey can be classified into two
groups: theoretical and empirical models. So, the empirical
models in this study applied are from the Ergun and Ward,
and the theoretical models are based on the capillaric models
[13].

Based on the known information that the energy loss
flow of the porous media is caused by the dissipation of
viscous and kinematic energy, this energy loss is represented
by a decrease in pressure. Ergun combined the theory of
Reynolds and the method of Kozeny [21]. After numerous
experiments, he corrected the parameters of the two rela-
tions which depend on the flow rates, namely, the linear
relation with viscous energy loss and the term of
(1 − neff )

2/n3eff , and the nonlinear relation with kinetic en-
ergy loss and the term of 1 − neff /n3eff . So, by considering the
effects of the particle size and shape, as well as extending the
models from Kozeny–Carman in the linear laminar regime
and the Burke and Plummer in the turbulent regime, the
equation which he has proposed can generally describe all
types of flow in the porous media. So, the Forchheimer
coefficient for high flow rates can be expressed by the fol-
lowing equation:

βE �
1.75

g
·
1 − neff

n
3
eff

·
1

Dp

, (7)

where Dp is the particle diameter.
By combining the effects from the granular material with

permeability, another approach to the Forchheimer coeffi-
cient can be expressed with the following equation:
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Bw �
0.55
k
0.5 . (8)

Based on the concept that considers the porous media as
the capillaric model, many researchers contributed in this
direction to theoretically analyze the flow behavior. ,rough
the arrangement of these capillary tubes, these models can be
distinguished into series and parallel bounded [19].

,e equation for the parallel-type model can be
expressed as follows:

B
n
t �

c0

K
0.5

· n
1.5
eff

. (9)

And for the serial-type model,

B
τ
t �

c1 · τ
K

0.5
· ne

, (10)

whereBn
t denotes the Forchheimer equation by applying the

porosity, as well as Bτ
t by using tortuosity, c0 and c1 are the

constants, which denote the inertia and pore size distri-
bution. From the previous study [13], the constants have
been proposed for both models, which can properly estimate
the flow behaviors in the clean-bed PUPM. So, the equations
for the PUPM mixtures can be rewritten as the following
equations:

,e parallel-type model:

B
n
t �

0.0487
K

0.5
· n

1.5
eff

. (11)

,e serial-type model:

B
τ
t �

5.9435 · 10− 7
· τ

k · ne

. (12)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Clogging Concentration. During the clogging simula-
tion, the clogging concentration in the first 30minutes was
observed. ,e influent, overflow, and effluent flow through
the specimens during the clogging simulation were collected,
and the clogging agents in the liquid were dried and
weighed. ,e obtained data were analyzed and plotted in
Figure 5. ,e results illustrate the increasing trends of
clogging concentrations in both specimens. During the first
5minutes of the clogging period, more than half of the
clogging agents stuck in the PA 8, while these in the PUPM 8
were only 42%. ,e clogging concentration in PA 8 con-
tinued to rise sharply; after 20minutes, the rate of growth
became stable. After the loading time exceeded 30minutes,
more than 90% of the clogging agents can be found in PA 8.
,is denotes that the most hydraulic flow channels in PA 8
were blocked. By contrast, the clogging concentration in
PUPM 8 increased slowly throughout the whole period.
During the clogging periods, only around 52% of the
clogging mass of the influent was accumulated in PUPM 8.

In conclusion, both specimens can be affected by the
clogging issue. But the clogging situation in PUPM 8 is more
optimal than that in PA 8.
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Figure 4: Apparatus for permeability test. (a) Schematic diagram of apparatus (1: water inlet; 2: graduated plastic cylinder; 3: influent water
head; 4: specimen; 5: upper rubber sleeve; 6: lower rubber sleeve; 7: outflow tube; 8: effluent water head; 9: water shut-off valve; and 10: water
outflow). (b) Physical map of apparatus.
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3.2. Permeability of Specimens during the Clogging
Development. During the permeability test of the speci-
mens, the data were collected in 5 hydraulic heads (from 100
to 300mm with interval of 50mm). In each level, four
measurements for each specimen were recorded and then
analyzed, respectively.

3.2.1. Flow Characteristics in terms of a Constant Hydraulic
Head. As can be seen in Figure 6, the permeability coeffi-
cients at 300mm hydraulic head of the specimens during the
clogging periods were obtained. ,e specimens PUPM 8-H
with the highest permeability can conduct 1.72×10−3m/s of
water. Followed by the PUPM 8 with the second highest
permeability, and at the third position is the PA 8. In the
figure, it can be recognized that the PUPM 8-L has the lowest
permeability with 4.55×10−3m/s.

For PA 8, the permeability of PA 8 decreased sharply
once the clogging period started. In the first 20minutes,
the specimen’s permeability sharply reduced from
1.08 ×10−3 m/s to 2.9 ×10−4 m/s, approximately 26% of its
initial permeability. Conversely, during the same periods,
the permeability of the PUPM 8 reduced slowly. Unlike
the PA, the PU can perfectly cover the surface of the
aggregates and provide a smooth surface for the aggre-
gates. ,erefore, the sediments can be easier caught in the
PA specimen. ,e characteristic of the binder of the PA is,
however, another influencing factor. Because of the high
viscosity of the bitumen, the sediments tend to become
attached to the bitumen. ,e flow behavior of the PA in
the experiment is consistent with the previous study [13].
After 20minutes of clogging simulation, the permeability
of the PA 8 decreases continuously and steadily.
60minutes later, the permeability of PA 8 reaches
7.5 ×10−5 m/s, which can be classified as permeable.
However, the initial permeability was highly permeable. In
comparison with the PUPM 8 and PUPM 8-H, the per-
meabilities of PA 8 are nineteen to thirteen times lower
than that of PUPM 8 and PUPM 8-H.

With regard to PUPM 8, PUPM 8-H, and PUPM 8-L,
according to Figure 6, two different decline trends of per-
meability coefficients can be observed. During the total
clogging period, the permeability coefficients of the PUPM 8
and PUPM 8-H present similar downward trends. ,e
permeability of the PUPM 8 reduced sharply, while this of
the PUPM 8-H reduced much more steadily. After
80minutes, the permeability of PUPM 8 reached
1.04×10−3m/s, which is slightly lower than that of PUPM 8-
H. By contrast, during the same clogging period, the per-
meability of PUPM 8-L shows a wave trend. A reason for this
fluctuated trend could be that in the PUPM 8-L the con-
tinuous grading of aggregates was used, resulting in a high-
density specimen with much lower porosity. In conjunction
with that, the pressure from the tire of the clogging simu-
lation and the impact of the flow causes two different effects.
First, these forces push a little number of clogging agents
into the specimen, while most of them stay on the surface of
the specimen. Secondly, as the clogging loading time de-
velops, some of these clogging agents would be then washed
out by these forces. ,is consists of the shown permeability
development of the PUPM 8-L. Nevertheless, after the whole
clogging simulation, three kinds of PUPM can be classified
as highly permeable.

In conclusion, all the four specimens have high initial
permeability and can be affected by the clogging. However, the
PA 8 is more influenced by the clogging than PUPM variants.
After 80 minutes of clogging simulation, the permeability of all
PUPM variants can still be recognized as highly permeable, but
the PA 8 can be only classified as permeable.

3.2.2. Flow Characteristics in terms of Changing Hydraulic
Gradients. ,is study is aimed to analyze the hydraulic
properties of PUPM 8-H; the PUPM 8-L and PUPM 8 are no
longer taken into consideration. By changing the hydraulic
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head, the permeability coefficients of the specimens at the
hydraulic gradient from 2.5 to 7.5 were evaluated and plotted
in Figure 7. As can be seen from this figure, the rate of the
permeability reduction slows down, as the clogging time and
the hydraulic gradients increase. ,e study also found that
the change of hydraulic gradient has a greater impact on the
permeability coefficient without polishing, and this impact
also decreases with the increase of polishing time.

As far as the flow behavior of the specimens, when the
specimens were not subjected to the clogging, a non-Darcy
flow behavior of all four specimens can be noticed. However,
as the clogging time develops, the characteristic of linear
flow become more obvious. It denotes that the viscous force
is dominating the kinematic force, as the clogging devel-
opment in the specimen. Nevertheless, as can be seen that at
the clogging periods of 40minutes, the permeabilities of the
PUPM 8-H are the lowest during the whole clogging de-
velopments, which is not reasonable. Hence, an analysis for
this can be conducted by combining with the pore char-
acteristics of the specimens during the clogging
development.

3.3. Pore Characteristics during the Clogging. With the help
of the XCT methods, the aid of MATLAB and Avizo soft-
ware, the aggregate, polyurethane binder, and clogging
mixture was successfully separated based on the OTSU
method [13, 19]. ,e 3D visualization of PUPM 8-H is
shown in Figure 8. ,e data of pore characteristics of the
specimens during the clogging were thus obtained and
analyzed.

,e effective void content distribution, the specific
surface area, and the tortuosity of the PUPM 8-H during the
clogging periods are listed in Table 1. No obvious variant
trends of PUPM 8-H during the whole clogging periods can
be observed. However, combining the results of XCT
analysis and the variation of the permeability by changing
the applied hydraulic gradients, it can be noticed that with
the increase of the value of tortuosity, the effective porosity
of the specimens reduces faster. Additionally, the variation
of its permeability during the clogging development follows
the same trend. ,is denotes the fact that the tortuosity of
the porous material affects its ability of resistance to the
clogging particles. ,is could be the reason that the per-
meabilities at the clogging periods of 40 minutes are lower
than those of other clogging periods, and the permeabilities
at clogging periods of 80minutes are similar with those at 60
minutes as well. To investigate the correlation of the pore
characteristics that influence on the its permeability, it is
assumed that a different tortuosity can be formed at a
different clogging period; this would also cause a different
clogging resistance, resulting in a different effective porosity;
thus, a different permeability dissipation can be observed. To
transfer this assumption into the mathematic equations, the
initial porosity is multiplied by a clogging resistance term to
obtain the effective porosity after a certain clogging period.
,is relationship can be expressed by the following equation:

neff � ni · cR, (13)

where neff is the effective porosity, ni is the initial porosity of
the PUPM 8-H, and cR is the term of the clogging resistance.
As assumpted that the tortuosity is a function of the clogging
resistance term, the relationship between the clogging re-
sistance and tortuosity was derived by fitting data, and it can
be described by following equation:

cR � 1.1958 · e
−0.469·τ

, (14)

where τ is tortuosity. By adopting equation (14) into (13),
equation (13) can be rewritten as

neff � ni · 1.1958 · e
− 0.469·τ R2

� 1 . (15)

Because the initial state of the specimen was not con-
sidered during the XCT scan analysis, the data of its pore
characteristics are unknown. However, ni of the PUPM 8-H
can be approximated by fitting data and it has the value of
43.62.

3.4. Prediction of theHydraulic Properties of PUPMduring the
Clogging Development. To estimate the hydraulic properties
of the PUPM 8-H under the clogging effects, several models
were carried out. From the flow velocity perspective, these
properties were observed in two aspects.

3.4.1. Estimation of the Permeability of PUPM during the
Clogging Development. As in the literature review men-
tioned, based on the pore characteristic parameters such as
effective porosity, tortuosity, and specific surface area, the
permeability of a porous material can be predicted with the
KCM models. In this study, the results from XCT were
modeled with three KCM models: the original KCM, the
KCM GSD, and the modified KCM. ,e obtained perme-
ability from these three models will be compared and
discussed.
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Figure 7: Plot of the variation of the permeability coefficients of
PUPM 8-H at different hydraulic gradients during the clogging
periods of 20, 40, 60, and 80 minutes.
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,e permeability coefficients of PUPM 8-H, derived
from three KCM models, were compared with the results of
the measurement. ,e comparison is illustrated in Figure 9.

As expected, the original model has the highest dispersion
from the measured permeability. As mentioned in the pre-
vious section, the focus of the original model was only on the
porosity and the specific surface area of the materials, and all
the aggregates are uniformly sharp. ,us, it delivers the most
inaccurate results. ,e GSD model also delivered results with
great deviations. In this model, the grain size distribution is
taken into consideration. However, this parameter is highly
dependent on uniform spheres and surrogate indices. ,e
modified KCM has the best prediction for the permeability
coefficients. In the modified KCM model, the tortuosity was
taken into consideration because the aggregates of the ma-
terial are irregular; through this, the pore structure in the
porous material can be better described. ,is proves that the
flow behavior can be modeled accurately only when the
structure of the porous media is accurately described.

Compared with GSD and the original models, the
modified model can predict the flow behavior in PUPM 8-H
better, but it is not perfect. ,e modified KCM still cannot
perfectly predict the flow behavior in the PUPM 8-H. ,e
figure above shows that the values derived from this model
are smaller than those measured in the permeability test.
From the theoretical aspect, the modified KCM was used for
the clean-bed specimens. ,erefore, to predict the flow
behavior of the porous media under the clogging periods
accurately, the modified KCM model needs to be justified.

Based on the observation of the XCT results, the vari-
ation of the pore characteristics is very complicated. Re-
gardless, a trend of the permeability coefficient of PUPM
8-H, which is similar to the exponential function, can be
identified. ,e modified KCM model is incapable of

estimating the permeability of the specimen perfectly. ,e
deviation of the ascertained experimental data and the es-
timated permeability is caused by the clogging effect in the
PUPM 8-H. To further improve the prediction on the
permeability of the PUPM 8-H, the clogging issue is con-
sidered in a specific term, named the curve fitting function,
and added to the modified KCM model in MATLAB. ,is
curve fitting function was approximated to fit experimental
data. ,us, the modified KCM in terms of the time-related
clogging effects for the PUPM 8-H was derived. It is
expressed as follows:

K
c
KCM �

cω

μω · Ck−c

·
ne

τ2S2Ae

· A1 + A2 ∗ e
− A3 ∗ t( ) , (16)

where Kc
KCM is defined as the KCM permeability during the

clogging periods. A1, A2, and A3 are the coefficients. ,e
values of these coefficients for equation (16) are listed in
Table 2.

To test whether the modified KCM model for clogging
can predict the permeability of the PUPM 8-H during the
clogging periods properly, equation (16) was implemented
for the calculation of the permeability of the PUPM 8-H.,e
results of both models were then compared with the mea-
sured permeability. ,ese results are illustrated in Table 3.

As can be seen from the above table, the modified KCM
model for clogging exhibits favorable results, as expected. In
comparison with the modified KCM model and the modified
KCM model for clogging, the relative error to the measured
permeability coefficient is significantly lower for PUPM 8-H by
applying the modified KCM model for clogging. ,us, in this
case, it can be concluded, from comparing themaximumof the
relative errors, that the estimated permeability can be more
accurately calculated to be closer to the actual permeability in
PUPM 8-H specimens during the clogging periods.

Table 1: Void content distribution measurements for PUPM specimens at 20, 40, 60, and 80min clogging simulation.

Specimens Clogging time (min) Effective void content (%) Specific surface area (1/m−1) Tortuosity (-)
PUPM 8H 20 40.71 361.27 2.228
PUPM 8H 40 39.02 678.49 2.875
PUPM 8H 60 40.84 453.41 2.168
PUPM 8H 80 39.19 500.78 1.553

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8: 3D visualization of PUPM 8-H at the clogging period of (a) 20, (b) 40, (c) 60, and (d) 80minutes [19].
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3.4.2. Estimation of the Non-Darcy Flow in the PUPM during
Clogging Development. As stated in the previous section, the
kinematic force in the porous material becomes significant,
as the flow velocity increases. After a certain point, Darcy’s
law is no longer suitable to be applied to describe the flow
behavior. To investigate the nonlinear flow behavior in the
PUPM 8-H, the Reynolds number (Re) number and pressure
drop were carried out.

Figure 10 shows the variation of values of the Re for the
flows in the PUPM 8-H at the hydraulic gradients from 2.5 to
7.5 during the clogging development. According to Fig-
ure 10, growing trends of Re with the increase of the hy-
draulic gradients in the PUPM 8-H can be observed.

Many researchers suggest different values of the Re
number to limit the upper threshold of Darcy’s law; these
values mostly range from 1 to 10. As can be seen from
Figure 10, almost half of values of the Re for PUPM 8-H are
found in the range of 1–10, which is a common

phenomenon at a low hydraulic gradient.,erefore, the flow
in PUPM 8-H is experiencing a critical region, where a
transition period from the non-Darcy to the Darcy regime
takes place.

In conclusion, within the applied hydraulic gradients,
the values of Re for PUPM 8-H approach the Darcy regime
area gradually with the increase of the clogging time. ,is is
consistent with the conclusion from the permeability test in
the previous section that the viscosity force in the specimens
becomes notable with the increase of clogging development.
,us, Forchheimer’s law is applicable for analyzing the
behavior of non-Darcy flow in the PUPM 8-H.

Based on the existing study [13], the conventional
Forchheimer models are needed to fit the prediction of the
pressure drops in the PUPM 8-H to the actual measurements
during the applied clogging periods. ,e nonlinear flow
behavior in the PUPM 8-H can be predicted by fitting the
capillaric models to the experimental data. To estimate this

Table 2: Constant parameters of the modified KCM models in terms of the clogging for PUPM 8-H.

Specimens
Constant parameters

A1 A2 A3 R2

PUPM 8-H 0.156 0.3 0.13 0.99
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Figure 9: Comparison of measured permeability and estimated permeability with KCMmodels for PUPM 8-H during the clogging periods
of 20, 40, 60, and 80 minutes.

Table 3: Comparison results of permeability for PUPM 8-H.

Clogging time (min) Measured K (m/s) Modified KCM (m/s) Relative error (%) Modified KCM, clogging (m/s) Relative error (%)
20 1.69E− 03 1.32E− 03 −21.86 1.69E− 03 0.00
40 1.50E− 03 3.40E− 04 −77.31 1.50E− 03 0.00
60 1.48E− 03 1.12E− 03 −24.02 1.48E− 03 0.00
80 1.48E− 03 1.29E− 03 −12.90 1.48E− 03 0.00
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Figure 11: Continued.
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nonlinear flow behavior under the consideration of clogging,
the curve fitting function in MATLAB was carried out.

For PUPM 8-H, the Forchheimer coefficient with the
parallel type of the capillaric model can be remodeled as
follows:

B
n
c �

0.0487 · an · e
bn ·t

k
0.5

· n
1.5
e

. (17)

And with the serial type of the capillaric model,

B
τ
c �

5.9435 · 10− 7
· aτ · e

bτ ·t
+ cτ · t  · τ

k · ne

. (18)

By adopting equations (17) and (18) into Forchheimer’s
law, the flow property of PUPM 8-H can be predicted as
follows:

∇pc
n � −

μ
k

m
KCM

vD −
0.0487 · an · e

bn ·t

k
0.5

· n
1.5
e

ρv
2
D R2

� 0.97 . (19)

∇pc
n � −

μ
k

m
KCM

vD −
5.9435 · 10− 7

· aτ · e
bτ ·t

+ cτ · t 

k · ne

τρv
2
D R2

� 0.94 , (20)

where an � 2.6345; bn � 0.01035; aτ � 0.2019; bτ � 0.012; and
cτ � 0.0623.

,e predicted non-Darcy flow model can be seen in
Figure 11.

As shown in Figure 11, during the whole clogging period,
both remodified Forchheimer’s equations gave closer results
to the experimental measurements than those of Ergun and
Ward’s model. It can be concluded that the remodeled
equations have a more accurate prediction for the nonlinear
flow in the PUPM 8-H.

4. Conclusions

Based on the clogging simulation and permeability test, the
clogging mechanism and development of hydraulic prop-
erties within the PPM were analyzed in depth. Detailed
findings were listed in the following points:

(1) ,e initial permeability of the PUPM is higher than
that of PA 8. During the clogging simulation with the
Aachen Polishing Machine (APM), the permeability
of PUPM decreases gradually, while in the PA 8, it
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Figure 11: Modified Forchheimer’s regressions and previous regressions for PUPM 8-H at different clogging periods (minutes): (a) 20;
(b) 40; (c) 60; and (d) 80.
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drops sharply in the first 20 minutes. After 80
minutes of the clogging simulation, the PUPM
maintains a high permeability, while the PA 8 loses
74% of the initial permeability. It indicates that the
PUPM can withstand the impact of the clogging
agents with a size of up to 2mm better than PA
mixtures. ,erefore, it can be concluded that the
PUPM not only can provide a longer service lifespan
but also has a significantly better water drainage
performance than the PA mixtures.

(2) Based on the results from XCT, the pore charac-
teristics such as the pore size, the porosity, the
tortuosity, and specific surface area of the PUPM 8-H
specimens were evaluated. Most values of all these
characteristics during the clogging developments
have no obvious trend. A relationship between the
effective porosity and the tortuosity of the PUPM 8-
H was found; it provides a clarification for the
fluctuated trends of the pore characteristics.

(3) ,e equations related to the hydraulic properties of
the PUPM 8-H in the clogging development were
derived. ,ey are based on the results from previous
research and the clogging related term which was
obtained from fitting the data of the permeability and
pore characteristics of the PUPM 8-H. With the
modeled equations, the loading time-dependent
hydraulic conductivity and the pressure drops of the
PUPM 8-H can be estimated [22].
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Today, researchers around the globe are looking for suitable alternatives of conventional fillers which can form flexible pavements
with satisfactory engineering performance in an environmental friendly and cost-effective manner. &is study investigated the
engineering, economical, and environmental viability of recycling waste glass powder (GP) and glass-hydrated lime (GL)
composite as alternative fillers, in place of stone dust (SD). All fillers were characterized, and asphalt concrete mixes incorporating
them at different proportions (4–8.5%) were designed using the Marshall mix design method. &e engineering performance of
asphalt mixes was analyzed using the static creep analysis, indirect tensile fatigue test, Cantabro test, modified Lottman test,
resilient modulus test, mixing time analysis, and boiling water test. Additionally, the design of single km of two-lane flexible
pavements utilizing aforesaid mixes was done as per the mechanistically empirical method suggested in IRC 37 guideline. Finally,
the economic and environmental analysis was done by comparing their material cost and global warming potential (GWP). GL
and GPmixes exhibited better resistance against rutting, fatigue, and low temperature cracking at lower optimum asphalt content
than SD mixes. However, GP mixes also displayed poor moisture resistance and adhesion due to the high amount of silica in GP.
GL mixes had satisfactory moisture resistance up to 7% filler content due to the fine nature and anti-stripping properties of
hydrated lime.&e pavement containing GL and GP fillers also reduced material cost and GWP up to 35% while consuming up to
74 tons of GP.

1. Introduction

In recent years, reclaim, reuse, and recycling of wastes in
place of virgin materials have become a recurring theme of
growing importance. Transportation infrastructures play a
key role in this context, as any new construction or re-
habilitation consumes a huge amount of natural materials
[1]. Utilization of wastes as alternative to virgin materials
solves two important issues: the issues regarding the eco-
friendly disposal of wastes as well as fulfilling the need to
find suitable alternative to conventional/virgin materials.
Global pavement network majorly consists of flexible
pavements which use asphalt concrete mixes as their
surface and base courses. Asphalt mix is a heterogeneous
multiphase material which primarily comprises aggregates

of various shapes and sizes, asphalt binder, and filler.
Asphalt mixes are extensively adopted in flexible pave-
ments around the world as surface and binder courses
which are with the combination of aggregates and asphalt
binder. Various sizes of mineral aggregates in the asphalt
mixes make up a rigid skeleton while the asphalt binder
behaves as an adhesive. &e aggregate portion which passes
through the No. 200 sieve (75 μm) is termed as filler, which
influences the mechanical behavior and durability of the
asphalt mix [2–4]. &e filler present in the asphalt mix
combines with asphalt binder to form asphalt mastic. &e
filler activity in the mastic is due to the physical hardening
and chemical interaction [5]. Based on this activity, the
fillers can be generally classified into two categories known
as active fillers and passive (inert) fillers. &e fillers which
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exhibit chemical activity in the mastic due to their alkaline
nature and acidic nature of binder are termed as active
fillers [5–7]. &is chemical reaction is reported to improve
the anti-aging potential, adhesion, and high temperature
resistance in asphalt mastic and mixes [7, 8]. It is majorly
dependent on the compositional and elemental charac-
teristics of filler and binder. &e fillers such as hydrated
lime, cement, steel slag, and so on fall under the category of
active fillers. On the other hand, the inert or passive fillers
exhibit little to no chemical activity in asphalt mastic.
However, they are usually responsible for causing stiffness
or physical hardening in the asphalt mastic owing to their
physical characteristics. &e fillers such as stone dust,
limestone, and granite fall in the category of passive fillers
[9]. Overall, the performance of asphalt mixes against
distresses like permanent deformation, load and non-load
dependent cracking, aging, and moisture sensitivity is
largely dependent on the physical and chemical charac-
teristics of fillers [3, 10–12]. Hence, it can be said that
nature and quantity of fillers are essential to ensure the cost
effectiveness and long-lasting performance of flexible
pavements. &e cement, stone dust, and lime are primarily
used as conventional fillers. However, various agencies are
promoting the utilization of waste and secondary by-
products in place of conventional materials not only to
reduce landfill waste and to save the cost of conventional
materials but also to ensure sustainable pavement con-
struction by limiting the amount of greenhouse gas
emission. It is essential that the asphalt mixes made with
alternative materials should exhibit satisfactory engineer-
ing performance in a cost-effective and environmental
friendly manner. &e enhanced performance of asphalt
mixes containing alternative solid waste fillers such as
bauxite residue [13]; biomass ashes [14]; brick dust [15];
coal fly ash [16, 17]; and lime kiln dust [18] as fillers has
inspired researchers to investigate the viability of other
wastes to form technically, economically, and environ-
mentally feasible flexible pavements. However, majority of
the available studies are concerned with the examining the
engineering performance of asphalt mix and very limited
attention has been given in analyzing the material cost and
environmental suitability of asphalt pavements made with
these mixes.

Glass is one of the primarily used commodities which
have numerous applications such as utensils, lighting,
window shelves, flooring, appliances, solar panel, and fibre
optic cables. &e disposal of waste glass has become a
primary environmental concern due to growing demand for
landfill spaces and increasing emphasis on carbon footprint
reduction of construction industries. Glass is a non-bio-
degradable material due to its inert nature. Non-recyclable
waste glass takes around 1 million years to decompose and
occupies precious landfill spaces. &e waste glass disposal
has emerged as a primary environmental concern due to the
growing demand for landfill spaces and increasing emphasis
on carbon footprint reduction of construction industries.
Glass is one of the widely used materials whose annual
global production is estimated to exceed 130 million tons
[19]. Waste glass is usually referred to as a by-product of

crushed bottles, window panes, and other glass items ob-
tained from streams of industrial and municipal wastes.
However, a significant quantity of waste is also obtained as
waste slurry which is produced during cutting and polishing
operations of glass slabs in glass industries [20]. Recently,
waste glass has been successfully utilized in manufacturing
products like cementitious binding material [21], acid re-
sistant concrete [22], pavement base course [23], geo-
polymers [24], and ceramics [25]. However, there are only a
few studies which have attempted to recycle the crushed
glass and glass powder as aggregates (fine and coarse) and
filler in asphalt mixes, respectively. Earlier studies [26, 27]
have observed that the incorporation of glass powder in
different quantities as filler led to the formation of asphalt
mixes with higher Marshall stability in comparison to the
asphalt mixes containing conventional fillers like cement
and limestone dust. Arabani et al. [15] observed that the
asphalt mixes containing glass powder as filler exhibited
superior Marshall stability and rutting and fatigue resis-
tance than conventional asphalt mixes. &ey concluded that
the physical and chemical characteristics of glass powder
filler are responsible for its better physicochemical inter-
action with asphalt binder that ultimately improved the
performance of their asphalt mixes.

Simone et al. [28] also observed that incorporation of
glass powder as filler increased the stiffness of asphalt
mastics which may result in formation of asphalt mixes
having better bearing capacity and rutting resistance.
However, despite the superior performance of asphalt mixes
against rutting and cracking, a few recent studies [29–31]
have reported the poor behavior of asphalt mixes containing
glass powder against stripping and ravelling. &is was at-
tributed to low asphalt absorption by the glass and high silica
content in its composition [29, 31, 32]. In order to establish
glass as alternative filler, it is vital that the asphalt mixes
made with it exhibit satisfactory moisture resistance. Hence,
attempts are needed to be made to introduce glass powder
along with an anti-stripping agent in the form of a composite
filler to ensure satisfactory performance of the asphalt mixes
against moisture resistance. However, the primary challenge
in this approach is to identify the appropriate anti-stripping
agent along with its optimum proportion in the composite
filler.

Hydrated lime is a well-known anti-stripping agent used
in reducing moisture damage (stripping). Hydrated lime not
only strengthens the asphalt-aggregate bond but also reacts
with the highly polar molecules in asphalt to form strong
chemical bonds to reduce stripping. &e addition of hy-
drated lime also stiffens the mix and reduces the stripping by
increasing the mechanical strength of the asphalt-aggregate
bond. Hence, the addition of a small amount of hydrated
lime with glass powder can reduce the possibility of stripping
and can increase the allowable percentage of glass in the mix.
&e hydrated lime addition improved mechanical properties
of asphalt mix and its aging resistance [33]. Hence, hydrated
lime could be admixed in an optimum amount to the glass
powder to form a glass-hydrated lime composite filler which
could form asphalt mixes with superior rutting and cracking
resistance without compromising its moisture sensitivity.
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&ere are very limited studies which have utilized glass as a
construction material along with hydrated lime. Lachance-
Tremblay et al. [34] examined the effect of glass aggregate
and hydrated lime content on linear viscoelastic (LVE)
properties of asphalt mixes, and asphalt mixes containing
glass aggregates were found to have lower stiffness values
than conventional asphalt mixes (i.e., no glass aggregates).
Raschia et al. [35] investigated the performance of glass filler
alone and in combination with hydrated lime as composite
filler in cold emulsion asphalt mixes. Results indicated that
after the curing period of three days, mixes stabilized with
glass powder were unable to reach satisfactory resilient
modulus and mechanical performance due to the poor re-
activity of the silica with the asphalt binder/water. On the
other hand, the composite filler formed with glass and
hydrated lime delivered better performances due to the
reaction between silica and calcium hydroxide. In this study,
the authors have performed the investigation herein de-
scribed to fill the huge research gap by developing a glass-
hydrated lime composite filler and analyzing the engineering
suitability of asphalt mixes containing glass powder and
glass-hydrated lime composite (newly developed) fillers
against conventional asphalt mixes containing stone dust
filler. Additionally, this is the first study which has inves-
tigated the economical and environmental suitability of
asphalt mixes containing glass powder and glass-hydrated
lime composite mixes.

2. Objectives and the Brief Outline of the Study

&e overall objective of this study is to maximize the uti-
lization of waste glass powder (GP) in asphalt concrete mixes
as filler without compromising with the engineering, eco-
nomical, and environmental suitability of asphalt mixes.
Previous literatures observed that the GP is notorious in
causing stripping in asphalt mixes, and hence the GP is
incorporated not only as filler but also in the form of glass-
hydrated lime composite (GL) filler. GL as filler was pre-
pared with an intention of avoiding the possibility of for-
mation of the moisture-sensitive mix due to high silica
content in glass by adding a nominal amount of HL as an
anti-stripping agent.

To achieve this objective, the study is divided into four
parts: (1) prequalification assessment of glass powder (GP),
hydrated lime (HL), and stone dust (SD) fillers; (2) design of
asphalt mixtures containing GP, GL, and SD fillers at dif-
ferent quantities (4, 5.5, 7, and 8.5% by weight of asphalt
mix); (3) evaluation of mechanical and durability perfor-
mance of designed mixes with relevant static and dynamic
tests; and (4) design and cost analysis of flexible pavements
using MEPDG-based IITPAVE software utilizing designed
mixes in the surface course. Waste glass powder was col-
lected from dumping ground of glass factory, where it was
generated as dried slurry. &e GL filler was prepared by
fixing the proportion of hydrated lime at 2% in the respective
filler proportion of the mix (4–8.5%) and assigning the
balance part to GP. &e maximum permissible limit of HL
used in the asphalt mix is specified as 2% by Indian pave-
ment design guidelines [4]. Hence, the proportion of

hydrated lime is fixed at 2% in GL to envisage the maximum
utilization of GP (as per the objective) without compro-
mising the asphalt mix’s moisture resistance. &e asphalt
mix design was done as per MS-2 specification [36]. &e
asphalt mixes were compared in aspects such as strength,
volumetric properties, rutting, fatigue and low temperature
cracking resistance, moisture sensitivity, ravelling resistance,
resilient modulus, and active and passive adhesion as per
relevant testing specifications. &e design and cost analysis
of flexible pavements utilizing the aforesaid mixes in their
surface course was done with IITPAVE software according
to Indian pavement design guideline IRC 37: 2018 [37]. &e
researchmethodology of the study is displayed in the form of
flow chart as shown in Figure 1.

3. Materials and Experimental Investigation

3.1. Materials. Dolomite aggregates were utilized, and their
characteristics are mentioned in Table 1. &e design gra-
dation for the preparation of the asphalt concrete is stated in
Table 2.

VG 30 asphalt binder (synonymous to PG 76-XX
binder), whose properties are mentioned in Table 1, was
used in the study. SD and HL were collected locally from
Varanasi city, while GPwas procured from the glass factory’s
dump yard situated in Bhopal city, India.

3.2. Tests on Filler. Various characterization properties of
fillers were obtained as per relevant specifications. Specific
gravity was assessed according to ASTM D854-14 [38].
Particle size distribution curves of fillers was drawn with
Malvern mastersizer, and fineness modulus (FM) and mean
particle size (D50) were assessed. Scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) analysis was performed to analyze the shape
and texture of fillers. &e German filler test was done to
determine the porosity of fillers [39]. X-ray diffraction
(XRD) analysis was done with a Rigaku benchtop XRD
device to obtain the minerals in fillers. &e harmful clay
content was assessed as per EN 933-9 [40]. Finally, the
relative affinity of fillers towards binder and water was
compared by determining their hydrophilic coefficients as
per JTG E42 [41] specification.

3.3. Testing of Asphalt Concrete

3.3.1. Marshall and Volumetric Properties. Asphalt mixes
were designed as per Marshall mix design procedure, in
which binder content corresponding to 4% air voids is
considered as OAC [4, 42]. &e binder content was varied in
the range of 4.5–6.5%, and three specimens were prepared at
each binder level, and a total of 240 specimens (5 binder
contents× 4 types of fillers× 4 filler contents× 3 replicates)
were prepared for the determination of OAC. &e gradation
for the mix is chosen as per MoRTH specification as shown
in Table 2, and filler content was varied between 4, 5.5, 7, and
8.5% by the weight of the aggregates. &e filler proportion
was increased by reducing the fine aggregate proportions
which help to maintain the chosen gradation. As stated in
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the previous section, asphalt concrete mixes incorporating
GL filler were designed by replacing 2% GP at each filler
dosage level with HL. &e average Marshall (stability and
flow) and volumetric properties (voids in mineral aggregates
(VMA) and voids filled with binder (VFB)) of mixes were
also determined at OAC.&e three specimens were prepared
at each OAC, and a total of 48 specimens (4 types of fill-
ers× 4 filler contents× 1 OAC× 3 replicates) were prepared
for the calculation of Marshall and volumetric properties,
and average values are reported. &e apparent film thickness
(AFT) of mixes was estimated as per the following equation:

AFT �
1000VBE

SsPsGmb

, (1)

where Ss � specific surface of aggregates (m2/kg);
Ps � percentage of aggregates (%); Gmb � bulk specific
gravity; and VBE� effective asphalt content (%)

3.3.2. Rutting Resistance. &e rutting resistance was deter-
mined using a uniaxial static creep test. &e testing was done
as per BS 598-111 by imposing a static compressive load to
specimen and determining its axial deformation with time
[43]. &e evaluation of the reversible part of deformation is
determined by removing load and measuring the defor-
mation recovered. &e constant load was applied to the
specimen to generate 100 kPa axial stress during the loading
period of 60 minutes, while the unloading period of the test
is taken as 30 minutes.&e three specimens were prepared at
each OAC, and a total of 48 specimens (4 types of fillers× 4
filler contents× 1 OAC× 3 replicates) were prepared for the
calculation of rutting resistance, and average values are
reported.

3.3.3. Cracking Resistance. &ere are two primary types of
cracking in asphalt mixes, namely, thermal cracking at low
temperature and fatigue cracking. Cracking at low

temperature is generated due to excessive tensile stresses
generated in the mixes due to low temperature and em-
brittlement [44]. &e low temperature cracking was deter-
mined at 0°C by calculating the indirect tensile strength
(ITS) per ASTM D 6931-12 [45] specification. Higher ITS
value corresponds to higher resistance to low temperature
cracking and vice versa [44, 46].

Fatigue cracking is initiated at bottom of layer of asphalt
mixes by the generation of tensile stresses due to repeated
traffic loading at intermediate temperature [47]. &e fatigue
life of asphalt mixes was calculated as per EN 12697-24
guideline. &e test was done at 25°C under controlled stress
condition, and the testing stress is taken as 40% of the ITS.
&e haversine loading is applied through the haversine load
pulse with loading period of 0.1 s and rest period of 0.4 s. &e
three specimens were prepared at each OAC, and a total of
48 specimens (4 types of fillers× 4 filler contents× 1 OAC× 3
replicates) were prepared for the calculation of low tem-
perature cracking and fatigue resistance, and average values
are reported.

3.3.4. Asphalt Aggregate Adhesion and Moisture
Susceptibility. An asphalt mix must have good adhesion
between asphalt binder and aggregates in both dry and wet
conditions. &e adhesion loss in the aggregate-binder in-
terface is one of the primarily responsible mechanisms for
high moisture susceptibility in the mixes. It could be divided
into two components, namely, active adhesion and passive
adhesion. Active adhesion is the ability of binder to com-
pletely coat aggregates in mixing operation of asphalt mixes
[48, 49]. Active adhesion can also be represented by the term
mixability. On the other hand, passive adhesion is the ability
of the asphalt binder to remain coated on the surface of
aggregate while being subjected to the external moisture and
traffic (also represented as moisture susceptibility) [48, 49].

&e effect of various fillers on the active adhesion was
analyzed bymeasuring the time required by the aggregates in

Table 1: Properties of aggregate and asphalt.

Material Property Specification Results Requirements

Aggregates

Bulk specific gravity of coarse aggregate ASTM C127 2.795 -
Bulk specific gravity of fine aggregate ASTM C128 2.720 -

Water absorption of coarse aggregate (%) ASTM C127 0.374 2% (max)
Aggregate impact value (%) IS:2386 (Part IV) 11.1% 24% (max)

Los Angeles abrasion value (%) IS:2386(Part IV) 13.4% 30% (max)
Combined flakiness and elongation index IS: 2386(Part I) 21.3% 35% (max)

Asphalt

Absolute viscosity at 60°C (poise)

IS 73: 2013

2692 2400–3600
Penetration at 25°C (0.1mm) 62 50–70

Softening point (oC) 51.5 47 (min)
Ductility at 27°C (cm) >100 75 (min)

Specific gravity 0.999 0.98–1.04

Table 2: Adopted gradation of asphalt concrete mix.

Sieve sizes (mm) 19 13.2 9.5 4.75 2.36 1.18 0.6 0.3 0.15 0.075
Allowable limits (%) 100 90–100 70–88 53–71 42–58 34–48 26–38 19–28 12–20 4–10
Adopted gradation (%) 100 91 74 62 50 43 35 25 14 4, 5.5, 7, and 8
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the mix to get uniformly coated with the binder. &e total
time elapsed between the moment of the addition of binder
to the moment of all aggregates in the mix getting 100%
coated is measured. In this study, the analysis of passive
adhesion/moisture susceptibility of loose mixes and the
compacted specimen was conducted using two empirical
tests as per ASTM D 3625-12 [50] and AASHTO T283
guidelines, respectively. &e loose asphalt mixes were sub-
merged in the boiling water for 10 minutes (maintained at a
temperature between 85 and 100°C), and the retained asphalt
binder coating on aggregates was calculated by visual ob-
servation. &e three specimens were prepared at each OAC,
and sets of 48 specimens (4 types of fillers× 4 filler con-
tents× 1 OAC× 3 replicates) were prepared for the calcu-
lation of active adhesion and passive adhesion of loose
mixes, while themoisture resistance of compactedmixes was
estimated by comparing their tensile strength ratio (TSR)
[51]. In this analysis, two sets of Marshall specimens
(conditioned and unconditioned) were prepared at 7% air
voids for each mix. &e six specimens were prepared at each
OAC, and a set of 96 specimens (4 types of fillers× 4 filler
contents× 1 OAC× 2 conditions of specimens× 3 replicates)
were prepared for the calculation of TSR. &e conditioned
specimens were then subjected to a cycle of freeze-thaw
conditioning. &e TSR of the mixes was then determined as
the ratio of mean ITS of conditioned specimens to the mean
ITS of unconditioned specimens. &e mix having higher
TSR value exhibited lower moisture susceptibility.

3.3.5. Ravelling Resistance. &e ravelling resistance of as-
phalt mixes was estimated with the Cantabro loss test as per
Spanish norm NLT-352/86 [52]. In this test, Marshall
specimens were placed in the Los Angeles abrasion (without
steel charges) and were subjected to 300 rotations at the rate
of 33 rpm. &ree specimens were prepared for each type of
mix, and a total of 48 specimens (4 types of fillers× 4 filler
contents× 1 OAC× 3 replicates) were prepared for the
calculation of ravelling resistance, and average values are
reported. &e percentage loss of weight suffered by the
specimens was measured and termed as Cantabro loss. &e
mix which suffered lesser Cantabro loss exhibited better
resistance against ravelling and vice versa.

3.3.6. Resilient Modulus. Resilient modulus (Mr) is an in-
tegral parameter used in pavement design using mecha-
nistic-empirical pavement design guidelines which analyze
the ability of pavement layer to disperse load.Mr of Marshall
specimens was determined according to ASTM D4123-82
[53] at 35°C using a universal testing machine. &e stress
level used in testing should lie between 10 and 50% of the
ITS, and hence the load corresponding to 10% of ITS was
used for testing [53]. &e haversine load pulse was used in
analysis at 1Hz frequency (0.1 s load and 0.9 s rest period),
while Poisson’s ratio of each mix was taken as 0.35 [15, 54].
&ree specimens were prepared for each type of mix, and a
total of 48 specimens (4 types of fillers× 4 filler contents× 1

OAC× 3 replicates) were prepared for the calculation of
resilient modulus, and average values are reported. &e
resilient modulus was determined using the following
equation:

Mr �
P(] + 0.27)

tΔδ
, (2)

where Mr � resilient modulus (MPa), P� repeated load (N),
]�Poisson ratio, t� specimen thickness (mm), and
δ � recoverable horizontal deformation (mm).

3.4. Design and Analysis of Flexible Pavements

3.4.1. Design of Flexible Pavements. &is objective of this
section is to design most economical flexible pavement
section utilizing various asphalt concrete mixes as surface
course to support similar design traffic. &e analysis was
done according to IRC 37: 2018 specification which con-
siders pavement as a multilayer system and uses “linear
elastic layered theory” for its analysis [37]. In all sections,
the pavement system was assumed to have asphalt sur-
facing, asphalt binder course, granulous base, and subbase
course and subgrade. &e primary material properties
(stiffness moduli and Poisson’s ratio) and layer thickness
for each course are shown in Figure 2. Resilient modulus
values of mixes determined in the previous section were
adopted as elastic modulus values for the surface course.
&e design traffic volume is selected as the total traffic
volume which pavement encounters during its service life.
In this study, the design traffic volume is assumed to be 200
million standard axles (msa), which corresponds to a
standard busy highway section having a very heavy traffic
volume.

As per IRC 37: 2018, the layer thickness of the surface
course should be selected in such a manner that the stress
and strain obtained at the critical locations should not ex-
ceed the allowable strains. &e allowable stress or strain is
termed as the maximum stress or strain occurring at critical
locations of the pavement system which leads to its failure.
In this particular case, the tensile strain at the bottom fibre of
the bottommost asphalt layer (binder course) and com-
pressive strain at the top of the subgrade are considered as
critical locations.

&e allowable strains at these locations can be de-
termined using subgrade rutting and asphalt fatigue
equations (3) and (4) at a 90% reliability factor with re-
spective air void volume and bitumen volume in the
mixtures [37].

Allowable vertical compressive strain at the top of the
subgrade was calculated from the following equation:

Nr � 1.41 × 10−8 1
εv

 

4.5337

, (3)

where Nf is design traffic volume and εv is the vertical
compressive strain at the top of the subgrade.

Allowable tensile strain at the bottom fibre of the binder
course was calculated from the following equation:
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Nf � 0.5161 × C × 10−4
×

1
εt

 

3.89

×
1

MR

 

0.854

, (4)

where Nf is design traffic volume, εt is the horizontal tensile
strain at the bottom fibre of the binder course, and MR is the
resilient modulus (MPa) of the binder layer.

&e factor “C” is termed as the adjustment factor which
is used to take account for the effect of variation in the
volumetric parameters (air voids and effective binder vol-
ume) on the fatigue life of the bottommost asphalt course.

C � 10M
, (5)

M � 4.84
Vbe

Vbe + Va

− 0.69 , (6)

where Vbe and Va represent effective binder volume and
volume of air voids in the binder course of the pavement. In
this study, binder course is assumed to have Vbe and Va

equal to 3% and 11.5%, respectively. &ese are commonly
preferred at the pavement site to ensure satisfactory pave-
ment performance [37]. Hence, the value of C corre-
sponding to these volumetric properties was calculated and
taken as 3.155.

For each pavement system, the thickness of the surface
course was assumed by trial and error (keeping other layer
thicknesses constant) to ensure that the strains that occurred
at critical locations should not exceed the allowable strains.
&e strains at different locations of the pavement system

were determined using IITPAVE software which is pre-
scribed by IRC: 37 guideline. &e design thickness for the
surface course was finalized as the minimum layer thickness
(most economical) at which strains at critical locations
should not exceed the allowable strains.

3.4.2. Cost Analysis of Designed Pavement Surface Course.
&e cost of materials needed to construct a single km of two-
lane (7.00m) pavement surface course for design traffic
volume is calculated in this section.&e expenditures related
to workmanship andmachinery are not taken in the analysis,
but only the material costs are taken into consideration. &e
surface layer thickness was determined in previous section,
and the quantity of ingredients was calculated accordingly.
&e detailed steps involved in the assessment of the material
quantity and their cost can be referred from the recently
published study of the authors [30]. &e price of pavement
materials was taken according to the specification of Central
Public Works Department, India [55]. GP was obtained
directly from its dumping grounds, and hence its cost is
taken as zero. &e cost required in transferring SD from the
stone crusher to pavement location was assumed to be same
of that of transporting GP from its dumping ground to
pavement site. &e GP needed minimal processing since it
was found to be already fine in their natural state. &e GP
processing (labour) cost was implied as 0.5% of the total
material cost [30]. &e cost incurred in transporting waste
materials was assumed to be the same as that incurred in

E = Experimentally Determined
Poisson’s Ratio = 0.35

Surface 
Course

E = 3000 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio = 0.35

Layer Thickness = 150 mm

Binder 
Course

E = 200 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio = 0.35

Layer Thickness = 250 mm

Base 
Course

E = 200 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio = 0.35

Layer Thickness = 230 mm

Subbase 
Course

E = 62 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio = 0.25Soil

Subgrade

Asphalt Concrete

Dense Bituminous 
Macadam

Wet Mix 
Macadam

Granular 
Subbase

Figure 2: Pavement structure designed in this study.
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transferring conventional SD from its quarries to the
pavement site.

3.4.3. Analysis of Global Warming Potential (GWP) of
Designed Surface Courses. According to Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the GWP comprised of all
substances which contribute to the climate change [56]. To
analyze the GWP, the lifetime of a substance and its effi-
ciency to act as a GHG are estimated. &e life cycle of any
pavement comprised of four different phases: material
production, construction, use, and maintenance [57]. In this
study, the GWP for various asphalt mixes was determined by
comparing the GHG emission happened during the material
production that is required to manufacture 1 km of flexible
pavement section utilizing all twelve types of asphalt mixes
as surface course.

&e GWP for various asphalt mixes was assessed by
comparing the green house gas (GHG) emission occurred
in manufacturing 1 km of flexible pavement section uti-
lizing all twelve types of asphalt mixes as a surface course.
After the calculation of optimum design thickness for the
surface courses for each type of mixes, the amount of
material needed to construct 1 km of two-lane (7m) surface
course was calculated.&e standard amount of emission (in
terms of kg of CO2 equivalent) by different materials
(coarse and fine aggregates, stone dust (SD), hydrated lime
(HL), and asphalt binder) was taken from the several
previously published peer reviewed studies [58–61]. Eu-
ropean Union’s Waste Framework Directive (2008/98/EC)
defines “waste” as any substance or object which the holder
discards or intends or is required to discard [62]. Since GP
is discarded by its agency, it can be considered as waste. It
was also stated beforehand that these materials were in-
corporated in the asphalt mixes directly without any
physical or chemical modification. Hence, considering all
these factors, the GWP of GP was assumed as zero. For the
sake of simplification, construction, use, and maintenance
phases were not taken into analysis. &is is justified by the
assumption that different production setups for every
construction material do not influence the use and
maintenance of the pavement.

4. Discussion of Results

4.1. Filler Characterization. &e characteristics of fillers are
stated in Table 3 and Figures 3(a) and 3(b). SD has the
highest specific gravity while HL and GP had almost similar
specific gravities. &us, SD occupies lower volume in asphalt
mix per unit weight. Particle size distribution curves are
shown in Figure 3(a). HL was the finest filler while SD and
GP were the coarsest fillers and have higher FM and D50
values. SEM images of fillers are shown in Figure 3(b). GP
and SD have relatively large, angular particles with smooth
texture, while HL had smaller particles with rough texture.
GP and HL fillers displayed relatively higher porosity as
compared to SD as seen from their lower German filler
values. &e high porosity of filler may increase the OAC and
rutting resistance of asphalt mixes [16]. Active clay in fillers

can swell in presence of water and lower the adhesion be-
tween filler and asphalt, which weakens the asphalt mix.
However, all fillers had low active clay content as indicated
by their lower methylene blue value. HL and SD were found
to have a predominance of Portlandite and dolomite in their
composition. Both of them comprised of calcium-based
minerals which reduce moisture sensitivity of asphalt mixes.
GP consists of a high amount of silica as quartz which is
usually linked with greater moisture sensitivity of asphalt
mix [63]. However, all fillers displayed hydrophobic nature
and exhibited superior affinity towards asphalt binder. Based
on detailed preliminary characterization, all materials ful-
filled the requirements of fillers in asphalt mixes.

4.2. Performance of Asphalt Concrete Mixes

4.2.1. Marshall Properties. &e Marshall and volumetric
properties of most of the mixes fulfilled the requirements
specified in Indian specification (Table 4) [4]. However,
mixes prepared with 8.5% of GL had marginally lower
(13.9%) VMA value than required.

Up to 7% filler content, Marshall stability (MS) of mixes
tends to improve with filler content because of toughening of
asphalt mastic because of simultaneous growth in quantity of
filler as well as lowering in OAC. However, there is a
marginal drop in MS in GP and GL mixes containing 8.5%
filler whichmight be attributed to the adhesion loss inmastic
due to lower OAC and higher silica content of fillers. In
general, it is observed that GLmixes had higher MS followed
by SD and GP mixes due to the strengthening of asphalt
mastic due to the greater fineness of HL. However, at 8.5%
filler, mixes with SD had the highest stabilities followed by
GL and GP mixes that may be because of the reduction in
adhesion in GP and GL mixes caused by high silica content
in the glass [64]. OAC reduced with the increase in filler
amount due to asphalt “extender” behavior of fillers, which
enable them to form same amount of mastic with higher
filler content and lower binder content. Hence, mixes
prepared with higher filler contents require lower binder
content to the specified air voids [11, 16, 64]. Asphalt mixes
containing GP exhibited lowest OAC followed by GP and SD
mixes. HL is the finest filler followed by GP and SD. Hence,
GL showed better asphalt extender effect than other fillers.
Additionally, HL and GP have lower specific gravities, and
hence they occupy larger volume when incorporated in same
weight proportion. It consequently leaves a lower volume for
binder accumulation, thus resulting in lowering of OAC in
their mixes [18, 65].

4.2.2. Rutting Resistance. &e permanent deformation
(creep) of asphalt mixes decreased with the increase in filler
content (Table 5). &e trend is consistent for all filler
contents and agrees with results obtained in previous studies
[16, 17, 64]. For all mixes, both VMA and AFT decreased
with increase in filler content. Previous studies have sug-
gested that the mixes having lower VMA and apparent film
thickness (AFT) tend to display better rutting resistance
[44, 66]. In general, GL mixes displayed the maximum
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Figure 3: (a) Particle size distribution curves of various fillers. (b) SEM images of various fillers.

Table 3: Details of characterization properties of fillers.

Filler property Glass powder
(GP) Hydrated lime (HL) Stone dust (SD) Inferences

Specific gravity 2.370 2.363 2.698

GP and HL have lower specific gravity than
SD, and thus they occupy larger volume in
asphalt mix in comparison to SD. Hence
mixes containing GP and HL has lower
OAC than conventional asphalt mixes

containing SD.

Methylene blue value
(g/kg) 1.25 0.25 3.25

All fillers have low MBV (less than 10)
which indicated the presence of lower
harmful clay content per unit weight of

material.

German filler value
(g) 75 35 85

HL and SD were found to have lowest and
highest porosity/fractional voids per unit

weight, respectively.
Fineness modulus 4.66 2.93 5.38 SD and HL were found to be coarsest and

finest fillers, respectively.D50 (µm) 19 9 21

Particle shape and
texture (SEM)

Angular
particles with
smooth texture

Subangular and
granulous particles
with a rough texture

Angular particles with
smooth to rough texture

Particles with rough texture may negatively
affect workability and can also cause higher

asphalt absorption.

Primary
mineralogical
composition (XRD)

Quartz (SiO2)
Portlandite

(Ca(OH)2), calcite
(CaCO3)

Dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2),
quartz (SiO2), ertixite

(Na2Si4O9)

Absence of any harmful expansive clay
minerals. SD and HL consist of dolomite
and Portlandite, respectively, which is a
calcium-based water-insoluble mineral
having good asphalt adhesion. Quartz is
associated with poor moisture sensitivity.

Hydrophilic
coefficient 0.81 0.75 0.77 All materials displayed a higher affinity

towards asphalt in comparison to water.
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rutting resistance followed by GP and SD mixes. GL mixes
displayed the lowest permanent deformation trailed by
mixes containing GP and SD because of their lowest VMA
and AFT. Both waste and composite filler mixes displayed
lower permanent deformation and higher rutting resistance
than conventional SD mixes. High resistance of GL mixes
against permanent deformation may also be due to finest
particle size of HL, which tends to uniformly distribute in the
mix and increase their stiffness.

4.2.3. Cracking Resistance. &e ITS values of the mixes at
0°C were increased with filler content irrespective of the filler
type (Table 5).&e increase in ITS with filler content is due to
increase in mastic strength due to the growth in filler
proportion and decline in binder proportion. An increase in
filler content in mixes also increased the density of mixes,
which might also be a possible reason for the increase in ITS
values [67]. &e mixes having waste fillers showed superior
ITS than SD mixes. GL mixes showed the highest ITS

followed by GP and SD mixes. &e increase in the volume
fraction of filler tends to increase the stiffness of the mastic
and mixes, thus improving the ITS. Since GL and GP oc-
cupied the highest volume due to their low specific gravity,
they exhibited higher ITS values. High ITS values of GL and
GP mixes might be attributed to their fineness due to which
they distribute uniformly and form an integrated structure
which resulted in superior ITS [54, 68].

Fatigue lives of GL and GP mixes improved with filler
quantity up to 7%. However, in case of SD mixes, fatigue life
increased up to 8.5% filler content (Table 5). &e primary
reason for this phenomenon is the tendency of filler to
display “crack pinning” behavior in the filler binder mastic
which slows down the growth of microcracks by acting as
barriers and deflects the crack propagation [69–71]. Another
reason for the improvement in fatigue life with filler content
may be due to the mode of testing. It was observed that
fatigue life of mixes improved with growth in stiffness, when
controlled stress mode of testing is adopted [72, 73]. In
general, GL mixes displayed highest fatigue lives followed by

Table 4: Marshall and volumetric properties of various mixes (standard deviations are mentioned in the parenthesis).

Type of filler
Filler content (% of

the weight of
aggregates)

OAC (% of the
total weight of

mix)

Bulk specific
gravity VMA (%) VFA(%) Marshall

stability (kN)
Flow
(mm)

AFT
(µm)

Stone dust

4.0 6.20 2.430 (0.005) 17.02 (0.18) 74.22 (0.94) 12.22 (0.30) 3.43 (0.18) 7.85
5.5 5.95 2.444 (0.006) 16.21 (0.18) 74.43 (1.01) 13.99 (0.47) 3.62 (0.18) 7.34
7.0 5.38 2.453 (0.010) 15.31 (0.31) 74.79 (1.95) 15.96 (0.29) 3.50 (0.31) 6.47
8.5 5.34 2.466 (0.005) 14.70 (0.19) 72.01 (1.06) 16.58 (0.33) 3.22 (0.19) 5.77

Glass powder

4.0 6.03 2.427 (0.005) 16.51 (0.17) 74.85 (0.93) 12.98 (0.46) 3.38 (0.17) 7.38
5.5 5.81 2.431 (0.009) 15.96 (0.29) 73.92 (1.64) 13.46 (0.52) 3.18 (0.29) 6.83
7.0 5.48 2.441 (0.011) 14.85 (0.38) 72.97 (2.06) 14.93 (0.88) 3.37 (0.38) 6.17
8.5 5.26 2.448 (0.008) 14.23 (0.28) 72.27 (1.67) 14.52 (0.62) 2.95 (0.28) 5.62

Glass-hydrated
lime

4.0 5.65 2.448 (0.006) 15.43 (0.19) 74.18 (1.11) 14.32 (0.27) 3.21 (0.19) 6.99
5.5 5.38 2.457 (0.010) 14.62 (0.36) 70.79 (2.05) 15.04 (0.30) 3.06 (0.36) 6.07
7.0 5.12 2.455 (0.006) 14.22 (0.21) 69.15 (1.17) 16.78 (0.75) 3.30 (0.21) 5.50
8.5 5.05 2.452 (0.010) 13.92 (0.37) 69.33 (2.15) 16.10 (0.40) 2.88 (0.37) 5.25

Requirements [4]
(min) 4–10 - - 14.00 (min) 65–75 9.00 2–4

Table 5: Various properties of asphalt mixes at different filler contents (standard deviations are mentioned in the parenthesis).

Type of
filler

Filler
content
(%)

Properties of asphalt mix

Permanent
deformation

(mm)

Indirect
tensile
strength
(kPa)

Fatigue life
(cycles)

Mixing
time (s)

Retained
asphalt

coverage (%)

Tensile
strength
ratio (%)

Cantabro
loss (%)

Resilient
modulus
(MPa)

Stone dust

4.0 0.095 (0.01) 2614 (132) 2491 (164) 84 (2.65) 100 (0.00) 94.23 (1.23) 4.74 (0.84) 1360 (117)
5.5 0.085 (0.01) 2774 (184) 4201 (221) 89 (4.04) 100 (0.00) 93.28 (1.02) 3.86 (0.65) 1991 (97)
7.0 0.072 (0.02) 3124 (226) 6036 (272) 93 (4.14) 97 (2.89) 89.26 (1.96) 3.42 (0.23) 2630 (101)
8.5 0.06 (0.01) 3312 (118) 6964 (187) 108 (6.11) 93 (2.89) 85.59 (3.01) 5.32 (0.77) 2930 (88)

Glass
powder

4.0 0.075 (0.01) 2964 (148) 4324 (267) 107 (5.57) 75 (5.00) 54.05 (4.85) 3.94 (0.61) 1610 (136)
5.5 0.067 (0.01) 3108 (166) 5932 (174) 133 (9.17) 68 (2.89) 39.47 (5.59) 3.56 (0.47) 2134 (157)
7.0 0.045 (0.01) 3452 (202) 6432 (265) 153 (3.46) 55 (5.00) 17.65 (6.38) 5.16 (0.88) 2834 (103)
8.5 0.032 (0.01) 3654 (154) 5321 (301) 192 (3.51) 42 (2.89) 9.18 (2.46) 5.84 (0.28) 3072 (102)

Glass-
hydrated
lime

4.0 0.06 (0.02) 3024 (157) 4971 (144) 90 (2.00) 95 (0.00) 88.58 (1.21) 4.22 (1.01) 2042 (106)
5.5 0.04 (0.01) 3392 (209) 6326 (212) 120 (4.51) 85 (0.00) 85.34 (1.32) 4.00 (0.52) 2542 (96)
7.0 0.025 (0.00) 3712 (119) 7422 (314) 142 (6.51) 82 (2.89) 81.12 (2.54) 5.75 (0.84) 3111 (131)
8.5 0.015 (0.00) 3796 (102) 6886 (137) 183 (4.73) 68 (2.89) 71.27 (3.99) 5.95 (0.36) 3512 (114)
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GP and SD mixes. HL and GP have lower specific gravity
than SD, while their mixes have lower OAC than SD mixes.
Hence, fillers in higher volume behave as barrier in relatively
less quantity of binder, which deflected more number of
cracks and improved the fatigue lives of their mixes. &e
asphalt mix’s fatigue life is also dependent on the filler bi-
tumen bonding. In the case of mixes having 8.5% filler, the
SD filler maintained its bonding with bitumen (due to
dolomite in composition), while the bond GP and GL fillers
got weakened (high silica concentration) which led to a
decrease in the fatigue life of their mixes.

4.2.4. Asphalt Aggregate Adhesion and Moisture
Susceptibility. SD mixes displayed superior active and
passive adhesion followed by GL and GP mixes, re-
spectively (Table 5). &ey had the least mixing time and
highest bitumen coverage than GL and GP mix, respec-
tively (Table 5). &e dolomite in SD and higher OAC of
their mixes may be responsible factors for their better
adhesion. GP mix showed adhesions due to presence of
high amount of silica [29, 31]. Fillers containing high
amount of silica form weak mechanical (van der Waals
force) bond with asphalt binder which resulted in poor
adhesion [74, 75]. GL mixes have displayed almost similar
performance as SD mixes at 4% content, which may be
due to the adhesion promoter behavior of HL. However,
this influence seemed to diminish at higher filler contents
(7% and 8.5%) and GL mixes delivered performance al-
most similar to GP mixes.

&e passive adhesion in the compacted specimen is
shown in Table 5. TSR values of mixes reduced with the
higher filler quantity which was caused due to lowering in
OAC and AFT of mixes. All asphalt mixes should have
atleast 80% TSR as per Indian specifications [4]. GP mixes
displayed poor performance against moisture, and none of
the GP modified mixes satisfied the given criteria (Table 5).
However, it was found that replacement of 2% glass powder
with hydrated lime (HL) had dramatically improved the
values of TSR. &e improvement in performance is due to
anti-stripping nature of HL which contains Portlandite
(Ca(OH)2) in it [12, 33]. &e hydrated lime was found to
improve the moisture resistance of asphalt mixes by
interacting with carboxylic acid in binder and forming
water-insoluble calcium salts [76]. &e improvement in
moisture resistance in GL mixes might also be due to the
formation of cementitious compounds because of the re-
action of pozzolanic compound SiO2 and lime in the
presence of water [77]. GLmixes displayed significantly high
TSR values than GP mixes and have shown satisfactory TSR
up to 7% of filler content in the mix. Hence, it can be said
that up to 5% of GP along with 2% of HL can be satisfactorily
utilized as a filler.

4.2.5. Ravelling Resistance. Ravelling resistance of all mixes
was assessed by comparing their Cantabro loss (Table 5). It
seemed that Cantabro losses reduced with filler content up to
a limit followed by a marginal decline. &e reduction in
Cantabro loss might be attributed to mastic hardening with

the increase in filler proportion, which improved the impact
resistance of the mixes [78]. However, excessive stiffening
and lowering of OAC at higher filler contents reduced the
adhesion which consequently increased the losses. GP and
GLmixes showed lower Cantabro losses (at 4 and 5.5%) than
SD mixes, while SD mixes displayed better performance at
higher filler contents (7 and 8.5%).

4.2.6. Resilient Modulus. &e resilient modulus (Mr) of
mixes is stated in Table 5 and was found to increase with the
filler content. It is due to the lower OBC of waste filler
modified mixes and due to fineness of filler particles
[54, 75]. In general, GL mixes showed highest Mr values
followed by GP and SD mixes. Hence, flexible pavements
with GP and GL mixes may support same volume of traffic
with relatively lower layer thickness than SD mix.

4.3. Analysis of Flexible Pavements

4.3.1. Structural Design of Flexible Pavements. &e allowable
vertical compressive and horizontal tensile strains at critical
locations were found to be 0.273×10−4 and 0.134×10−3,
respectively, as per equations (4) and (5). &e minimum
surface layer thickness which ensures that the strain in
critical location remains lower than allowable strains was
determined using IITPAVE software [37]. &e thicknesses
corresponding to each mix are stated in Table 6. It is seen
that the growth in filler content significantly improved the
stiffness of mixes, which ultimately resulted in a considerable
reduction in required surface layer thickness. &e com-
parison of layer thickness of various mixes with SD mix
containing 4% filler (SD 4) is also reported in Table 6. GL
mixes displayed the lowest layer thickness followed by GP
and SDmixes. &e use of waste fillers seemed to significantly
reduce the required thickness which resulted in a mo-
mentous saving in material and workmanship.

4.3.2. Cost Analysis of Flexible Pavements. &e amount of
ingredients consumed to construct 1 km of 2-lane surface
course is stated in Table 7 along with their respective cost.
&e cost comparison of various surface courses with SD mix
containing 4% filler (SD 4) mix is made in Table 8. It can be
clearly seen that cost of surface courses significantly declined
with increase in filler content. Since binder has the highest
cost, the reduction in cost of different mixes was attributed
to the its relative savings. Asphalt mixes containing GL
mixes were found to bemost economical followed by GP and
SD mixes. &e use of GL and GP resulted in momentous
savings of 33 and 35%, respectively. In the case of SD mixes,
the growth in filler content from 4 to 8.5% has resulted in a
cost reduction of up to 30%.

4.3.3. Analysis of GWP of Flexible Pavements. &e GWP of
various surface courses was analyzed by comparing their
GHG, which is shown in Tables 9 and 10. Similar to the cost
analysis, the growth in filler content tends to significantly
reduce the GWP of surface courses. &e GP mixes can be
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considered as most environmentally friendly, and use of GP
at higher quantities (8.5%) is expected to reduce the GHG
emission by 35%.&is might be due to lower consumption of
bitumen by these mixes. Interestingly, it can be observed that
GL mixes displayed higher GHG emission amongst all
mixes, despite having lower OAC and surface layer thick-
ness. &e higher GWP of these mixes might be attributed to
the hydrated lime which generates good amount of CO2
during its production. It must also be noted that surface
course containing GL filler at 7 and 8.5% exhibited almost
similar GHG as SD 4 mixes. Hence, utilization of GL at
higher filler contents could not only be environmentally
friendly but also be significantly cheaper than conventional
SD 4 mixes. &e use of GP and GL as fillers also conserves
momentous amount of non-removable resources (aggre-
gates, stone dust, and asphalt binder) in each km of surface

layer construction (Table 9). &e single km of two-lane
surface course made with GL and GP fillers is expected to
conserve up to 324 and 312 tons of aggregates and stone dust
in comparison to SD 4 mixes. &e use of GL and GL surface
course also saves up to 27 and 30 tons of asphalt binder in
each km of road construction. It will also be helpful in
reducing the cost of transportation, workmanship, and the
time of road construction. Up to 74 tons of waste GP can be
consumed in the construction of a single km of such
pavement, while up to 56 tons of waste GP can be consumed
in the form of GL composite. &is will significantly resolve
the issue regarding the safe disposal of GP. GL 7 mix can be
considered as the most superior amongst all mixes. Not only
this mix showed satisfactory resistance against moisture and
superior stiffness and cracking resistance than SD 4 mix but
also surface courses made with it were found to be 21%more

Table 6: &e adopted thickness and computed strains (using IITPAVE).

Type of
filler

Percentage of
filler in the mix

(%)

Resilient
modulus at
35°C (MPa)

&e adopted
thickness of
surface course

(mm)

Computed vertical
compressive strain

at top of the
subgrade

Computed horizontal
tensile strain at the

bottom of the
bottommost bituminous

layer

Comparison of the
surface layer thickness of

different mixes with
respect to SD 4 mix (%)

Stone dust

4 1360 70 0.2374×10−3 0.1335×10−3 100
5.5 1991 62 0.2330×10−3 0.1339×10−3 88.57
7 2630 57 0.2294×10−3 0.1339×10−3 81.43
8.5 2930 56 0.2271× 10−3 0.1334×10−3 80.00

Glass
powder

4 1610 66 0.2358×10−3 0.1339×10−3 94.29
5.5 2134 61 0.2319×10−3 0.1337×10−3 87.14
7 2834 56 0.2281× 10−3 0.1338×10−3 80.00
8.5 3072 54 0.2267×10−3 0.1336×10−3 77.14

Glass-
hydrated
lime

4 2042 62 0.2323×10−3 0.1335×10−3 88.57
5.5 2542 58 0.2294×10−3 0.1336×10−3 82.86
7 3111 55 0.2263×10−3 0.1334×10−3 78.57
8.5 3512 53 0.2247×10−3 0.1331× 10−3 75.71

Table 7: Cost analysis of various mixes.

Type of
filler Filler

content
(%)

Quantity
of

bitumen
(ton/km)

Quantity of
coarse

aggregate
(m3/km)

Quantity of
fine

aggregate
(m3/km)

Quantity
of SD

(m3/km)

Quantity
of GP

(m3/km)

Quantity
of

hydrated
lime

(ton/km)

Total
material
cost (INR/

km)

Processing
cost (0.5% of
material cost)
(INR/km)

Final cost
(INR/km)

CPWD
rates

INR
39570/ton

INR 1350/
m3

INR 1350/
m3

INR
1400/m3 0 INR 2900/

ton

Stone dust

4.0 78.70 151.18 236.68 16.49 0 0 36,60,976 0 36,60,976
5.5 67.10 135.09 206.01 20.25 0 0 31,44,147 0 31,44,147
7.0 55.65 125.50 186.31 23.95 0 0 26,56,573 0 26,56,573
8.5 54.53 124.01 179.08 28.74 0 0 26,07,250 0 26,07,250

Glass
powder

4.0 71.95 142.66 223.34 0 17.71 0 33,41,227 16,706 33,57,933
5.5 64.03 132.42 201.95 0 22.60 0 29,85,075 14,925 30,00,000
7.0 55.48 122.55 181.93 0 26.62 0 26,06,267 13,031 26,19,298
8.5 51.38 118.82 171.59 0 31.34 0 24,24,978 12,125 24,37,103

Glass-
hydrated
lime
composite

4.0 63.62 135.80 212.59 0 8.43 19.98 30,45,777 15,229 30,61,006
5.5 56.72 127.91 195.07 0 13.89 18.82 27,34,973 13,675 27,48,648
7.0 51.00 121.57 180.47 0 18.86 17.88 24,77,864 12,389 24,90,254
8.5 48.38 117.10 169.10 0 23.62 17.23 23,50,835 11,754 23,62,589

Note. 1 $≈74.82 INR (on 13/08/2020).
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economical. &e construction of single km of GL 7 surface
course can also conserve up to 280 and 28 tons of aggregates
and asphalt binder, respectively, as well as utilize 45 tons of
GP.

&e comparsion of obtained results is also made with the
previous major literatures as stated in Table 11. It can be clearly
observed that in comparison to the previous literatures, current
study explored the performance of asphalt mixes containing
variable amounts of GP and GL fillers in more multifaceted
manner. Unlike previous studies, it addressed a critical issue

concerning the moisture sensitivity of asphalt mixes containing
GP in significant detail. Additionally, it also explored the vital
aspects concerning the cost and environmental sustainability of
GP incorporation, which has not been done before. &is study
not only conclusively proved that the incorporation of GP alone
as filler can increase moisture sensitivity of asphalt mix but also
suggested a manner to maximize the utilization of GP in the
form of GL composite filler, while maintaining the engineering,
economical, and environmental viability of prepared asphalt
mixes.

Table 8: Comparison of the final cost of different mixes.

Filler type
&e total cost of mixes with respect to SD mix containing 4% filler (SD 4)

Filler content
4% 5.5% 7% 8.5%

Stone dust 100 85.88 72.56 71.22
Glass powder 91.27 81.95 71.55 66.57
Glass lime 86.31 75.08 68.02 64.53

Table 9: Global warming potential of various mixes.

Type of
filler

Filler
content
(%)

Quantity
of

bitumen
(ton/km)

Quantity
of coarse
aggregate
(ton/km)

Quantity
of fine

aggregate
(ton/km)

Quantity
of SD

(ton/km)

Quantity
of GP

(ton/km)

Quantity
of

hydrated
lime

(ton/km)
Total

emission
(kgCO2

equivalent)

Savings in
conventional
aggregates

with respect to
SD 4 mix (ton)

Savings in
bitumen
with

respect to
SD 4 mix
(ton)

GHG
emission
(kgCO2
equivalent/
kg)

0.426 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0 0.785

Stone dust

4.0 78.70 422.56 644.96 44.48 0 0 36419 0 0
5.5 67.10 377.56 561.38 54.65 0 0 31170 138.75 11.70
7.0 55.65 350.78 507.70 64.62 0 0 26107 229.18 23.05
8.5 54.53 346.61 487.99 77.53 0 0 25602 265.97 24.17

Glass
powder

4.0 71.95 398.74 608.61 0 41.97 0 33270 104.65 6.75
5.5 64.03 370.12 550.31 0 53.57 0 29670 191.57 14.67
7.0 55.48 342.53 495.77 0 63.10 0 25813 273.71 23.22
8.5 51.38 332.11 467.57 0 74.29 0 23695 312.32 27.32

Glass lime
composite

4.0 63.62 379.55 579.31 0 19.98 19.98 45277 153.14 15.08
5.5 56.72 357.51 531.56 0 32.93 18.82 41245 222.93 21.98
7.0 51.00 339.78 491.79 0 44.71 17.88 37928 280.43 27.70
8.5 48.38 327.30 460.80 0 55.99 17.23 36183 323.90 30.32

Table 10: Comparison of GWP of different mixes.

Filler type
GWP of mixes with respect to SD mix containing 4% filler (SD 4)

Filler content
4% 5.5% 7% 8.5%

Stone dust 100 85.59 71.69 70.30
Glass powder 91.35 81.47 70.88 65.06
Glass lime 124.32 113.25 104.14 99.35
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5. Conclusions

&e conclusions obtained are as follows:

(i) GP, SD, and HL displayed traits of good fillers
because of their fineness, low clay content, and
hydrophobic nature. All asphalt concrete mixes
prepared with GP and GL fillers (except GL mixes
prepared at 8.5% filler content) showed superior
Marshall and volumetric properties than conven-
tional SD mixes.

(ii) OAC of all mixes decreased with growth in filler
content due to filler’s asphalt binder extender ac-
tion. GL filler modified mixes displayed the lowest
OAC in all cases and have the highest Marshall
stabilities in most of the cases.

(iii) &e resistance against cracking and rutting increased
with the filler content. GL mixes exhibited better
resistance due to the fine nature of GL and low VMA
of the prepared mixes. GL and GP mixes also dis-
played satisfactory resistance against ravelling at lower
filler contents.

(iv) GP displayed poor performance against moisture and
in terms of adhesion. GP mixes failed to fulfill the
minimum requirement of TSR at any filler content.
GL mixes displayed satisfactory TSR values up to 7%
filler content (5% GP+ 2% lime). Hence, GP can be
utilized up to 5% along with 2% HL to form mixes
with satisfactory moisture resistance.

(v) GL and GP mixes had higher resilient modulus and
displayed better load distribution behavior than SD
mixes.&e pavement structure containing thesemixes
supported similar design traffic at a much lower
thickness of pavements.

(vi) &e pavement consisting of GL and GP mixes
resulted in reduction of cost of the pavements up
to 35 and 33% in comparison to conventional SD
4 mix. &e construction of each km of surface
course with these mixes can also conserve 324

and 312 tons of natural aggregates, respectively.
GP mixes were found to be most environmen-
tally friendly since they displayed 35% lower
GWP than SD 4 mixes

(vii) GL 7 mix was found to be the most superior amongst
all mixes. It exhibited better laboratory performance,
and the asphalt pavements made with it was also
found to be 21%more economical. Use of this mix can
also conserve 280 tons and 28 tons of conventional
aggregates and binder, respectively.

In conclusion, it could be said that the utilization of
GP in the form of waste and composite filler could be an
efficient solution for the ecofriendly disposal of glass
waste. &e utilization of GP and GL fillers was proven to
form asphalt mixes exhibiting superior engineering
performance in a more economical and environmentally
friendly manner.

Data Availability

All data and models generated or used during the study are
included within the article.
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+e construction of the new Norwegian E39 highway comprises the excavation of extended tunnelling systems, which lead to a
tremendous amount of blasted rocks. Among others, a sustainable cost-benefit application of these resources is represented by
their local use as constructionmaterial in the unbound layers of the roads. Two types of nontraditional additives are investigated to
improve the mechanical properties of aggregates; this is particularly useful for those rocks that do not fulfil the design re-
quirements in their natural status. +is work focuses on the field application of two innovative stabilizing technologies based on
organosilane and lignosulfonate. +e performance of these additive agents is characterized by considering three typical road base
layer sections built on purpose according to real practice and added with water (no treatment), organosilane, and lignosulfonate.
+e test sections are subjected to climatic actions only as neither traffic nor surface courses are applied. With the investigation
covering two years, the layers’ stiffness, deformation, and resistance to penetration are evaluated by employing a light-weight
deflectometer and dynamic cone penetrometer. Both organosilane and lignosulfonate significantly enhance the mechanical
properties of the treated base layers.

1. Introduction

By fulfilling the “ferry-free coastal highway route E39”
project, the Norwegian Public Roads Administration
(NPRA) aims at improving the viability along the south-
western Norwegian coast from Trondheim to Kristiansand
coast for an overall length of about 1100 km [1, 2]. +e
project comprises the creation of extended tunnelling sys-
tems, thus leading to the generation of a tremendous amount
of blasted rocks. Among others, a sustainable way to employ
these natural resources as construction materials is repre-
sented by their use in the unbound layers of the roads built in
the proximity of the tunnel infrastructures. +is solution

would engender remarkable advantages from several points
of view and curtail the consumption of natural resources and
related pollutant emissions [3–7]. In addition, the impor-
tance of sustainable and environmentally friendly solutions
is becoming more and more significant in the world as well
as in Norway as the country pursues climate neutrality [8].

To avoid encountering premature damage [9], the
Norwegian pavement design manual specifies some re-
quirements for unbound granular materials (UGMs) to be
used in the road unbound layers [10, 11]; among others, the
Los Angeles (LA) value [12] and microdeval (MDE) value
[13] are usually the most stringent criteria to be fulfilled [14].
+e geology spread along the highway alignment is largely
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various and comprises both rocks that meet the design
requirements (“strong” aggregates, generally igneous rocks),
while other rocks (“weak” aggregates, generally sedimentary
and metamorphic rocks) do not [15].

Several traditional stabilization technologies have been
thoroughly characterized to improve the mechanical
properties of unbound layers, for example, cement, bitumen,
fly ash, lime, and gypsum [16–21]. Recently, two nontra-
ditional stabilizing agents have shown promising results to
improve the mechanical response of crushed rock aggregates
[22–24]. +e two additives are based on organosilane and
lignosulfonate, here also referred to as polymer-based (P)
agent and lignin-based (L) agent, respectively.

Considering that the previous investigations dealing
with the stabilization potentials of the P-based and L-based
products were largely based on laboratory tests performed
on clayey and silty materials [25–32], this study expands the
previous findings by encompassing a field test on crushed
rock aggregates covering the time span of two years. +ree
typical base road sections were built according to the actual
Norwegian construction practice and added with water (no
treatment), organosilane and lignosulfonate, respectively.
+e test sections were only subjected to climatic actions as
neither traffic nor surface courses were applied. Across a
time span of two years, the stiffness and the deformation
properties have been assessed using a light-weight deflec-
tometer (LWD) [33] and dynamic cone penetrometer (DCP)
[34]. Aggregates that fulfil standard code requirements were
used in this study as performing the field test with enough
quantities of “weak” aggregates was not feasible.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1.CrushedRockAggregates. +e field test was performed in
the Vassfjellet locality close to Trondheim (Trøndelag,
Norway). +e rocks available in this place, mainly charac-
terized by metamorphic reactions, are particularly rich in
gabbro/metagabbro and greenschist [35]; moreover, they are
commonly employed for road construction in the central
part of Norway [36]. X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analyses were preliminarily performed
to thoroughly characterize the aggregates. A Bruker D8
Advance instrument displaying a cobalt tube with wave-
length of 1.79 Å was used to perform XRD analysis and
examine the composition based on the Rietveld approach,
and the proportions of the most abundant minerals are
reported in Figure 1. Hornblende (amphibole), chlorite,
albite (feldspar), and clinozoisite (epidote) were the pre-
dominant minerals. +e XRF analysis was attained
employing a PANalytical Zetium 4 kW X-ray spectrometer.
+emajor elements as well as the Loss On Ignition (LOI) are
reported in Table 1, and silicon was the major component.

According to the requirements specified by the Nor-
wegian pavement design manual N200 [10, 11], crushed
rocks can be used as construction material in the base and in
the subbase of a road considering the results of the Los
Angeles standard test (LA value) and the microdeval stan-
dard test (MDE value). As the threshold values for base
layers are set to 30 and 15, the crushed rocks deriving from

Vassfjellet fulfil the code requirements (LA� 18.2 and
MDE� 14.2). Anyway, this did not obstruct the general goal
of the study, namely, to evaluate whether organosilane and
lignosulfonate can enhance the mechanical properties of
crushed rocks; consequently, the achieved improvements
may even be greater for poorer rock aggregates. Figure 2(a)
displays the grain curve used in the field investigation as well
as the gradation range [37]; the maximum aggregate size was
32mm. +e optimum moisture content (OMC) was also
evaluated [38] and found equal to 5% for bulk density
approximately equal to 2.5 t/m3 as depicted in Figure 2(b).

2.2. Stabilization Technologies. +e existing nontraditional
technologies effective for stabilization of coarse-graded
roads unbound can be categorized as [39]: synthetic poly-
mer, organic nonpetroleum, organic petroleum, clay, and
brine salt. Organosilane is a synthetic polymer, whereas
lignosulfonate is an organic nonpetroleum product. +e
safety data sheets of both the additives do not report any
environmental hazards, and the degradation is environ-
mentally acceptable [40, 41]. Currently, the largest amount
of research focuses on polymeric and plant-based technol-
ogies as they are the newest stabilization solutions [42].

Polymeric stabilizers were first introduced during the
60s as synthetic monomers with dimension ranging from
0.05 μm to 5 μm in diameter [43, 44]. +eir stabilizing
process is based on the coalescence, which indicates the
creation of a film forming physical bonds after the
emulsion evaporation [45]. Polymeric products can be
classified as acrylate, polyurethane, styrene butadiene, or
acetate [46]. +e organosilane is a nanoscale non-
leachable and UV- and heat-stable acrylate based on two
components, namely an emulsion based on acetic acid
and methanol (component C1) and a fine dispersion
based on propylene glycol and alkoxy-alkyl silyl (com-
ponent C2). After combination with the silicates natu-
rally present on the aggregate surface forming siloxane
linkages (�Si-O-Si�), the additive promotes the forma-
tion of a 4–6-nm layer of hydrophobic alkyl siloxane as
depicted in Figure 3 [30, 47–49]. +e main physical
properties of the organosilane used in this study are
reported in Table 2. +e chemical bindings are damaged if
exposed to base substances [50] or temperature above
200°C [51].

Lignosulfonate is an organic polymer that consists of both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups; it is a renewable sub-
stance deriving from lignin extracted by paper and pulp
industries. +e product is water soluble and not toxic [25, 28,
52]. +anks to its cementitious properties, lignosulfonate
binds the aggregate particles together as depicted in Figure 4
[31]. When applied as a stabilizer for roads unbound, the
potential leaching under wet conditions can be partially
hindered by providing a proper surface drainage or surface
treatment. +e main physical properties of the lignosulfonate
used in this study are reported in Table 3. Considering the
engendered physical cementation action (minor or no
chemical effects), it has been indicated that the stabilization
process may augment with the decreased surface area,
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Figure 1: Bulk mineralogy of crushed rock aggregates.

Table 1: Chemical composition of crushed rock aggregates (weight percent of major oxides).

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Na2O TiO2 SO3 K2O LOI
44.1 13.0 12.8 11.5 10.2 1.91 0.91 0.20 0.10 5.01
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Figure 2: Grain size distribution curve (a) and assessment of OMC (b).
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Figure 3: Stabilization mechanism for silicate-containing aggregates with organosilane [30].

Table 2: Main physical properties and water contained in organosilane (from technical representatives).

Component Freezing point Boiling point Viscosity Density
(°C) (°C) (cP @ 30°C) (kg/m3)

P-BASED C1 0 100 20–200 1010
C2 <−5 188 200–600 1020
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namely, improving when moving from applications for fine-
graded soils to coarse-graded aggregates [39].

2.3. Test Sections and Test Procedures. +e field test was
performed in an open space located in a quarry in Vassfjellet
(Trøndelag, Norway). Considering the grain size distribution
curve reported in Figure 2(a), three base layer sections were
built and were treated according to three different proce-
dures: water only/untreated (section L0), polymer-based
additive (location L1), and lignin-based additive (location
L2). Width, length, and approximate thickness of each
section were 3.5m× 10m× 17 cm thick, respectively. +e
main operational stages to build the road test locations il-
lustrated in Figure 5 were accomplished inMay 2018; further
information regarding the construction procedure can be
found in [24]. Table 4 reports on the amount of the ad-
mixtures employed.

+e light weight deflectometer (LWD) is a single-person-
use portable instrument employed for the determination of
the mechanical properties of the test sections and to char-
acterize their spatial distribution [33, 53, 54]. +e device
used in this investigation is manufactured by the HMP
company [55]. +e test consists in subjecting the road base
layer to a pulse load applied via a steel plate; a geophone
records the speed of the plate movement. +e LWD is made
of the following parts as illustrated in Figure 6: loading
mechanism handle (1), release mechanism (2), bubble level
(3), guide rod allowing the falling weight to drop from a
distance of 72 cm (4), 10-kg drop-weight (5), transportation
lock pin (6), and elastic element with prestressed disc springs
(7). +e load plate is 30 cm in diameter and comprises a cap
with a sensor (8), a sensor socket to connect the measuring
cable (9), and a load plate carrying handles (10). +e sensor
which serves to measure the settlement is positioned under
the cap (8) of the load plate [56]. +e loading mechanism
generates a defined impulsive load, and the total settlement

of the layer under the load plate is measured; the maximum
impact force is 7.07 kN, the duration of the impact is
17.0± 1.5ms, and the deflection range measured is 0.1 to
2.0mm± 0.02mm. After the completion of three mea-
surements, the deflection transducer (geophone) evaluates
the average settlement Sm and the resilient modulus ELWD
according to the circular plate half-space theory assuming
homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic material behavior
[58,59]. Different from a falling weight deflectometer (FWD)
device, the LWD employs a shorter load pulse and a smaller
force action [60,61].

+e dynamic cone penetrometer (DCP) device was also
employed to appraise the stabilizing potentials of P-based
and L-based technologies in addition to the LWD in terms of
their resistance to penetration.+is test was accomplished by
driving a metal cone into the base layer by releasing an 8-kg
weight from a distance of 575mm as illustrated in Figure 6
[34, 57]. +e DCP was adopted here as a further practical
approach to better evaluate the admixtures’ performances in
addition to the LWD as the DCP results may be correlated to
other properties, for example, resilient modulus and bearing
capacity [62–64].

LWD measurements were performed daily during the
first 50 days starting after construction completion (May and
June 2018). Moreover, LWD tests were also carried out from
day 110 to day 115 (September 2018), from day 365 to day
370 (May 2019), and from day 730 to day 735 (May 2020)
after construction completion. DCP tests were performed
during day 115, day 370, and day 735. +e field investigation
thus covered an overall time span of two years. +e LWD
and DCPmeasurements in each location were performed for
15 spots, and average values are presented here.

+e measuring operations were accomplished after it
had stopped raining in case of precipitation. Skjetlein and
Saupstad weather stations daily recorded the precipitation
amount and the average, minimum, and maximum tem-
perature [65]; average values are reported in this study
according to the distance weighting method [66]. +e two
chosen weather stations are the closest ones to the test site,
being approximately located 5 km away from the quarry.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Aggregate Coating and Field Conditions. +e surfaces of
untreated and treated crushed rocks were probed in the lab-
oratory by two means as depicted in Figure 7. A microscope
operating at 40x magnification enabled the reconnaissance of
the main minerals, namely amphibole, feldspar, and epidote as
reported in Section 2.1. Both the P-based and L-based additive
completely covered the aggregates surface. +e organosilane
was characterized by spherical structures (gas bubbles) created
in conjunction with the foaming process, whereas the polygonal
structures related to lignosulfonate formed an irregular mesh-
shaped coating. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis
was also performed to investigate the microstructure and
morphology using an emission current of 10μA and an ac-
celeration voltage of 10 kV. Both organosilane and lignosul-
fonate utterly covered the aggregate matrix surface as the
smaller fragmented particles were no longer visible.

Aggregate
particleCementing

lignosulfonate

Figure 4: Stabilization mechanism for aggregates with lignosul-
fonate [31].

Table 3: Main physical properties and water contained in ligno-
sulfonate (from technical representatives).

Freezing point Boiling point Viscosity Density

L-BASED (°C) (°C) (cP @ 30°C) (kg/m3)
−5–0 100 550 1250
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+e density of the test sections was evaluated, thanks
to the excavation method [67], and the calculated bulk
density ρb, dry density ρd and water content w are dis-
played in Figure 8. +e amount of lignosulfonate used in
location L2 was remarkably higher than the admixtures
employed in the other two locations; consequently, lo-
cation L2 was oversaturated, and the measurements here
were performed after 5 days.

During the two-year time span, the test sections were
exposed to the temperature variations depicted in Figure 9.
In this regard, Figure 10 reports more details regarding the

time when the LWD and DCP measurements were per-
formed. From day 1 to day 50 (May and June 2018), the
average temperature was comprised between 5°C and 20°C
with small precipitations (Figure 10(a)); this situation was
exceptionally dry and warm for the Norwegian context [68].
Considering the three temporal frames day 110–day 115
(September 2018), day 365–day 370 (May 2019), and day
730–day 735 (May 2020), the average temperatures were
12.5°C, 5.4°C and 10.0°C and the cumulated amounts of
precipitation were 13.4mm, 21.1mm, and 6.7mm, respec-
tively (Figures 10(b)–10(d)).

Laying of crushed rock aggregates Water application (section L0) P-based application (section L1)

L-based application (section L2) Mixing procedure Compaction procedure

UNTREATED 
(SECTION L0)

P-BASED
(SECTION L1)

L-BASED
(SECTION L2)

Construction completion

Figure 5: Main stages of the construction operations to build the road rest sections.

Table 4: Quantity of admixtures used in each location.

Location Water (kg) P-based additive (kg) L-based additive (kg)
L0 500 0 0
L1 500 26 (C1) + 26 (C1) 0
L2 500 0 150
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+e surface appearance of the three road sections
during the two-year time span is depicted in Figure 11. In
this regard, the clearest differences regarding the aggre-
gate surfaces could be observed after construction com-
pletion when the untreated unbound matrix only
contained water and the materials treated with organo-
silane and lignosulfonate displayed a less rough surface
with colors fading to grey and brown, respectively. Af-
terwards, owing to the complete exposure of the test
sections to natural actions, the appearance of the stabi-
lized surfaces became slightly different. Even if after two
years, the additives did not completely coat the surface of
the crushed rocks, and the presence of a bound matrix
could still be clearly observed among the aggregates when
inspecting the surface carefully.

3.2. Light Weight Deflectometer Measurements. +e first
sequence of LWD measurements was performed during the
first 50 days after construction completion of the road
sections. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) report the resilient mod-
ulus ELWD and the settlement SLWD, respectively. During this
period, the location L1 treated with organosilane registered
the highest ELWD value (163.5MPa) and the lowest SLWD
value (0.14mm). Meanwhile, the effect of the lignosulfonate
became evident at a slower pace (most likely due to the initial
oversaturation of location L2) and the highest values of ELWD
and SLWD for the lignosulfonate-based treatedmaterials were
equal to 133.4MPa and 0.18mm, respectively. Moreover,
despite the fact that the surfaces of all the test sections were
not graded according to a cross profile to promote water
discharge, it is worth noting that precipitations exerted a

LWD DCP
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Figure 6: Components of the LWD and DCP used in the field test [56, 57].
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Figure 7: Appearance of the surface of crushed rock aggregates probed with the microscope (scale bar 100 µm) and SEM (scale bar 10 µm).
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Figure 10: Continued.
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major effect only for the untreated location L0, while small
daily variations were observed for locations L1 and L2.
Figures 12(c)–12(d) report ELWD and SLWD, respectively,
during day 110–day 115.+ese measurements prove that the
treated areas had mechanical performances that were sig-
nificantly higher than location L0. +e average values of

ELWD were 42.2MPa, 102.5MPa, and 103.9MPa, and the
average values of SLWD were 0.46mm, 0.22mm, and
0.23mm for L0, L1, and L2, respectively. Compared to the
measurements related to day 1–day 50, the significant
amount of precipitation that took place between day 50 and
day 110 could account for the smaller values measured
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Figure 10: Weather conditions in the field. Day 1–day 50 (a), day 110–day 115 (b), day 365–day 370 (c) [24], and day 730–day 735
(d): average, minimum, and maximum temperature and precipitation.
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Figure 11: Surface appearance of the tested road sections during a two-year time span (the maximum size of the rock aggregates is 32mm).
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Figure 12: Resilient modulus ELWD (a, c, e, g) and settlement SLWD (b, d, f, h) for day 1–day 50, day 110–day 115, day 365–day 370 [24] and
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during day 110–day 115. Figures 12(e)–12(f) display the
mechanical performance after one year of construction,
namely during day 365–day 370, despite the general decrease
in the values of ELWD and SLWD, the treated locations
continued to perform much better than the untreated lo-
cations. +e average values of ELWD were 41.0MPa,
88.7MPa, and 82.2MPa, and the average values of SLWD
were 0.57mm, 0.26mm, and 0.28mm for L0, L1, and L2,
respectively. Considering the measurements achieved after
two years, namely during day 730–day 735, it is evident that
both organosilane and lignosulfonate continued to entail
positive effects. +e average values of ELWD were 40.4MPa,
77.6MPa, and 74.7MPa, and the average values of SLWD
were 0.58mm, 0.28mm, and 0.31mm for L0, L1, and L2,
respectively.

Considering the whole general trend of the mechanical
properties measured during the two-year life span, both
organosilane and lignosulfonate performed satisfactorily,
attaining better results compared to the untreated material.
Referring for example to the resilient modulus, the average
values after 115 days, 1 year, and 2 years were 42.2MPa,

41.0MPa, and 40.4MPa for untreated aggregates, 102.5MPa,
88.7MPa, and 77.6MPa for P-based treated materials, and
103.9MPa, 82.2MPa, and 74.7MPa for L-based treated ma-
terials, respectively. Even if the stabilized aggregates always
performed better than the untreated material, a slowly de-
creasing mechanical response of the former ones was registered
and this phenomenon can be attributed to their complete
exposure to atmospheric actions such as rain and snow. For
instance, feasible solutions to prevent or reduce this effect would
be represented by covering the treated course with an overlying
(i.e., bituminous) course or ensuring the presence of a proper
water drainage system (e.g., transversal profile and ditches).

3.3. Dynamic Cone Penetrometer Measurements. A DCP test
comprised 7 measurement sequences with 3 blows each.
Figure 13 displays the depth of cumulative penetration CPDCP
measured from the layer surface at the end of each sequence.
+e results referring to location L0 only comprised 4 sequences,
namely 12 blows, as a higher number of blows was enough to
penetrate the entire layers’ thickness (17 cm). Overall, the
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treated locations L1 and L2 were always stiffer than the un-
treated location L0. Considering the trends across the two-year
time span, the location L0 underwent the largest variations; on
the other hand, the application of organosilane and lignosul-
fonate proved to be an effective way to stabilize both locations
L1 and L2. Despite the reduction in the mechanical response
over time most likely due to the total exposure to climatic
actions, the stabilized materials always performed better than
the untreated aggregates. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the
detrimental effects on the additive effectiveness apported by
natural precipitations could be reduced or hindered by
implementing some good construction practices.

+e results of DCP cumulative penetration and the
findings obtained from LWD equipment were in good
agreement as both the tests indicated that (i) the stabi-
lized road sections performed better than the untreated
area and that (ii) the mechanical response related to
organosilane and lignosulfonate gradually reduced over
time.

To further characterize the results deriving from the two-
testing device, Figure 14 compares the values of maximum
cumulative penetration CPDCP and settlement SLWD ob-
tained from DCP and LWD, respectively. Overall, the trends
are in good agreement as all the values assessed for each test
section tend to increase over time. A relationship between
the two quantities can be defined as

SLWD(mm) � a · CPDCP(mm). (1)

Considering the experimental values reported in Fig-
ure 14, the calculation employing a least-square method
indicates that a value is 0.0032 in this investigation.

4. Conclusions

+e study characterized the use of two nontraditional sta-
bilizing agents based on organosilane and lignosulfonate to
enhance the mechanical properties of crushed rock aggre-
gates to be employed as construction materials in the un-
bound layers of road pavements. Organosilane reacted with
the silicates naturally present on the aggregate surface
forming chemical covalent polar bonds, whereas lignosul-
fonate physically cemented the aggregate particles together.
+e surfaces of the treatedmaterials were initially completely
covered by the additives as probed with the microscope and
SEM. +e effectiveness of the stabilizing technologies was
evaluated in a field test displaying three base road sections,
each of which was added with only water (untreated),
organosilane, and lignosulfonate. +e test had a temporal
duration covering two years, and neither traffic nor surface
courses were applied; the layers were only subjected to
natural climatic actions. +e mechanical properties in terms
of stiffness, deformation, and resistance to penetration were
characterized by the LWD and DCP. +e following con-
clusions can be drawn:

(1) Both organosilane and lignosulfonate were effective
technologies to enhance the mechanical perfor-
mance of crushed rocks to be used as aggregates in

the road base layers. +e LWD and DCP measure-
ments performed within the two-year time frame
highlighted the persistent effectiveness of the stabi-
lizing agents.

(2) Based on the data collected during the first 50 days,
the organosilane had a more rapid stabilizing effect
compared to the lignosulfonate; nevertheless, similar
performance was observed during the other periods
when measurements were undertaken.

(3) +e results deriving from LWD and DCP were in
good agreement as both the test equipment indicated
that the stabilized aggregates performed better than
the untreated ones and that the mechanical response
related to the investigated additive technologies
gradually reduced over time.

(4) +e test sections were built comprising aggregates
that fulfilled the standard code requirements.
+erefore, using the investigated nontraditional
stabilizing agents can lead to even greater benefits for
those “weak” aggregates that do not meet the re-
quirements specified by the design manual.

As an input for future research efforts, some consider-
ations can be made to indicate the directions to expand the
investigation. Even if the test results of this study were
positive, the outcomes could be generalized even more by
employing other rock types. Moreover, mixing proportions
containing different additive percentages as well as the
exposure to different climates and temperatures could be
investigated. Finally, compound modification of the poly-
mer-based and lignin-based stabilizing agents could also be
explored.
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In this study, lime stabilization and geocell reinforcement methods were investigated for a clayey subgrade of unpaved road at
different water contents. )is study is especially important in terms of determining the soil improvement method for road
construction on wet lands. )e effects of the geocell height (50, 100, 150, and 200mm) and lime content (3, 6, and 12%) on the
settlement of the subgrade soil at different water contents (25, 28, 30, 32, and 35%) were analyzed. Accordingly, a large scale plate
loading test was designed, and it is utilized to achieve loading-settlement curves.)e bearing capacity andmodulus of subgrade (k)
of soil were determined. It was detected that the geocell height and lime content have different effects at different water contents,
and the modulus of subgrade reaction became stable beyond a constant height of the geocell. It was understood that none of these
two improvements did not meet the Highways Technical Specifications. It is detected that at least these two improvement
techniques are needed to be applied together to meet the specifications for the soil examined in this study.

1. Introduction

Performance and bearing capacity of the road surfacing
significantly depend on the specifications of the ground that it
subsides. )erefore, foundation floors must safely withstand
the stresses caused by traffic loads. )erefore, base soils need
to safely withstand the stresses that traffic loads constitute.
Generally, soil type, water content, and degree of compaction
affect the bearing capacity of the foundation soil. Swelling or
blistering of the base soil depends on its moisture content. No
superstructure constructed on this type of base soils can
withstand against cracking and settlements. Base soils must be
able to withstand high level loads without excessive settle-
ments. Base soils that are not suitable for the road super-
structure should be improved and stabilized adequately. With
the improvement of the base soil, the bearing capacity and
surfacing performance increase, while settlements and, thus,
the surfacing thickness decrease [1].

With the addition of lime to the soil, the strength and
modulus of elasticity of the soil increases. )us, an increase
in the strength of the soil occurs [2]. In general, lime leads to

a decrease in the dry volume weight of the soil, a change in
the plastic features, and an improvement in the bearing
capacity of the soil. )anks to the lime stabilization, the
difference between the liquid limit and the plastic limit is
reduced. )is means that the plasticity index decreases [1].
Lime stabilization is commonly used in the fillings done
from clayey soils and especially road constructions. Dasha
and Hussain [3] determined the optimum lime content as
5% for residual soil-rich samples and 9% for expanding soils.
Excessive lime treatments increase the swell potential of soils
and decrease the soil strength. Dasha and Hussain [3] stated
that this content is 9% for coarse-grained soils and 5% for
fine-grained soils. Pancar and Akpınar [1] demonstrated that
the settlement of the unpaved road subgrade with 12% lime
content was less than the subgrade with 6% lime content,
and the settlement of subgrade with 6% lime content was
also less than the subgrade with 3% lime content at a high
water content by 10% increasing the optimum water con-
tent. In their studies, Sivapullaiah et al. [4] investigated the
behavior of Terra rossa soil with the addition of 1% lime, 1%
cement, and 20% bentonite.
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)ey concluded that the strength of Terra rossa soil
increased rapidly within 7 days with the addition of the
cement-bentonite mixture; on the other hand, the increase
occurred after 7 days with the addition of the bentonite-lime
mixture [4].

In their study, Keskin and Kavak [5] reviewed the effects
of improvement of a road base clayey soil by lime stabili-
zation. )e soil water content was 35%, and this ratio was
12% more than the optimum water content. It was con-
cluded that the CBR values increased up to 8 times in 28
days.

Madhavi Latha and Somwanshi [6] showed that the most
advantageous form of the soil reinforcement technique is
different forms of geosynthetic reinforcement (i.e., ran-
domly distributed mesh elements, planar layers, and geocell)
of the geocell. Tafreshi and Dawson [7] stated that more than
200% increase in the bearing capacity and up to 75% re-
duction in settlements can be achieved with geocell rein-
forcement. In addition, it has been determined that geocell
reinforcement is more preferred than planar reinforcement
[7, 8].

Dash et al. [8] stated that the overall frictional resistance
on the geocell walls increases with the increase in the geocell
mattress height, and the increase in the geocell height re-
duces the beneficial effect of the geocell. It has been observed
that the overall performance improvement is significant, up
to a geocell height of 2.1 times the diameter of the footing.
However, only marginal improvement was observed beyond
this geocell height. In addition, it was concluded that a
seven-fold increase in the bearing capacity of the circular
footing is possible by using geocell and geogrid reinforce-
ments together.

Zhou and Wen [9] stated that the settlement can be
reduced by 44% by geocell reinforcement. Dash et al. [10]
stated that when a planar geogrid is added to the base of the
geocell, an increase of 30% more than the increase in the
bearing capacity of the foundation obtained using the geocell
alone can be achieved.

Zhang et al. [11] determined that the two effects are very
important for the increase in the bearing capacity of the
foundation soil and stated that these effects are the “vertical
stress distribution effect” and the “membrane effect.”

In their study, Dash et al. [10] stated that the bearing
strength used in geocell production is not a critical pa-
rameter when evaluating geocell performance. Sofiev and
Pancar [12] investigated the effect of heterogeneity on
parametric instability of axially excited orthotropic conical
shells, similar to the vertical stress distribution effect of the
geocell, and stated that the area of the main instability re-
gions decreases with increasing L/R1 (slant length/small
mean radii) ratio.

It was indicated that the geocell shape of 1 :1.2 (width :
height), which was filled with sand, and the geocell shape of
1 : 0.8, which was filled with sedimentary clay gave the largest
ultimate bearing capacity [13]. Engineering properties of the
modified soil and ground improving materials and tech-
niques are still being observed [14–20].

Kong et al. [14] modified the soil to produce a restoration
material for silty earthen sites. )ey used lime and starch

ether both separately and together to modify the soil. )ey
found that the shear strength and the compressive ability of
the soil have been improved for both single-mixed modi-
fication and multiple-mixed modification. )ey stated that
the optimum lime and starch ether contents for single-mixed
soil were 9% and 5%, respectively, while these values were
6% and 5%, respectively, for multiple-mixed soil.

Yünkül et al. [16] investigated the uplift behavior of the
horizontal square anchor in cohesionless soil reinforced with
or without geocell using PLAXIS 3D finite element software
and determined the optimum design parameters, including
geocell properties, according to the dimensionless breakout
factor (Fq). As a result of their study, they found that the
optimum values for the geocell width ratio (Bg/B), geocell
height ratio (h/B), geocell distance ratio (U/B), and geocell
stiffness are 2.5, 0.75, 0, 1000 kN/m, respectively. In addition
to these values, they indicated that the geocell pocket size
ratio (a/B) significantly affects the uplift capacity of the plate
anchor. When a/B is decreased, the uplift capacity of the
plate anchor increases.

Tiwari and Satyam [18] investigated the behavior of lime
and silica fume treated coir geotextile reinforced expansive
soil subgrade. )ey found that the upward swelling pressure
decreased 52.19% in single-layer and 81.89% in double-layer
with the lime treated coir geotextile. Jahandari et al. [19]
treated clayey soil with lime and geogrid and investigated the
mechanical properties of treated soil within 365 days curing
period. As a result of their experimental study, they found
that geogrids and lime improve the geotechnical properties
of clayey soils.

In this study, the effect of lime and geocell reinforcement
has been studied under varying moisture contents. )e
overall goal of this study was to analyze the effects of the
geocell height (50, 100, 150, and 200mm) and lime content
(3, 6, and 12%) on the settlement of the clayey pavement
subgrade at different water contents (25, 28, 30, 32, 35%).
)is comparison has not been made before in other studies.

2. Materials and Method

In this article, clayey soils with different water contents (25,
28, 30, 32, and 35%) have been subjected to a number of
experiments. )e soil is classified according to the AASHTO
and the unified soil classification system. Accordingly, sieve
analysis, consistency limit, and hydrometer analyzes were
performed on the soil, respectively. Proctor tests were
carried out on the samples in order to determine the op-
timum water content and dry unit weight of the clay ma-
terial. In this study, model plate loading experiments were
conducted on the mixtures that were prepared from opti-
mum water content (25%) and high water contents (28, 30,
32, and 35%). In these experiments, soil was reinforced at
different heights (50, 100, 150, and 200mm) of the geocell,
and lime was mixed to soil at the rates of 3, 6, and 12%.)ese
treatments were made solely and together at different water
contents (25, 28, 30, 32, and 35%). )e sieve analysis of the
soil used as a subgrade is given in Table 1.

In accordance with ASTMD2487 [21], the soil to be used
as the subgrade is specified as Class CH. Clays in the CH
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class have high plasticity. Its liquid limit and plastic limit are
found to be 57% and 26%, respectively.

Dry sand was preferred as the infilling material for the
geocell (Figure 1). It was used as a base layer for the un-
reinforced test section. )e effective particle size (D10) was
1.2mm, specific gravity was 2.64, coefficient of uniformity
(Cu) was 2.25, and coefficient of curvature (Cc) was 1.05. It is
classified as poorly graded sand (SP) according to the unified
soil classification system [21]. )e void ratio of the sand was
0.42, and the internal friction angle was 37°.

)e technical properties of the geocell specified by the
manufacturer are given in Table 2. In addition to the features
in the table, there are drainage holes with a diameter of
10mm in the geocell cell walls.

Laboratory scale loading tests were used to investigate
the influence of lime stabilization (3 different lime contents
were used) and geocell (4 different geocell heights were used)
reinforcement on increasing the bearing capacity of clayey
soil with 3 different water contents in a steel box.

)e inner dimensions of the box are given in Figure 2. As
can be seen from this figure, the box is 1.2m long, 1.2m
wide, and 1.2m high. Unpaved road test sections were made
inside the box.

Dash et al. [8] indicated that, when the pocket diameter/
footing width is around 0.8, it gives maximum performance.
)e pocket diameter was 25 cm, and the diameter of circular
footing was 30 cm to get maximum performance in this
study. )e footing was loaded with a hydraulic actuator.

)e acceptable range of settlements was not considered in
some studies [8, 10, 22], and bearing capacity was estimated to
be unreal.)e value of footing settlement equals 12% of footing
width (s/B) and is considered an absolute upper limit [7].

In this study, the peak load was selected to simulate a
single wheel load of 40 kN (equivalent to an axle load of
80 kN and a tire contact pressure of 550 kPa).

)e test box was filled with clayey soil with optimum
water content (25%) and high water contents (28, 30, 32, and
35%). )e soil was used as a subgrade and placed in 3 layers
with 25 cm thickness for each layer. )e placed layers were
compacted in lifts inside a box using a vibratory plate
compactor. After preparing the subgrade, three strain gages
were installed on the top of the subgrade. 5 pressure cells
were installed on the surface of the subgrade at the center,
15 cm, and 30 cm away from the center of the loading plate,
respectively. A linear variable differential transducer
(LVDT) was also placed on the footing model to provide the
value of footing settlement during the loading (Figure 1).

Table 1: Sieve analysis.

Sieve analysis
Sieve no Sieve diameter (mm) Residue of sieving (gr) Sieved (gr) Sieved percent (%)
3/8″ 9, 53 0 420 100
4 4, 76 42, 7 377, 3 90
10 2 30, 1 347, 2 83
40 0, 42 18, 73 328, 47 78
100 15, 4 313, 07 75
200 0, 074 11, 5 301, 57 72
Pan 301, 57

Figure 1: Filling the geocell with sand.

Table 2: Technical properties of the geocell.

Properties Values
Density (gr/cm3) 0.94
Welding size (cm) 40
Cell length (mm) 300
Cell width (mm) 250
)ickness (mm) 2
Cell height (cm) 5-10-15-20

Piston

Circular footing (loading plate)

Steel test box
1.2m x 1.2m x 1m 

Geocell reinforcement

Clayey soil 
subgrade

D = 30 cm

Geotextile

15 cm15 cm

1.2 m

1.2 m

Pressure 
cell

Strain
gage

Hydraulic hose

Hydraulic actuator

LVDT

Loading frame

Figure 2: Schematic diagram for the set-up of the plate loading test.
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After the installation of pressure cells and strain gages, a
geocell was placed on top of the subgrade. )e top of the
geocell mattress was at a depth of 3 cm from the bottom of
the footing to get optimum test results as Tafreshi and
Dawson [7] indicated in their study.

32 unpaved road test sections were prepared in the test
box. Settlements of lime stabilized and geocell (with different
heights) reinforced soils with different water contents were
examined.

3. Results and Discussion

Comparison between the improvement of the clayey un-
paved road subgrade with geocell and lime stabilizations at
different water contents was made in the laboratory. )e
height of the geocell used in this study was 50, 100, 150, and
250mm. )e lime content was 3, 6, and 12%. )e water
content was 25 (optimum), 28, 30, 32, and 35%.

Effects of lime stabilization at a rate of 3, 6, and 12% at
25, 28, 30, 32, and 35% water contents are shown in
Figure 3.

)e settlement in soil with 25, 28, 30, and 32% water
contents was 0.80, 0.85, 0.87, and 0.96 times the settlement in
soil with 35% water content under 550 kPa, respectively.

Lime stabilization at a rate of 12, 12, 12, 6, and 6% was
most effective at 35, 32, 30, 28, and 25% water contents,
respectively. )e settlement in soil with 35% water content
was 1.8, 1.6, and 1.3 times the settlement of 12, 6, and 3%
lime-stabilized soil at the same water content under 550 kPa,
respectively. )e settlement in soil with 32% water content
was 1.8, 1.6, and 1.3 times the settlement of 12, 6, and 3%
lime-stabilized soil at the same water content under 550 kPa,
respectively. )e settlement in soil with 30% water content
was 2, 1.8, and 1.4 times the settlement of 12, 6, and 3% lime-
stabilized soil at the same water content under 550 kPa,
respectively. )e settlement in soil with 28% water content
was 1.8, 2, and 1.6 times the settlement of 12, 6, and 3% lime-
stabilized soil at the same water content under 550 kPa,
respectively. )e settlement in soil with 25% water content
was 1.6, 2.2, and 2 times the settlement of 12, 6, and 3% lime-
stabilized soil at the same water content under 550 kPa,
respectively. Adequate quantities of lime must be added into
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Figure 3: Loading-settlement curve for lime stabilizations at different water contents.
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the soil to get minimum settlements under loading. Al-
though better results were obtained by using 12% lime
content for soils at 30, 32, and 35% water contents, it was
seen that the lime content must be decreased to 6% for soils
with 28 and 25 (optimum)% water contents. Dash and
Hussain [3] explained the effect of lime on the liquid and
plastic limit of the soil in their study, and they determined
that the optimum lime content giving maximum strength
was 3% for residual soil. When the lime is added into soil,
lime is hydrated. )e water content of the soil is important
for hydration. Hydrated lime reacts with clay particles. )is
reaction produces additional drying because it reduces the
soil’s moisture holding capacity. Determining different
optimum lime contents for soils with different water con-
tents in this study is due to these reasons.

Soil settlements under pressure when the soil is rein-
forced by geocell with 4 different geocell heights at 3 dif-
ferent water contents are shown in Figure 4.

)e ratio between the settlement of the soil at 35% water
content under 550 kPa and geocell reinforced soil with
200mm height at the same water content was 2.6. )e ratio
between the settlement of the soil at 30% water content
under 550 kPa and geocell reinforced soil with 200mm
height at the same water content was 2.5. )e ratio between
the settlement of the soil at 25% water content under 550 kPa
and geocell reinforced soil with 200mm height at the same
water content was 2.5.

When the height of the geocell was 50mm at geocell-
reinforced soil at 35% water content, the settlement was 1.1,

1.3, and 1.4 times the settlement when the height of the geocell
was 100, 150, and 200mm under 550 kPa, respectively. When
the height of the geocell was 50mm at geocell-reinforced soil
at 30%water content, the settlement was 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 times
the settlement when the height of the geocell was 100, 150,
and 200mm under 550 kPa, respectively. When the height of
the geocell was 50mm at geocell-reinforced soil at 25% water
content, the settlement was 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 times the set-
tlement when the height of the geocell was 100, 150, and
200mm under 550 kPa, respectively.

)e effect of the height of the geocell on settlement of soil
was different for soils at different water contents. Soil settle-
ment differences between different heights of geocell at 25, 30,
and 35%water contents are shown in Figure 5. In these Figures,
cell 200, cell 150, cell 100, and cell 50 means that the geocell
height is 200mm, 150mm, 100mm, and 50mm, respectively.

)e modulus of subgrade reaction values (k) for lime-
stabilized soil at different water contents was calculated with
the help of Figure 3 by determining the inclinations of the
loading-settlement curves. “k” values were also calculated for
soil reinforced by geocell with different heights at different
water contents with the help of Figure 4. )ese values are
listed in Table 3. As it is seen from Table 3, the “k” value
(three biggest value) was 27.500, 25.000, and 24.750 kN/m3
for soil stabilized with 6% lime at 25% water content, 3%
lime at 25% water content, and 6% lime at 28% water
content, respectively. According to Highways Technical
Specifications in Turkey, this value is to be no less than
55.000 kN/m3 and none of them met this requirement.
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Figure 4: Loading-settlement curve for geocell reinforced soil at different water contents.
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Lime stabilization increased the “k” value 2.1, 1.9, 2, 1.8,
and 1.4 times the value in soil at 35, 32, 30, 28, and 25%
water contents, respectively. As it is seen, these increments
decrease while water content decrease. )e best lime

content to get the highest “k” value was 6% for soils at 25
and 28% water contents. 12% lime content was the best
alternative to get the highest “k” value for soil at 30, 32, and
35% contents.
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Figure 5: Settlement differences between different heights of the geocell at different water contents.

Table 3: Modulus of subgrade reactions (k) for lime-stabilized soils and geocell reinforcements.

States Modulus of subgrade reaction (k) (kN/m3)
35% water content 6.550
32% water content 6.880
30% water content 8.100
28% water content 9.050
25% water content 11.460
3% lime at 35% water 8.490
12% lime at 35% water 15.100
3% lime at 32% water 9.170
6% lime at 32% water 14.470
12% lime at 32% water 14.600
3% lime at 30% water 14.030
6% lime at 30% water 15.800
12% lime at 30% water 24.700
3% lime at 28% water 14.750
6% lime at 28% water 24.750
12% lime at 28% water 15.350
3% lime at 25% water 25.000
6% lime at 25% water 27.500
12% lime at 25% water 15.280
Geocell height 200mm at 35% water content 27.500
Geocell height 150mm at 35% water content 26.190
Geocell height 100mm at 35% water content 22.900
Geocell height 50mm at 35% water content 18.300
Geocell height 200mm at 30% water content 28.950
Geocell height 150mm at 30% water content 27.230
Geocell height 100mm at 30% water content 25.000
Geocell height 50mm at 30% water content 18.350
Geocell height 200mm at 25% water content 29.570
Geocell height 150mm at 25% water content 28.650
Geocell height 100mm at 25% water content 26.250
Geocell height 50mm at 25% water content 18.950
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It was determined that the modulus of the subgrade
reaction increases when the height of the geocell increased. It
was also observed that the modulus of the subgrade reaction
increase stopped at 200mm geocell height at 25, 30, and 35%
water contents.

Half of the stress corresponding to 10mm settlement at
the load-deformation curve obtained from the plate loading
experiment gives the bearing capacity of the base soil. By
starting from this information, half of the stresses corre-
sponding to 10mm at load-deformation curves were cal-
culated, and bearing capacity values were determined. )e
bearing capacity values for lime-stabilized soils are given in
Table 4.

As it is seen from Table 4, the bearing capacity (three
biggest value) was 142, 127, and 115 kN/m2 for soil stabilized
with 6% lime at 25% water content, 3% lime at 25% water
content, and 6% lime at 28% water content, respectively. )e
bearing capacity was increased maximum 3.1, 2.4, 2.9, 2.7
and 2.4 times by lime treatment at 35, 32, 30, 28, and 25%
water contents, respectively. )e bearing capacity values for
reinforced soils by geocell with different heights at different
water contents are also given in Table 4.

When the height of the geocell was 200mm, the highest
bearing capacities were obtained as it was expected. )e

effect of height of the geocell on the bearing capacity of soil
decreases at all water contents in this study.

)e bearing capacity was increased 5, 3.7, and 2.5 times
by geocell reinforcement of soil at 35, 30, and 25% water
contents, respectively. )e bearing capacity ratio between
the geocell reinforcement and lime stabilization (maximum
bearing capacity by using geocell/maximum bearing ca-
pacity by lime stabilization) was 1.60, 1.27, and 1.04 at 35, 30,
and 25% water contents, respectively. It was determined
that, when the water content decreases, lime stabilization can
be used instead of geocell reinforcement.

4. Conclusion

Lime stabilization and geocell reinforcement can be used to
improve soil. In this study, lime stabilization and geocell
reinforcements were made at different water contents for
clayey subgrade of the unpaved road. Different lime contents
and geocell heights were investigated for this purpose. Model
plate loading experiments were done in the laboratory.
)irty-two different unpaved road test sections were ex-
amined. )e peak load was selected to simulate a single
wheel load of 40 kN (equivalent to an axle load of 80 kN and
a tire contact pressure of 550 kPa).)e effects of lime content
and geocell height were investigated on the bearing capacity
and the modulus of subgrade reaction of soil at different
water contents. It was examined whether those improve-
ments met the requirement of Highways Technical Speci-
fications or not. )ese comparisons have not been made
before in the literature for thirty-one different states ex-
amined in this study.

From the data presented in this study, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) )e settlement in lime-stabilized soil was at most
between 1.8 and 2.2 times the settlement in unsta-
bilized soil.

(2) )e settlement in geocell reinforced soil was at most
between 2.5 and 2.6 times the settlement in unre-
inforced soil.

(3) )e effect of the height of the geocell on the set-
tlement of soil under pressure decreases when the
water content of the soil decreases.

(4) It was observed that, when the height of the geocell
increased, the modulus of the subgrade reaction also
increased and became stable beyond 200mm geocell
height at 25, 30, and 35% water contents.

(5) )e bearing capacity was increased maximum 5
times by geocell reinforcement.

It is recommended that at least lime stabilization and
geocell reinforcement need to be applied together to meet
the Highways Technical Specifications for wetlands.

Data Availability

)e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.

Table 4: Bearing capacities of lime-stabilized soils and geocell
reinforcements.

States Bearing capacity
(kN/m2)

35% water content 28
32% water content 31
30% water content 38
28% water content 43
25% water content 60
3% lime at 35% water 38
12% lime at 35% water 86
3% lime at 32% water 44
6% lime at 32% water 74
12% lime at 32% water 75
3% lime at 30% water 74
6% lime at 30% water 95
12% lime at 30% water 110
3% lime at 28% water 86
6% lime at 28% water 115
12% lime at 28% water 95
3% lime at 25% water 127
6% lime at 25% water 142
12% lime at 25% water 86
Geocell height 200mm at 35% water content 138
Geocell height 150mm at 35% water content 121
Geocell height 100mm at 35% water content 93
Geocell height 50mm at 35% water content 86
Geocell height 200mm at 30% water content 140
Geocell height 150mm at 30% water content 135
Geocell height 100mm at 30% water content 120
Geocell height 50mm at 30% water content 103
Geocell height 200mm at 25% water content 148
Geocell height 150mm at 25% water content 138
Geocell height 100mm at 25% water content 120
Geocell height 50mm at 25% water content 112
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Pavement performance prediction is the essential part of the pavement design, which is very important for highway agencies for
the purpose of budget allocating. *is study introduces a model of local calibration for punchout, which is the major structural
distress of continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP). It is assumed that the number of equivalent single axle loads’
(ESALs) leads to punchout follows a Weibull distribution. *e parameters of Weibull distribution were estimated by maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE). Additionally, an approach of estimating the initial value of the parameters was also presented before
applying the Newton method for solving the likelihood equations. *e regression result was found to fit the performance-
monitoring data from LTPP very well.*e proposed calibrationmodel is capable of describing the punchout and can be employed
to predict the failure rate and reliability of CRCP in the pavement design and the arrangement of rehabilitation activities.

1. Introduction

Predicting the pavement performance under various com-
binations of traffic levels, environmental conditions, pave-
ment structures, and materials are a key component for
highway agency to make a proper budget decision of the
maintenance and rehabilitation activities [1]. Undoubtedly,
the accuracy of the distress prediction depends on the
calibration and validation of the mechanistic-empirical
(ME) design models with independent datasets. Pavement
engineers can definitely gain confidence in the design
procedure when the ME models were calibrated by estab-
lishing an acceptable correlation between predicted and
measured distresses in field. Local calibration is a systematic
and mathematical process to minimize the difference be-
tween observed and predicted results by modifying, for

instance, empirical calibration parameters that eventually
would be found to be a function of the key factors as a means
to improve the accuracy of the prediction models [2]. No
mechanistic pavement design models can be applied in
practice for pavement performance prediction without
calibration due to the great variety of environmental con-
ditions, pavement structures, materials, and traffic loads. In
order to improve the accuracy, reliability, and robustness of
the performance prediction model, field investigation data
from LTPP was utilized in the calibration process [3]. LTPP
database is worthy of the name of the largest pavement
performance database, test sections from LTPP were used
extensively in the calibration process, which can provide
pavement engineers with historically recorded climate in-
formation, monitoring of distress and response, materials
testing, maintenance, and especially pavement performance
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monitoring data. LTPP data were employed to conduct local
and national calibration of the pavement performance by
many researchers on both in-service flexible and rigid
pavements [4–7], as well as survival analysis for preventive
maintenance [8, 9].

However, as mentioned by Prozzi and Madanat [10], the
pavement distress is an event of high variety, and it was more
reasonable to describe the failure of pavement by a function
of probability density rather than by a fixed-point estima-
tion. It is worth noting that the distress investigation was not
conducted continuously in LTPP data; moreover, the de-
velopment of distresses is inconsistent [7]. *e recording of
punchouts as well as other types of distress is not simul-
taneous with the occurrence of pavement failure. Instead,
only the number of punchouts formulated during the in-
terval is available in the LTPP database. Pavement perfor-
mance investigation is usually conducted at irregular
intervals, ranging from 1–6 years. *erefore, the assumption
that all the punchouts occur at the end of each interval will
unavoidably underestimate the probability of the occurrence
of punchouts.

*e number of ESALs leading to punchout for a CRCP
panel was assumed to follow Weibull distribution and the
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of the parameters
was introduced to estimate the parameters, due to insuffi-
cient data, to build the calibration model. *e likelihood
equations were solved by the Newton method, and least
square regression was proposed to estimate the initial values.
As a consequence, investigation data of field performance
from LTPP GPS-5 (for CRCP) were extracted in Section 3 to
illustrate the reliability and validity of the calibration pro-
cedure developed in this study.

2. Calibration Model

2.1. Weibull Distribution. Weibull distribution is the most
popular and is widely used in the analysis of lifetime data and
reliability since it was first introduced by Weibull in 1950s
[11]. It has been proven to be very effective in modelling and
analyzing lifetime data in medical, biological, and engi-
neering sciences [12]. For instance, Weibull accelerated the
failure timemodel and was successfully applied in prediction
of pavement fatigue [13].

It is postulated that the fatigue process of pavement
follows a Weibull distribution. *e probability density of a
two-parameter Weibull distribution is

f(x; λ, β) � λβ(λx)
β− 1

e
− (λx)β

, x≥ 0. (1)

*e fatigue life pavement structures is defined as T and
the duration function F(t) indicates the probability that the
pavements will be distressed, cracked, or punchout for
CRCP until time t, say P (T≤ t); thus,

F(t) � P(T≤ t) � 1 − e
− (λt)β

, t> 0. (2)

*e survival function of Weibull distribution, which is
the probability that the pavement cannot be distressed at
least up to time t, can be expressed as follows:

S(t) � P(T≥ t)

� 1 − F(t) � e
− (λt)β

, t> 0.
(3)

*e hazard rate function is corresponding to the
probability that failures occur at the short interval [t, t + Δt),
as Δt approaches zero. *e hazard rate function for a
Weibull distribution is

h(t) � lim
Δt⟶0

Pr(t≤T< t + Δt|T≥ t)

Δt

�
f(t)

S(t)

� λβ(λt)
β− 1

.

(4)

Weibull distribution has a great variety of the shapes and
is capable of describing the decreasing or increasing hazard
rate of sample failure [14].*e hazard rate can be varied with
the shape parameter β. A value of β> 1 indicates that the
failure rate will increase with time and will decrease if β< 1.

Weibull distribution is believed to be more advantageous
to describe the formulation of pavement distress than ex-
ponential distribution because the pavement materials’
mechanical properties such as elastic modulus and modulus
of rupture are all in a decreasing state with the increasing life
of pavement and will increase the probability of concrete
failure for CRCP. *erefore, the failure rate could not be a
constant value (β�1).

Portland cement concrete (PCC) slabs may fail in terms
of transverse cracking, longitudinal cracking, faulting,
spalling, etc.*is research is focused on punchout, the major
structural distress of CRCP. It was pointed out by Zollinger
and Barenberg [15] that the nature of punchout distress is
fatigue related. *e performance of CRCP is mainly affected
by not only concrete materials but also the base layer [16],
noted that poor support conditions coupled with short
transverse cracking intervals usually lead to punchout dis-
tress. *e current ME pavement design guide provides an
empirical calibration model as follows [17]:

PO �
a

1 + b · FDc, (5)

where PO denotes the total predicted number of punchouts
per mile, FD is accumulated fatigue damage (due to slab
bending in the transverse direction), and a, b, and c are
calibration constants for the locally or nationally calibrated
model.

As suggested by Jung and Zollinger [18], the fatigue-
based damage FD can be determined by

FD �
Ne

Nf

, (6)

where Ne is the number of equivalent single axle load-
s(ESALs) and Nf is allowable equivalent traffic loads to
failure.

*erefore, the survival function for CRCP can be
expressed as a function of Ne rather than survival time. Ne is
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assumed to follow the Weibull distribution, and the prob-
ability density function is

f Ne; λ, β(  � λβ λNe( 
β− 1

e
− λNe( )

β

, Ne ≥ 0. (7)

Since the monitoring of distress is not consecutive, only
the number nj occurred during each interval of Ne
[Nj− 1, Nj), and the total number of the intervals is k+1, and
j� 1, 2, · · ·, k, 0�N0<N1<· · ·<Nk<Nk+1 �∞.

*e probability of punchout that occurred in the interval
[Nj− 1, Nj) can be expressed by

pj Ne(  � P X ∈ Nj− 1, Nj  

� e
− λNj− 1( 

β

− e
− λNj( 

β

.

(8)

*e total number of punchouts is observed in the most
recent investigation is np, and then, the number of panel nl

which denotes the number of concrete panels that was lost to
the observation in the site was

nl � nt − np, (9)

where nt is the total number of panels in the life test for a
LTPP test section.

*e survival function of the Weibull distribution:

S Ne(  � 1 − F Ne(  � e
− λNe( )

β

. (10)

2.2. Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Parameters.
Maximum likelihood estimation is widely used to estimate
parameters of Weibull distribution [19], and the likelihood
function is

L � 

k

j�1
p

nj

j
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ · S

nl Ne >Nk( , (11)

logL � 
k

j�1
njLn e

− λNj− 1( 
β

− e
− λNj( 

β

  − nl λNk( 
β
. (12)

We differentiate equation (12) with respect to the two
unknown parameters and equal the resulting equation to
zero as follows:

zL nL

zλ
� 

k

j�1
nj

βλβ− 1
T
β
j e

− λNj( 
β

− T
β
j− 1e

− λNj− 1( 
β

 

e
− λNj− 1( 

β

− e
− λNj( 

β − nlβNk · λNk( 
β− 1

� 0,

(13)

zL nL

zβ
� 

k

j�1
nj

λNj 
β
log λNj e

− λTj( 
β

− λNj− 1 
β
log λNj− 1 e

− λNj− 1( 
β

e
− λNj− 1( 

β

− e
− λNj( 

β

− nlLn βNk(  · λNk( 
β

� 0.

(14)

Equations (13) and (14) can be solved using the Newton
method, which can solve the nonlinear system equations by
the iteration method [20].

For the given equations,

F(x) � 0,

F(x) � f1, f2, · · · , fn( 
T
.

(15)

Truncating the Taylor expansion of fi at x0 after the
linear terms gives

fi x
0

  + 
n

j�1

zfi

zxj

x
0

  · xj − x
0
j . (16)

*e Newton method for the solution of a system of
equations is

x
i+1

� x
i
− J

− 1
i F xi( , (17)

where Ji is the Jacobi matrix of f at xi, as shown in the
following expression:

Ji � F′ x
i

 

�

zf1

zx
i
1

zf1

zx
i
2

· · ·
zf1

zx
i
n

zf2

zx
i
1

zf2

zx
i
2

· · ·
zf2

zx
i
n

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

zfn

zx
i
1

zfn

zx
i
2

· · ·
zfn

zx
i
n

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(18)
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2.3. Estimation of Initial Values. To ensure the convergence
of the iterative methods and make it converge fast, an initial
value must be estimated before the application of the
Newton method.

Similar to Qian and Correa [21], assuming that the
subjects that lost to the follow-up process (just as panels with
punchout occurs) live up to at least halfway of the period. It
was assumed that all the punchout occurred at the mid for
each interval, say Nj

′:

S Nj
′  � e

− λNj
′( 

β

,

Nj
′ �

Nj− 1 + Nj 

2
.

(19)

Taking natural logarithm of equation (19), we obtain

ln S N
’
j  � − λNj

′ 
β

ln − ln S Nj
′   � β ln λ + β lnNj

′

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
. (20)

Make y� ln[− ln S(Nj
′)] and x� lnNj

′; then, equation
(20) can be linearized as follows into the y�mx+ b format.
Least square regression was employed to estimate the in-
tercept b and the slope m, and we get an estimation of the
initial values β0 and λ0:

β0 � m,

λ0 � exp
b

m
 .

(21)

2.4. Determination of ESALs. *e life of a CRCP panel is
quantified as the total number of 80 kN ESALs in the design
lane that leads to the formulation of punchout. *e dis-
tressed-based equivalent single axle load (Ne) can be ob-
tained by the methodology proposed by Chen and Zollinger
[22].

3. Validation with LTPP Data

3.1. Summary Information of GPS-5 Test Sections. *ere are
85 test sections in the General Pavement Studies GPS-5 for

CRCP performance research, located in 29 states across
United States of America. *e collection of LTPP data has
been under way since 1989 [23]. Two test sections were
selected to illustrate the effectiveness of the approach in-
troduced, as shown in Table 1. One section is from South
Carolina and the other from Texas.

*e number of ESALs of the two sites was determined
according to the procedure proposed by Chen et al. [22] and
the information in detail is shown in Table 2. Notably,
continuously investigations were carried out for both the
sections since 1990s to 2000s, and the number of punchouts
was increasing in an almost consecutive manner during the
period. Unfortunately, investigation data, since the latest
investigation, which were not updated, are found and are
listed in Table 2.

3.2. Number of Panels in Each Section. About 90% of
punchouts were observed on PCC panels between a pair of
transverse cracks with crack spacing between 0.3 and 0.9m
[24]; in addition, punchout was defined as the area enclosed
by two closely spaced (usually <0.9m) transverse cracks, a
short longitudinal crack, and the edge of the pavement or a
longitudinal joint. And, “Y” cracks that exhibit spalling,
breakup, or faulting are also included [25]. Furthermore, an
advanced model of punchout prediction was proposed by
Jung and Zollinger [18], and the number of punchout can be
determined by equation (22):

NPO � NCcs<0.9m × Pe × Pfc, (22)

where NPO is the number of punchout, NCcs<0.9m is the
number of cracks with crack spacing less than 0.9m, Pe is
probability of erosion, and Pfc is probability of fatigue
cracking.

Consequently, the number of PCC panels between two
transverse cracks spaced less than 0.9m was taken as the
total number of samples that placed in the life test, and the
distribution of the transverse crack spacing was found to be
possibly following the Weibull distribution. *erefore, the
probability of the transverse crack spacing between LU and
LL can be determined by the following expression [24]:

Prob LU ≥L≥LL(  � 100 exp −
LL − Lmin

α
 

c

  − exp −
LU − Lmin

α
 

c

  . (23)

And, the probability of crack spacing less than 0.9m can
be determined by

Prob LU ≥ L(  � 100 1 − exp −
LU − Lmin

α
 

c

  . (24)

where Prob(LU ≥ L≥ LL) is probability of crack spacing
between LU and LL (%), LU is the upper limit of the cracking
interval (m), LL is the lower limit of the cracking interval

(m), and Lmin is minimum length of crack spacing (m); this
value is set to be 0.2m according to field investigation of
transverse cracking pattern.

Here, α and c are the scale and shape parameters of the
crack spacing distribution, respectively. And, the parameters
presented by Selezneva et al. [24] were employed in this
paper to determine the number of CRCP panels with the
crack spacing less than 0.9m (Table 3).
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4. Result and Discussion

A numerical program in accordance with the methodology
in section 2 was written to estimate the values of λ and β. It
can be seen from Table 4 that the Newton iteration con-
verged to the root of equations very quickly, and the number
of iterations is only 3 to 4.

4.1. <e Estimation of the<reshold Value of Ne for Punchout
Occurrence. *e threshold value of Ne is the equivalent traffic
loads under which the probability of the occurrence of
punchout is zero; then, the function can be expressed as follows:

F Ne(  � 0, Ne ≤Ne0,

F Ne(  � 1 − e
− λ Ne − Ne0( )[ ]

β

, Ne >Ne0.
(25)

With the values of λ β in Table 4, it is advantageous to
estimate the value of Ne0 by the iteration method to find the
minimum standard deviation of the predicted number of
punchout.*e standard deviation of the predicted results under
a series of N’

e0 can be determined by equations (26) and (27):

σ �

������������������



N

i�1

POUoi − POUpi 

N

2



, (26)

POUpi � NCcs<0.9m × 1 − e
− λ Ne − Ne0′( )[ ]

β

 . (27)

where σ is standard deviation, N is the number of pavement
performance investigation, POUoi is the number of
punchouts recorded at the investigation i, POUpi is the
predicted number of punchouts for investigation i, and N’

e0
is the assigned value of Ne0 in the literation.

*e value ofNe0 should be in the range of [0, Ne1), where
Ne1 is the equivalent traffic loads when the 1st investigation
with punchouts is conducted. Substitute a series of Ne0′ into
(28) to calculate σ for each ease of Ne0′, as shown in Figures 1
and 2.

4.2. Hazard Function. *e shape parameters β of both the
test sections are greater than 1, which indicates that the
hazard rate of occurrence of punchout will increase with the
accumulation of ESALs (Figures 3 and 4). In practice, the
probability of fatigue cracking as well as that of base erosion
with the time elapsing is increasing. *e potential of
punchout occurrence will increase as a result of the dete-
rioration of the pavement structure. *eoretically, the es-
timation of the characteristic assuming Weibull distribution
agrees well with the engineering practice. *e punchout of
CRCP is expressed as the product of probability of base
erosion and the probability of fatigue cracking, as shown in
equation (22). Interestingly, the base types of Section 45-
5035 and Section 48-5323 are cement-treated base (CTB)
and hot mix asphalt (HMA), respectively. Comparing

Table 1: Summary information on LTPP data.

State SHRP_ID Date open
to traffic

Annual daily truck traffic
at beginning year

Mean crack
spacing (m)

Steel content
(%)

PCC thickness
(mm) Base type

South
Carolina 45_5035 10/1/1975 257 0.75 0.63 203 Cement-treated

subgrade soil

Texas 48_5323 9/1/1980 768 0.71 0.61 229 HMA and lime-
treated soil

Table 2: Pavement performance monitoring in LTPP.

State and ID Investigation date Number of punchouts ESALs

45_5035

3/17/1992 21 8.42 E+06
6/8/1993 28 9.00 E+06
6/25/1997 30 1.05 E+07
2/10/1999 39 1.16 E+07
2/27/2002 58 1.35 E+07
2/4/2003 75 1.40 E+07

48_5323

6/11/1991 17 5.44 E+06
5/19/1993 22 6.44 E+06
8/10/1995 23 7.44 E+06
5/14/1997 39 8.44 E+06
6/16/1999 71 9.45 E+06
6/25/2002 55 1.10 E+07

Table 3: number of panels with the length less than 0.9m

Section no. Count α c N(L0.9 ≥L)

45_5035 199 25.887 1.165 143
48_5323 210 22.860 1.812 176

Table 4: Estimation of the shape and scale parameters.

Section no.
Initial value Solutions Number of

iterationsλ0 β0 λ β
45_5035 0.0434 1.3067 0.0560 1.3193 3
48_5323 0.0326 1.0956 0.0690 1.1868 4
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Figures 3 and 4, it obviously shows that the hazard rate of
CRCP with CTB base increases much more rapidly than that
supported by asphalt treated base (ATB) when Ne is less
than 10 million. *us, from the hazard rate prediction, the
type of base has presumably decisive influence on the for-
mulation of punchout. Actually, ATB exhibits much better
resistance of erosion than CTB [26, 27].

4.3. Distribution Function. *e most concerned application
of the pavement performance is the perdition of the level of
distress, for instance, number of punchouts for CRCP. *e
prediction result will help the highway agencies in the de-
cision-making processes related to the maintenance and
rehabilitation. In Texas, USA, four levels of treatment are
required: (1) preventive maintenance, (2) light rehabilita-
tion, (3) medium rehabilitation, and (4) heavy rehabilitation
or reconstruction [28]. *e highway agencies may set a limit
of number of punchout per unit length, for instance, 10
punchouts/km, at which a preventive pavement mainte-
nance needs to be performed.

As the scale and shape parameters have been deter-
mined, it is possible to predict the number of punchouts at a
specific traffic level Nj:

NPO � NCcs<0.9m · 1 − exp − λ · Nj 
β

  , (28)

where NPO is the number of punchout at a specific traffic
level Nj;

As it is shown in Figures 5 and 6, the predicted number
of punchouts matches very well with the values from field
investigations, and the proposed approach provides a reli-
able pavement performance-forecasting model.
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4.4. Discussion. *e number and accuracy of the LTPP
observation datasets play a key role on the reliability and
validity of pavements’ survival analysis. Unfortunately, the
punchouts of CRCP has not been continuously monitored
since latest investigation in 2000s for the two sections.
Extensive research need to be conducted when some new
datasets can be obtained.

5. Conclusions

In this study, an advanced calibration model for punchout
distress in CRCP was proposed. Considering that LTPP
database only records the number of punchouts occurred in
each interval, which was recognized as grouped data, the
number of ESALs was assumed to follow Weibull distri-
bution. *e maximum likelihood estimation was proposed
to determine the parameters in Weibull distribution. *e
proposed calibration model was validated with the data from
two test sections in LTPP database. *e following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

(i) *e number of ESALs that leads to punchout dis-
tress is found to follow the Weibull distribution

(ii) *e maximum likelihood estimation is effective in
determining the parameters of the Weibull
distribution

(iii) *e proposed calibration model is capable of de-
scribing the punchout and can be employed to
predict the failure rate and reliability of CRCP in the
pavement design and arrangement of rehabilitation
activities
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'e long reaction time of human eyes will increase the probability of traffic accidents in tunnels which can be reduced by improving
lighting conditions. In recent years, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have replaced the traditional lighting source in a tunnel. Colour
rendering index 2012 (CRI2012, a colour rendering evaluation index) is the most suitable evaluation method for colour rendering of
LEDs. In order to study the impact of colour rendering of LEDs on the reaction time of human eyes, a driving simulation en-
vironment was designed. First, three CCTs (correlated colour temperatures), four CRI2012s, and eight colours of targets were assessed
using mesopic photometry model MES-2.'e calculation results indicated that the contrast of targets had a positive correlation with
CRI2012 and had a negative correlation with CCT.'en, reaction time experiment was conducted in simulated tunnel environments.
'ere are 30 observers who participated.'e results show that the LEDs with higher CRI2012 and lower CCT in tunnel is conducive
to reducing the reaction time of human eyes. High CRI2012 enables drivers to accurately and quickly identify colours. 'is paper
provides a reference for the design of light source parameters, roads, walls, and warning signs in the tunnel.

1. Introduction

'e chance of traffic accidents at the tunnel interior zone is
less than open roads [1]; because of the special structure of
the tunnel, the accidents will be more serious than the open
road such as large number of casualties and property losses
[2, 3]. So, it is significant to analyse the causes of accidents,
improve the traffic conditions, and reduce the probability of
accidents in the tunnel interior zone.

Traffic accidents in the tunnel interior zone include rear-
end collision and collision wall [1]. 'e main reason for
traffic accidents in the tunnel is that the driver has a longer
reaction time to the vehicle or wall [4]. Reaction time is the
time required from seeing the target unclearly to clearly [2].
'e possibility of traffic accidents in the tunnel is positively
correlated with the reaction time [5]; the longer reaction
time will lead to further braking distance, so it is more likely
to cause traffic accidents [6–8]. If the reaction time can be
shortened, the safety of driving in a tunnel can be improved.
Reaction time is mainly affected by tunnel lighting envi-
ronment [2]. For a long time, CCT and colour rendering of

lighting sources at tunnels are fixed by the limitation of
lighting lamps. So, the setting of tunnel lighting is only based
on the luminance in China [9, 10].

Recently, the LEDs are replacing the traditional light
source in the tunnel [11–14] because characteristics of high
luminous efficiency and long life of LEDs [15, 16]. Consider
the influence of the colour rendering and CCT of the LEDs
on driving in the tunnel because the colour rendering and
the CCT of the LED are not fixed.

Compared with colour rendering, CCTon tunnel driving
safety-related research is relatively comprehensive [17–20].
In 2007 [21], Yamamoto et al. conducted experiments in a
tunnel using high-frequency fluorescent lamps and low-
pressure sodium lamps. 'e experimental results show that
the use of light source of high colour rendering can more
accurately show the colour of the equipment and the car
ahead in the tunnel. In 2016 [22], Deng et al. used two light
sources with different colour rendering properties to observe
small targets in tunnels.'ey found that the better the colour
rendering of tunnel light sources is, the stronger the driver’s
recognition ability of obstacles is, which is more conducive
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to driving safety and lighting energy saving. In 2017 [23],
Zhang et al. used 15 lighting combinations with a different
luminance and CCT in the tunnel. Experiments show that
the appropriate combination of CCT and colour rendering
of LED can improve the lighting efficiency of the light source
in the tunnel and show better visual performance.

Although there are few studies on the application of colour
rendering in tunnel lighting, more in indoor scenarios [24–28],
the LEDs with high colour rendering are positive for indoor
lighting. However, the results of these studies are basically
based on the subjective feelings of the observer, and the impact
of CCT on vision is not considered. Most of the experimental
objectives are set to single colour; in real tunnels, the colour of
targets cannot be single. 'e luminance in the tunnel is in
mesopic vision luminance. In this luminance range, the human
eye can perceive the colour of the object [29].

According to the aforementioned studies, the colour
rendering has a significant impact on human eyes, but few
studies have linked colour rendering to tunnel traffic safety.
'erefore, this paper studies the impact of LED colour
rendering on the safety of the tunnel interior zone and
mainly the impact of different colour rendering of LEDs on
reaction time of human eyes, considering the impact of
different colours of target and CCTs on the reaction time.
'e research results will provide some suggestions for the
formulation of tunnel lighting rules.

2. The Evaluation Method for Colour
Rendering of LED

Colour rendering is generally expressed by CRI in the range
of 0–100, and the CRI of sunlight is 100 [30]. CRI has some
problems in evaluating LEDs. So, two new evaluation
methods appear, Colour Quality Scale (CQS) and CRI2012
(based on CRI) [31, 32]. 'erefore, in order to study the
impact of LED colour rendering on reaction time of human
eyes, firstly, a most suitable evaluation index to evaluate the
colour rendering of the LED needs to be selected.

In 2005, Yoshi and Wendy, scholars of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), presented a
new objective evaluation method CQS. CQS uses the CAT02
chromatic adaptation formula to improve the accuracy of
the chromatic adaptation formula and replaces the mean
value with the root mean square error to improve the sta-
tistical rationality. Comparing with CRI, CQS is more exact
in evaluating the colour rendering of LEDs. However, Nicola
Pousset et al. [33] validated the colour preference degree of
the CQS and found that the true colour quality of the LEDs
differed greatly from the CQS value. CQS could not accu-
rately represent the colour quality of the light source.

Based on the previous problems in colour rendering
evaluation, CIE established TCI-90 technical committee,
which proposed CRI2012. 'e improvement of the CRI2012
evaluation system includes use of CAM02-UCS colour space
and CAT02 chromatic adaptation formula, use of new 17
colour samples H17 with uniform spectral distribution,
which can help to correctly evaluate the colour rendering of
spectral discontinuous light sources, and use of new cal-
culation formulas to enhance the influence of extreme values

of special colour rendering index on general colour ren-
dering index. 'ese improvements make CRI2012’s evalu-
ation of the colour rendering of LEDs more consistent with
the results of visual experiments.

'erefore, CRI2012 will be more suitable for the evaluation
of colour rendering of LED.'erefore, in this paper, CRI2012 is
selected as the evaluation index of colour rendering.

3. Impact of CRI2012 on Contrast of the Target

Driving safety is closely related to reaction time of human
eyes. 'e reaction time is directly affected by the contrast of
the target. 'e higher the contrast, the shorter the reaction
time [34–36]. In order to study the influence of CRI2012 on
driving safety in the tunnel, it is necessary to study the effect
of CRI2012 on the contrast of targets. In order to study the
impact of CRI2012 on the contrast of targets, it is necessary
to give the contrast calculation formula:

C �
Lt − Lb

Lb




, (1)

where C is the contrast, Lt is the luminance of the target, and
Lb is the luminance of the background. Contrast is only
affected by target luminance and background luminance.
Contrast represents the difference between the target lu-
minance and the background luminance. 'e larger the
difference is, the higher the contrast is and the better to
reduce the reaction time of human eyes.

According to the research, the luminance measured by
the instrument is not consistent with the actual perception
luminance by the human eyes (perception luminance for
short) at the mesopic vision luminance [20, 37]. So, the
perceived luminance under the mesopic vision luminance
needs to be calculated. 'e calculation method of the per-
ceptual luminance to the targets and background (Lt and Lb)
is shown in formulas (2) and (3):

Lt � 

kmVmes(λ)LTSPD(λ)dλ, (2)

Lb � 

kmVmes(λ)LBSPD(λ)dλ, (3)

where km refers to maximum spectral light performance
corresponding to mesopic vision luminance, Vmes(λ) is the
mesopic spectral luminous efficiency function, and LTSPD(λ)

and LBSPD(λ) refer to the spectral power distribution (SPD)
of the target and the background measured by the spectral
radiance meter.

3.1. LTSPD(λ) and LBSPD(λ). LTSPD(λ) and LBSPD(λ) refer to
the SPDs of the target and the background measured by the
spectral radiance meter. Before measuring LTSPD(λ) and
LBSPD(λ), we need to set up the LED used in the experiment.
Four CRI2012s and three CCTs are selected in this exper-
iment, four CRI2012s are 55, 65, 75, and 85 and three CCTs
are 2800k, 4500k, and 6400k, and there are 12 lighting
conditions. 'e SPDs of LEDs are shown in Figure 1. Table 1
shows the comparison of theoretical and practical
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parameters of the LED. In order to not only meet the tunnel
lighting rules but also make the experimental conclusion
more universal, we set the ambient luminance of the ex-
periment as 1 cd/m2.

'e SPD of 9 colours under 12 lighting conditions was
tested, as shown in Figure 2.'e background colour is similar
to asphalt. All the SPDs measured by spectrophotometer
Konica-Minolta CS-2000 and cs-s10w are shown in Figure 3.

3.2. kVmes(λ). kVmes(λ) refers to the mesopic spectral lu-
minous efficiency function.'e luminance of tunnel lighting
is 1–10 cd/m2. And, the luminance environment is 1 cd/m2
in this experiment. 'is luminance is at the mesopic vision
luminance, and we choose the MES-2 [38–42] model to
calculate Vmes(λ). 'e calculation of Vmes(λ) formula is as
follows; then, km can be calculated by 5. 'e whole
kmVmes(λ) calculation process is shown in Figure 4:

Lp � 

683V(λ)LSPD(λ)dλ, (4)

km �
683lm · W−1

Vmes λ0( 
, (5)

Vmes(λ) � 683
m2V(λ) + 1 − m2( V′(λ)

m2 + 1 − m2( V′ λ0( 
0≤m2 ≤ 1( , (6)

m2,n � 0.3334 log Lmes,n + 0.767 0≤m2,n ≤ 1 , (7)

Lmes,n �
m2,n−1 + 1 − m2,n−1 (S/P)V′ λ0( 

m2,n−1 + 1 − m2,n−1 V′ λ0( 
Lp, (8)

S

P
�
1700

730
380 V′(λ)LSPD(λ)dλ

683
730
380 V(λ)LSPD(λ)dλ

. (9)

Vmes(λ0 � 555nm) is the value of Vmes(λ) when
λ� 555 nm. Lp refers to the luminance of targets and back-
ground in the photopic vision, whose units of measurement is
cd/m2. m2 refers to the luminance adaptation factor. V(λ)

refers to the value of scotopic spectral sensitivity function.
Figure 5 shows V(λ) and V′(λ), V′(λ) is the curve of sco-
topic, and V(λ) is the curve of photopic. V′(λ0) � 683/1700.
Lmes,n refers to the mesopic luminance. LSPD(λ) refers to
LTSPD(λ) and LBSPD(λ), respectively.'e value of S/P refers to
scotopic to photopic luminous flux ratios of targets.

3.3. C. C is calculated by (1). 'e calculation process of C is
shown in Figure 6. C of different colours of targets is shown
in Figure 7. We assume that the probability of each colour of
targets appearing in the tunnel is the same. We assume that

the probability of each colour of targets appearing in the
tunnel is the same. In order to discuss the relationship
between CRI2012 and contrast, Figure 8 shows the average C
of eight colours which are normalized.

As shown in Figure 7, C is affected by the CRI2012 and
CCT. Under a certain CCT, C and CRI2012 show a positive
correlation trend in most cases. Under a certain CRI2012, C
and CCT show a negative correlation trend in most cases.
When the colour is considered, except for black and blue, the
law between the change of CRI2012 and CCTand the change
of contrast is basically the same as the above law. Some
colours at high CCT do not show law. 'is may involve in-
depth optical problems. 'is paper mainly discusses driving
safety in the tunnel, and the complex optical problems are
not considered. However, the calculation results are not
completely consistent with the actual condition, and it still
needs experimental verification.

4. Experiment

In order to test the real impact of different CRI2012s on
human vision, we designed an experiment to measure the
reaction time of human eyes. 'ree CCTs (2800K, 4500K,
6400K), four CRI2012s (55, 65, 75, 85), and eight colours
were selected. 30 observers participated in the experiment.

4.1. Experimenter. In this experiment, there were 30 ob-
servers, 19 males, and 11 females. 'ey are all qualified to
drive cars, and Shintaro Ishihara’s colour vision is normal.

4.2. Experimental Parameters. 'ree CCTs (2800k, 4500k,
and 6400k), four CRI2012 (55, 65, 75, and 85), and eight
targets of different colours are selected in the experiment.
LED cube is used as the light source. 'e SPD of LED cube
and ambient luminance settings are the same as in Section
3.1.

Landolt chart is selected in the experiment as the ob-
servation target, also named “C” visual chart. Eight targets of
different colours, which are the same as those in Section 3.1,
are selected. As shown in Figure 8, the orientation of “C” is
random to prevent the subjects from remembering the
object orientation and affect the experimental results. 'e
outer diameter of the target ‘C’ was 20mm. Preliminary
experiments prove that 20mm is the most suitable.

4.3. Experimental Device. Figure 9 shows the schematic
diagram of the experimental device. 'e experiment was
carried out in a simulated tunnel.'e simulated tunnel is the
same proportion as the real tunnel. 'e material of the inner
wall is the same as that of the real tunnel.'e LED cube is 1m
higher than the experimental platform, and the horizontal
distance between the two LED cube is 0.5m. 'e horizontal
distance between the blackboard and observation window is
3m. As a simulated pavement surface, the experimental
platform is painted with asphalt colour similar to the asphalt
pavement, to restore the internal environment of the tunnel
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as much as possible. Figure 10 shows a panoramic view of the
simulated tunnel.

4.4. Procedure Specification. Firstly, the observer held the
timer and sat in front of the observation window. Before
hearing the begin timing, the observer was asked not to
look directly at the blackboard, but to saccade the
pavement.

Secondly, the observers got orders began to search for
the target on the blackboard and pressed the timer. When
the observer finds the target and fully sees the direction of
the “C,” the timer is pressed again to stop timing, and the
time obtained is the reaction time. And, the observers
were asked to identify the colour of target in first
experiment.
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Figure 1: Relative SPDs of LEDs with different CRI2012s and CCTs, measured by Spectrometer I1-pro.

Table 1: Simulated real parameters of 12 lighting conditions in the
tunnel.

Experiment parameter Actual value
CCT CRI2012 CCT CRI2012

2800K

55 2782 57
65 2894 65
75 2760 76
85 2743 86

4500K

55 4485 55
65 4653 66
75 4518 75
85 4536 85

6400K

55 6482 55
65 6413 64
75 6479 76
85 6408 84
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Figure 2: Eight colours.
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Figure 3: Continued.
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Figure 3: Continued.
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'irdly, the experimenter changed the CCT and
CRI2012 of LED cube, colour, position, and direction of
the targets, and repeat the above steps again until each
kind of light environment and colours have completed the
experiment. Figure 9 shows the real perspective of the
observers.

'e colour of the indicator will carry useful information
in the real tunnel, so it is fast and accurate to discriminate
the colour is conducive to the driver to quickly understand

the road information. So, we designed a colour discrimi-
nation experiment based on the reaction time experiment.
Considering majority of observers cannot accurately
identify the colour when the CRI2012 of the LED is 55, so in
the colour discrimination experiment, the CRI2012 of the
LED is set to 3 CRI2012s (65, 75, and 85) and 3 CCTs
(2800K, 4500K, and 6400K). 'e time required for the
observer to discriminate colours under different CRI2012s
and CCTs was measured.
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Figure 3: Absolute SPD of targets with different CRI2012s and CCT.
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In order to reduce the experimental error, the observers
are required to perform the experiment three times to fa-
miliarize with the process, and recording of the results is not
needed. After each experiment, the observer is required to
rest for 3minutes to prevent the interference of visual fatigue
on the experimental results. And, the observers can also
select and play music or radio during the experiment
according to their usual driving habits.

4.5. Experimental Feasibility Analysis. Although there are
some differences between the laboratory and the real tunnel
environment, such as the luminance in the tunnel, the re-
flection spectrum of obstacles, and the distance of observing
obstacles, however, this paper studies the law between
CRI2012 and reaction time; the differences will not affect the
intrinsic law between CRI2012 and reaction time, so the
results in the laboratory will still contribute to the tunnel
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lighting. In addition, changing the light conditions is easy in
the laboratory, which helps to reduce the error. In a real
highway tunnel, it is almost impossible to change the
lighting conditions. Figure 11 shows the visual of the actual

tunnel interior zone and the visual of the observers in the
experiment to illustrate the feasibility of the experiment.'is
method can accurately measure the reaction time of human
eyes in the tunnel.

LED Light
Tunnel of

Laboratory

Black Board

Target C and
Background

pavement Observation
window

Figure 9: Real scene of the simulated tunnel in the laboratory.

Figure 8: Targets used in the experiment with different colours.

LED cube LED cube

Target C

Blackboard

Pavement

Figure 10: Schematic diagram of the simulated tunnel.
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5. Results and Discussion

To measure the error of the experiment, ten of thirty ob-
servers were asked to perform the preliminary experiment 10
times using the black target and LED cubes with CRI2012 of
75 and CCTof 4500K.'e reaction time of the ten observers
is shown in Figure 12. 'ere was no correlation between the
number of experiments and the reaction time.

Figures 13 and 14 show the average reaction time of all
observers under different CRI2012s and CCTs. Figure 13

shows the average reaction time of observers to the eight
colours of the target. 'e reaction time decreases with the
increase of CRI2012, which agrees with the theoretical
results in Section 3. In Figure 14, the experimental data of
most colours showed that the reaction time decreased
with the increase of CRI2012. 'e reaction time of yellow,
white, and silver is too short due to the high contrast;
therefore, the error is large. However, it is easy to see that
high CRI2012 have a positive effect on shortening the
reaction time.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the visual process in laboratory and visual process in real tunnels.
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Figure 14: Continued.
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Although this paper mainly studies the impact of
CRI2012 on reaction time, the influence of CCTon reaction
time is also considered. Figures 15 and 16 show the impact of
CCT on the reaction time. Figure 15 shows the average
reaction time of observers to the eight colours of the target.
From the calculation results of the average value shown in
Figure 17, the reaction time increases with the increase of
CCT. In Figure 16, the experimental data of most colours
showed that the reaction time decreased with the decrease of
CCT.

'e diffuse reflectance will have a greater impact on
the contrast resolution of the human eyes, thereby af-
fecting the reaction speed. Figure 18 shows the SPDs of
eight targets with different colours in sunlight, the SPD of
the background in sunlight, and the SPD of the sunlight
measured by a Konica-Minolta CS2000. 'e results of the
experiment showed that the diffuse reflectance of white,
yellow, and silver was relatively high, and the reaction time
of human eyes to these three colours was the least. Although
the diffuse reflectance of red is higher than that of blue and
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Figure 14: 'e reaction time of all observers under different CRI2012s and CCTs.
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Figure 15: All colour’s average reaction time under 12 lighting conditions.
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green and close to silver, it can be seen that the red target
reflects red ray, and the silver reflects more evenly. 'e blue,
green reflection spectrum components are mainly blue ray,
while human eyes are more sensitive to blue light. 'erefore,
red, blue, and green had no difference in reaction time.
Although the reflectance of black is lower than brown, it is
far from the luminance of background, and the brown and
background are too close, so it is difficult to be recognized.

Table 2 shows the significance analysis with reaction
time as the dependent variable; the independent variable

is CRI2012, CCT, and colour of targets. When the sig-
nificance p value of some independent variable and the
dependent variable is less than 0.05, it indicates that there
is a significant correlation between the two variables. 'e
smaller the value of p, the stronger the correlation be-
tween the two variables.

In Table 2, the correlation between colour of targets
and reaction time is the strongest, followed by CRI2012,
and finally CCT. 'e p values of colour of targets, CCT,
and CRI2012 were all less than 0.05, so the significant
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Figure 16: 'e reaction time of all observers under different CRI2012s and CCTs.
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Figure 18: Continued.
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Figure 18: 'e reaction time of all observers under different CRI2012s and CCTs.

Table 2: Correlation analysis of all experimental data.

Significance (p) Reaction time
CRI2012 p � 0.005
CCT p � 0.011
Colour of target p< 0.001
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Figure 19: Continued.
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correlation between the reaction time and the three fac-
tors is strong. However, only considering the impact of
LEDs on reaction time, the impact of CRI2012 is greater
than that of CCT.

In Figure 17, the experimental data of most colours showed
that the colour discrimination time decreased with the increase
of CRI2012. Especially, CRI2012 on reducing colour discrim-
ination time has a significant effect when CCT is 2800K and
4500k. In Figure 19, the experimental data of most colours
showed that there are no rules with colour discrimination time
and CCT. 'e colour discrimination time with different CCTs
is almost the same when CRI 2012 is 85.

Table 3 shows the significance analysis with colour dis-
crimination time as the dependent variable, and the indepen-
dent variable is CRI2012, CCT, and colour of targets. From the
table where the p values of colour of targets, CCT, and CRI2012
were all less than 0.05 and close to 0, the significant correlation
between the reaction time and the three factors is strong.

Because changing both CRI2012s and CCTs will affect
the reaction time, which means only consider the impact of
CCT or CRI2012 is imcomprehensive. 'e experimental
results show that using LEDs of low CCTand high CRI2012
in the tunnel can help to reduce the reaction time of drivers.
'e results agree with the results in Section 3 too.'e results
of colour discrimination experiments show that high
CRI2012 can improve the speed of colour recognition, which
is very beneficial for drivers to observe the indicator and
understand the road. Comprehensive experimental results
show that the LED with CRI2012 and low CCT is conducive
to the driver’s rapid and accurate recognition of target and
colour of targets. Yellow, white, and silver can be used on the
walls, traffic signs, and working clothes of the staff in the
tunnel, which are conducive to the driver to find target
quickly and clearly.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a theoretical analysis and experiment were
carried out to investigate the impact of LED colour ren-
dering on reaction time of human eyes in the tunnel interior
zone. Firstly, the impact of accidents in the tunnel interior
zone is expounded, the types and causes of accidents in the
tunnel interior zone and the significance of shortening the
reaction time of human eyes were analysed.

Next, several commonly used colour rendering eval-
uation indexes were also discussed, and CRI2012 was
more suitable for evaluating the colour rendering of LEDs
in the tunnel. 'e impact of CRI2012 on contrast is
analysed based on the mesopic model MES-2. Low CCT
and high CRI2012 can effectively improve the contrast of
the target.

Next, a reaction time experiment and a colour dis-
crimination time were designed; one investigates the
relationship between CRI2012 and reaction time; another
investigates the relationship between CRI2012 and
colour discrimination time. 'irty observers attended the
experiment.

'en, an experiment was used to measure the reaction
time and colour discrimination time of the human eye under
different lighting conditions. 'e results of comprehensive
experiments show that the LEDs with low CCT and high
CRI2012 have a positive effect on shortening the reaction
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Figure 19: 'e reaction time of all observers under different CRI2012s and CCTs.

Table 3: Correlation analysis of all experimental data.

Significance (p) Colour discrimination time
CRI2012 p< 0.001
CCT p< 0.001
Colour of targets p< 0.001
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time and colour discrimination time of human eyes. 'is is
conducive to reduce the probability of accidents at the
tunnel. 'e experimental results agree with the results
calculation in Section 3. High CRI2012 enables drivers to
quickly and accurately identify colours. 'e experimental
results also provide suggestions for the colour of warning
signs or facilities at the tunnel.
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)e maintenance management decisions of network-level asphalt pavements have long been a challenge to highway agencies, and
a great amount of factors have been involved. In this study, a network-level optimization method was established by integrating
the maintenance benefits into the zero-one programming optimization model. An optimized performance evaluation method of
asphalt pavement was proposed which contains 11 different kinds of combinations. )e benefit model quantifies the cost savings
of user travel time and vehicle fuel consumption to the pavement condition index (PCI) and ride quality index (RQI), respectively.
Based on the simplified evaluation method as well as the quantified maintenance benefit model, an optimization model was
established by employing the zero-one programming. )is optimization model aimed to maximize the improvements/price ratio
of pavement maintenance for the whole pavement network. )e calculation results present the optimal strategies of maintenance
for every road section in the network. )e applicability of the newly proposed model was validated by a case study. )e
methodology developed in this study helps to offer guidelines to highway agencies in managing and making decisions about
network-level pavement maintenance.

1. Introduction

After decades of development, the scale of highway networks
in many countries has gradually improved, and they have or
are about to face a major shift from the stage of “pavement
construction as the main” to “pavement maintenance first.”
)erefore, pavement maintenance and management issues
have attracted more and more attention. In this case, the
pavement maintenance management system (PMMS), as a
systematic and scientific management and decision support
tool, can better optimize and improve the management and
decision-making ability of the highway networks. )e road
in its entire life cycle will get better use performance and
higher service levels [1].

)e essence of performance evaluation on the pavement
service is analysis of the extent to which the pavement

performance meets the specified requirements in terms of
the investigated pavement condition data. Based on the
obtained analysis and evaluation results, the pavement
performance can be estimated and the detailed maintenance
strategies for the pavement can be planned [2].

)e pavement performance evaluation is usually carried
out in two aspects, namely, pavement structural and func-
tional evaluations [3, 4]. )e surface distress condition
belongs to the structural condition evaluation, which also
consists of the structural bearing capacity [5]. )e pavement
functional evaluation includes driving quality, service level,
and safety [6, 7]. )e pavement performance can be eval-
uated with a single evaluation index or with a comprehensive
evaluation index. Specifically, the single evaluation index is
mainly for analysis and evaluation of one of the use per-
formances, while multiple single evaluation indexes are
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weighted and integrated as the comprehensive evaluation
index for evaluation. In another word, the single evaluation
index reflects the condition of a certain performance of the
pavement and the comprehensive evaluation index denotes
the comprehensive conditions of the pavement service
performance [8]. In practice, various parameters are afflicted
with large uncertainty. Ignoring the uncertainty may lead to
a suboptimal plan adversely affecting the network condi-
tions. Some optimization frameworks for network-level
pavement maintenance and rehabilitation planning con-
sidering the uncertain nature of pavement deterioration
have been developed [9].

)e benefit of pavement maintenance is the sum of the
direct and the indirect benefits, which arise from the im-
provement of road conditions by implementing the pave-
ment maintenance on expressways. )e benefit calculation
of the pavement maintenance projects does not only directly
reflect the assessment effectiveness of pavement mainte-
nance but is also an important prerequisite for the proper
selection of pavementmaintenancemethods in the next step.
Maintenance managers must allocate their limited budgets
among competing alternatives. )e absence of simpler de-
cision-making methods exacerbates this issue [10].

Different approaches and perspectives have been de-
veloped on the specific indicators and contents of pavement
maintenance benefit calculation; for example, the World
Bank defined the benefits of road projects into three aspects,
namely, benefits arising from the saving in vehicle operating
costs, saving in user time costs, and saving in traffic accident
reduction. )ese aspects of benefits are taken account in the
specific road project benefit evaluation in many countries,
including the United States, United Kingdom, and Japan.
Some researchers suggest that not only the short-term, di-
rect, and quantitative economic benefits but also long-term,
indirect, and qualitative economic benefits should be con-
sidered [11]. Moreover, the economic impact is suggested to
be taken into account in the analysis of cost effectiveness
[12]. Based on practical experience, the benefits calculation
of pavement maintenance projects in China at present
mainly considers the benefits of operating costs reduction,
the benefits of user travel time saving, the benefits of traffic
accidents reduction, and the improvement of the quality of
transportation services [13].

Based on the proposed indicators, the problem of finding
the best pavement maintenance method can be modeled as a
combinatorial optimization problem [14]. Different algo-
rithms have been developed to solve the optimization de-
cision model that can be applied in highway asset
management [15–19]. Recently, a binary cuckoo search
(BCS) algorithm was implemented to a pavement mainte-
nance management system to solve the optimization
problem. )e results of a comparison between genetic al-
gorithms (GAs) and the BCS clearly justify the advantages of
the search paths underlying the BCS in alleviating premature
convergence [20]. Furthermore, several applications using
different optimization decision models to improve the
overall pavement maintenance solution at the network level
can be found. For example, a multiobjective decision-aid
tool (MODAT) was developed by testing with data from the

Estradas de Portugal’s Pavement Management System. )e
MODAT uses a multiobjective deterministic section-linked
optimization model with different possible goals [21].

However, due to the lack of maintenance experience, the
large scale of maintenance requirements, and the shortage of
maintenance funds resources, a comprehensive and scien-
tific decision-making method has not yet been established so
far. How to establish efficient and scientific pavement
maintenance and management methods, improve opera-
tional efficiency, meet high-quality pavement maintenance
needs, and meet various transportation needs has become
important problems encountered in pavement management
[22].

)is study proposes a network-level pavement mainte-
nance and rehabilitation optimization model considering
the costs of user travel time and vehicle fuel consumption.
Firstly, the evaluation indicators used in the model were
listed. Afterwards, the optimization method of pavement
maintenance used in China was briefly introduced. Next, the
estimation method of road user costs which was integrated
in the optimization method was presented. Based on the
theoretical basis, a network-level optimization method
considering road user costs was proposed and described in
detail. Finally, a case study using the developed optimization
method was shown.

2. Theoretical Basis

2.1. Evaluation Indicators of Asphalt Pavement. A globally
popular pavement performance indicator is the Pavement
Condition Index (PCI). It is a numeric index between 0 and
100, which was originally developed by the US Army and
later standardized by the ASTM [23]. )e PCI reflects the
number of the distresses on the pavement and their extent.
)erefore, a newly constructed road has a PCI of 100, and as
it deteriorates over time and becomes impassable, its PCI
approaches 0. Computing the PCI requires data about
several types of distresses and their severity as follows:
potholes, fatigue cracking, rutting, block cracking, edge
cracking, longitudinal and transverse cracking, patching,
shoving, bleeding, polished aggregate, and raveling [24]. )e
PCI can be determined by the following equation [25]:

PCI � 100 − 
n

i�1


mi

j�1
DPijWij, (1)

where i and j are counters for distress types and severity
levels, respectively; n is the total number of observed distress
types; mi is the number of severity level for the distress type i;
DPij is the deduct value that varies with distress type i and
severity j; and Wij is an adjustment weight when the
pavement with distress type i reaches the severity level m.

Pavement roughness is an indispensable criterion in the
evaluation of pavement performance, which plays an im-
portant role not only in the service life of the pavement but
also in the economy of operation and the capacity of vehicles
and traffic safety. )e Ride Quality Index (RQI) can be used
as a standard to evaluate the pavement roughness. )e re-
lationship between International Roughness Index (IRI) and
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RQI, according to the Highway Performance Assessment
Standards (JTG H20-2007) [25], can be expressed by fol-
lowing equation:

RQI �
100

1 + a0e
a1 ·IRI( )

, (2)

where a0 and a1 are the standard parameters with the values
of 0.026 and 0.65, respectively [25].

Skid resistance (or friction) of road surfaces plays a
significant role in road safety as the friction between tire, and
pavement is a critical contributing factor in reducing po-
tential crashes. )is safety performance is also a major
criterion for evaluating the service performance of pave-
ments.)e structural texture of a pavement greatly affects its
skid resistance.)e Skid Resistance Index (SRI) of pavement
is used to evaluate its skid resistance performance.
According to the Highway Performance Assessment Stan-
dards (JTG H20-2007) [25], the relationship between the
directly measured Sideway Force Coefficient (SFC) and SRI
can be described by the following equation:

SRI �
100 − SRImin

1 + a0e
a1 ·SFC( )

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + SRImin, (3)

where SRImin is the skid resistance limit and a0 and a1 are the
standard parameters with the values of 28.6 and −0.105,
respectively.

Deflection is an effective index to reflect the pavement
bearing capacity and structural strength. Measuring deflection
has the advantages of being convenient, intuitive, economical,
and efficient. According to Highway Performance Assessment
Standards (JTG5210-2018) [26], Pavement Structural Strength
Index (PSSI) is determined by the allowable pavement de-
flection, the actually measured pavement deflection, and the
model parameters, among which the model parameters are
fixed values. When the road structure’s own characteristics are
determined (such as highway grade and pavement structure
type), the pavement’s allowable deflection is also uniquely
determined [27]. )erefore, the strength of the pavement
structure is determined by the measured pavement deflection
value as follows:

PSSI �
100

1 + 15.71e
−5.19SSI, (4)

where SSI is the structure strength index and can be cal-
culated with SSI � lR/l0 and lR and l0 are the allowed and
measured deformations of the asphalt pavement,
respectively.

)e Pavement Quality Index (PQI) is the overall “score”
given to a pavement section with a range from 0 to 100. )e
value of 100 represents a road in excellent condition (usually
when it is initially constructed). PQI is an output metric that
is a function of PCI, RQI, SRI, and PSSI according to [28] as
follows:

PQI � ωPCIPCI + ωRQIRQI + ωSRISRI + ωPSSIPSSI. (5)

)eweight ω of each index is not fixed but fluctuates in a
certain range, which depends on the actual road condition

and different maintenance strategies. )is can be adjusted
appropriately in the recommended range given in the
technical specifications, but the values of 0.35, 0.35, 0.1, and
0.2 are generally recommended for the four parameters,
respectively.

2.2. Optimization of Pavement Performance Evaluation
Method. Pavement service performance evaluation includes
serval indicators such as PCI, RQI, SRI, and PSSI, which is a
comprehensive evaluation system. Although PQI can reflect
the comprehensive maintenance condition of the pavement,
it is necessary to determine the maintenance strategy
depending on the specific circumstance, i.e., only using the
PQI to develop detailed maintenance strategies is not ap-
propriate. In order to consider the pros and cons of each
performance conditions, it requires combining the different
pavement performance conditions with different grades for
each evaluation indicator, which facilitates the optimization
of maintenance decisions.

Current standards in China classify the four indicators
(PCI, RQI, SRI, and PSSI) into five levels: excellent, good,
fair, poor, and very poor. )erefore, there are in total 625
different combined states, and each state has different
maintenance measures, making thousands of possible sit-
uations. As a result, the scale of optimization decision-
making is too complex and is not conducive to solving. It is
necessary to analyze and study the combined states of
pavement performance to reduce unnecessary combined
states and further reduce the scale of optimization decision-
making. In this study, on basis of analyzing the specific state
combinations according to the relevant technical specifi-
cations [28], a simplification was adopted by emerging the
similar levels to reduce the condition combinations. In
particular, the condition levels for the PCI and RQI indexes
were adjusted by combining the excellent [90–100] and good
[80–90) levels as good [80–100] and also combining fair
[70–80) and poor [60–70) as fair [60–80). For the SRI and
PSSI indexes, only two condition levels were retained which
are sufficient and insufficient. )e details for the finalized
combinations are shown in Table 1.

It is seen from Table 1 that a total of 3 × 3 × 2 × 2 � 36
different condition combinations of asphalt pavement
performances after simplification can be summarized.
)rough this simplification not only the demands of opti-
mization decision-making are fulfilled but also its scale is
greatly reduced, which is more beneficial to decisions and
solutions. Moreover, it is worth noting that most of these
conditions are still of no practical significance. For instance,
if the PSSI index is evaluated to be insufficient, structural
reinforcement must be conducted regardless of other three
indexes. If the SRI index is evaluated to be insufficient but
the PSSI index is in the sufficient condition, the anti-skid-
ding layer must be paved to restore the skid resistance re-
gardless of other three indexes. )e special requirements on
the SRI and PSSI indexes lead to a significant decrease in the
effective combinations of pavement condition. In the actual
decision-making process, only the combinations with actual
significance are necessary for further analysis and the
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corresponding appropriate maintenance strategies will be
selected consequently. Table 2 shows the maintenance
strategies for each combination of conditions.

As can be seen in Table 2, only 11 condition combi-
nations are of practical significance for the pavement per-
formance for the maintenance decision optimization
problem. Moreover, two combinations (10 and 11) will be
eliminated in the later decision optimization due to the
demands of the mandatory maintenance strategies. Only the
remaining 9 combinations require decision optimizations,
and consequently, the scale of decision optimization is
reduced.

2.3. Estimation of User Costs. )e benefits of expressway
pavement maintenance projects can be mainly represented
in various related cost savings. )e American Association of
State Highway and Transportation (AASHO) defines the
benefits of pavement maintenance projects as the vehicle
travel cost savings, the travel time savings, the traffic acci-
dent reduction, and the vehicle exhaust emission reduction.
In this study, the user cost savings are defined including the
costs of user travel time and the vehicle travel fuel
consumption.

2.3.1. Cost Savings in User Travel Time. )e user travel time
cost is the value that arises due to the existence of an op-
portunity cost of the time consumed by the vehicle during
the trip [29, 30]. )e savings in user travel time cost after
implementing pavement maintenance ΔT can be expressed
by the following equation [13]:

ΔT � θ · Q · T0 − T1( , (6)

where θ is the converting coefficient of the travel time value,
Q is the traffic volume of the road section, T0 is the travel
time of a single vehicle before maintenance, and T1 is the
travel time of a single vehicle after maintenance. )e con-
verting coefficient θ is calculated through
θ � GDP/(population × average working time). Calculation
of equation (6) requires a functional relationship between
the user travel time of the road section and the pavement
condition. PCI is then adopted as an indicator for the
pavement condition. )e functional relationship between T

and the PCI can be obtained through tests on a large number
of road sections, which is expressed as follows [13]:

T � α · l · (PCI − η)
β

+
l

v0
, (7)

where l is the section distance, v0 is the maximal design
speed, and α, β, and η are the parameters to be determined.

)erefore, the savings in user travel time costs after the
pavement maintenance can be represented as follows:

ΔT � θ · Q · α · l · PCI0 − η( 
β

− PCI1 − η( 
β

 , (8)

where PCI0 represents the PCI value of the road before
maintenance and PCI1 represents the PCI value of the road
after maintenance.

2.3.2. Cost Savings in Vehicle Travel Fuel Consumption.
Fuel consumption cost refers to energy expenses consumed
by the vehicle in the travel process [31–34]. According to
[35], for a minivan, which is selected as the standard vehicle
in this study, the relationship among the fuel consumption,
the vehicle speed, and the IRI can be expressed by the
following equation:

O � 0.0040141 · V
2

− 0.56612 · V + 25.29872 + 0.56222 · IRI,
(9)

where O is the fuel consumption L/100 km and V is the
vehicle speed. When assuming that the vehicle is traveling at
speed of 80 km/h, the relationship between the fuel con-
sumption and the IRI can be described by following
equation:

O � 0.56222 · IRI + 5.69936. (10)

Based on equation (10), the cost savings in fuel con-
sumption after pavement maintenance can be expressed as

ΔO � 0.56222 · g · IRI0 − IRI1(  · l · Q, (11)

where g is the fuel price, IRI0 represents the IRI value of the
road before maintenance, and IRI1 represents the PCI value
of the road after maintenance.

Table 1: Simplified combinations of the pavement performance condition.

Verbal rating (numerical rating)
PCI Good [80–100] Fair [60–80) Poor [0–60)
RQI Good [80–100] Fair [60–80) Poor [0–60)
SRI Sufficient [62–100] Insufficient [0–62)
PSSI Sufficient [80–100] Insufficient [0–80)

Table 2: Condition combinations of the expressway asphalt
pavement performance.

Combination PCI RQI SRI PSSI
1 Good Good Sufficient Sufficient
2 Fair Good Sufficient Sufficient
3 Poor Good Sufficient Sufficient
4 Good Fair Sufficient Sufficient
5 Fair Fair Sufficient Sufficient
6 Poor Fair Sufficient Sufficient
7 Good Poor Sufficient Sufficient
8 Fair Poor Sufficient Sufficient
9 Poor Poor Sufficient Sufficient
10 Insufficient Sufficient
11 Insufficient
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3. Development of the Optimization Model of
Pavement Maintenance at Network Level

3.1. Problem Statement and Basic Hypotheses. In this study,
the selected problem in the pavement maintenance is
defined as a highway network consisting of N1 roads.
According to Section 2.2, there are N2 � 11 combinations
of pavement performance conditions. )e performance
conditions of different sections in the same road may be
significantly different, and the proportion of the i-th road
under the j-th combination at a given time is denoted as
di·j. A total of N3 maintenance strategies are implemented
for the highway. To ensure the basic traffic capacity, a
minimum value NPQI is generally required for the PQI of
the road network after applying the maintenance strat-
egies. Based on this restriction, the maintenance strate-
gies for different roads and performance conditions of
road sections are determined to ensure that the perfor-
mance price ratio of the maintenance is maximized. )is
means the ratio of road user cost savings to the invested
maintenance cost is maximized.

)e following hypotheses are proposed in this study for
developing the optimization model of pavement mainte-
nance at network level:

(1) In accordance with the requirements of sustainable
development, the service level and pavement per-
formance of the road throughout its life cycle do not
seriously decline, which means during the planning
of the maintenance optimization in the current year,
the condition of the service level and pavement
performance of the road in the previous year must be
considered.

(2) Among the 11 combinations of road performance
conditions given in Section 2.2, the 10th and 11th
conditions are excluded from the maintenance op-
timizations due to its regular maintenance strategies.
)erefore, in the actual optimization model, N2 is
reduced from 11 to 9.

(3) For any road section, only one maintenance strategy
is adopted in the current maintenance cycle.

(4) )e effects of the increase in traffic volume in the
following year on the estimated user costs are
neglected.

(5) )e implementation of the maintenance does not
change the capacity of the road section.

(6) )e maintenance measures can reach the required
standard values.

3.2. Development of the Optimization Model. According to
the maintenance requirements mentioned in earlier section,
this study adopts the zero-one integer programming method
[36] to construct the maintenance optimization decision
model for network-level roads, which are shown in following
equations.

)e objective function is as follows:

max


N1
i�1 

N2
j�1 

N3
k�1 ΔTi·j·k + ΔOi·j·k 


N1
i�1 

N2
j�1 

N3
k�1 Ci·j·k

. (12)

)e constrains are as follows:



N3

k�1
xi·j·k � 1, i � 1, 2, . . . , N1; j � 1, 2, . . . , N2; k � 1, 2, . . . , N3( ,

(13)


N1
i�1 

N2
j�1 

N3
k�1 xi·j·k · li · di·j · ej·k


N1
i�1 li ≥NPQI

, (14)

xijk � 0. 1{ }, (15)

where ΔTi·j·k is the saved user travel time costs after applying
the k-th maintenance strategy for the i-th road section under
the j-th combination condition, ΔOi·j·k is the saved fuel
consumption from vehicles after applying the k-th main-
tenance strategy for the i-th road section under the j-th
combination condition, Ci·j·k is the maintenance cost for
applying the k-th maintenance strategy for the i-th road
section under the j-th combination condition, li is the total
mileages of the i-th road, di·j is the proportion of the i-th
road under the j-th combination condition, and ej·k is the
PQI value after applying the k-th maintenance strategy for
the road section under the j-th combination condition. With
equation (13), every road section is ensured a maintenance
strategy, and according to the requirements in the actual
maintenance of pavements, when a road section is not
applied with a special maintenance strategy, themeasures for
routine road maintenance are still required as necessary.
Equation (14) restricts the overall maintenance quality of the
road network which guarantees that the average PQI of the
road network after maintenance is above 90. Equation (15)
defines the 0-1 dummy variable xi·j·k for the zero-one integer
programming method used in the current study. )e var-
iable xi·j·k has a value of either 0 or 1. A value of 1 for xi·j·k

indicates that the k-thmaintenance strategy is applied for the
i-th road section under the j-th combination condition or 0
otherwise.

Referring to Section 2.3, ΔTi·j·k, ΔOi·j·k, and Ci·j·k can be
determined by following equations:

ΔTi·j·k � θ · Qi · Δti. j. k, (16)

ΔOi·j·k � Qi · Δoi·j·k, (17)

ΔCi·j·k � xi·j·k · li · di·j · pi·k, (18)

where Qi is the traffic volume of i-th road section, Δti·j·k is
the saved user travel time from each vehicle after applying
the k-th maintenance strategy for the i-th road section under
the j-th combination conditio, Δoi·j·k is the saved fuel
consumption from each vehicle after applying the k-th
maintenance strategy for the i-th road section under the j-th
combination condition, and pi·k is the maintenance cost per
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kilometer for the i-th road applying the k-th maintenance
strategy.
Δti·j·k and Δoi·j·k can be obtained through

Δti·j·k � li · di·j · tj·k,

Δoi·j·k � li · di·j · g · oj·k,
(19)

where tj·k and oj·k are the saved user travel time and saved
fuel consumption from each vehicle after applying the k-th
maintenance strategy for the j-th combination condition in
unit kilometer, respectively.

By adopting equations (8) and (11), tj·k and oj·k can be
determined with following equations:

tj·k � α · PCI0 − η( 
β

− PCI1 − η( 
β

 ,

oj·k � 0.56222 · IRI0 − IRI1( ,
(20)

where PCI1 denotes the pavement condition index of the
road under the j-th combination condition after applying the
k-th maintenance strategy, PCI0 represents the pavement
condition index of the road under the j-th combination
condition before applying the k-th maintenance strategy,
IRI1 expresses the international roughness index of the road
under the j-th combination condition after applying the k-th
maintenance strategy, and IRI0 denotes the international
roughness index of the road under the j-th combination
condition before applying the k-th maintenance strategy.

3.3. Case Study

3.3.1. Background and Input Parameters. Based on oper-
ating road sections in Shaanxi, China, the model developed
in this study was applied to optimize the maintenance plan
decision. Ten expressways were investigated, and all of them
are asphalt pavements [37]. )e corresponding mileages and
traffic volumes are shown in Table 3.

After testing the pavement, the distributions of different
combinations of pavement conditions within this network in
the current year are presented in Table 4.

By conducting field investigations in different road
sections, the costs of five common maintenance strategies
for different road sections in this network were determined,
as listed in Table 5.

After a comprehensive survey of the current year re-
garding the gross domestic product (GDP), the population
size, and the average working time in Shaanxi Province, the
time value conversion coefficient θ and the current local fuel
price g were determined with values of 15.34 and 6.73
Yuan/L, respectively. )e value of NPQI � 90 is adopted in
this case which is suggested by the transport agency.

)e determination of the three coefficient matrices
ej· k, tj·k, and oj· k is required for the application of the
model developed in this study. For ej·k, PQI can be de-
termined by equation (5), and the averaged values of the
pavement performance indicators were adopted in the
calculation. In this study, it was assumed that routine
maintenance cannot improve the pavement performance
evaluation index. )e PCI indicator is increased by two
levels, and RQI is increased by one level when paving an
overlay [38]. For the skid resistance performance index
SRI, the optimal level is restored when paving an anti-
skid layer, conducting the pavement reconstruction or
structural reinforcement. For the pavement structural
strength index PSSI, the optimal level is restored by
conducting a pavement reconstruction or structural re-
inforcement [38]. For instance, if road section is now in
the condition of combination 5, the maintenance strategy
of overlay paving is adopted. )is means that the PCI and
RQI indexes were increased from 70 to 70 to be 95 and 90,
respectively. However, the other two indexes remain
unchanged. )en, the PQI of this road after maintenance
can be calculated through equation (5) as PQI � 0.35 ×

95 + 0.35 × 90 + 0.1 × 81 + 0.2 × 90 � 90.85. Based on these
assumptions, the PQI values after applying different
maintenance strategies under different combinations are
shown in Table 6.

)e corresponding coefficient matrices of tj·k and oj·k are
shown in Tables 7 and 8, respectively.

3.3.2. Optimal Maintenance Decision Based on the Calcu-
lation Results. Based on the determined coefficient matrices,
the developed model was calculated using lingo software and
the optimal maintenance methods were chosen based on the
calculation results. )e details are shown in Table 9.

It is found from Table 9 that the strategy of structural
reinforcement is more preferable than the strategy of
pavement rehabilitation for the road sections that are in
poor performance. )is is expected since the benefits of
these two strategies are nearly the same, but the price of
rehabilitation is obviously higher than that of structural
reinforcement. )e method of paving an anti-skid layer is
not adopted by the pavements with sufficient skid re-
sistance because this method fails to improve the PCI and
RQI indicators. )e maximum value of the objective
function is 1.73, indicating that 1.73 Yuan of user cost can
be saved per unit of pavement maintenance investment. It
is worth noting that the total amount of maintenance cost
was not limited in the current model. However, the
proposed model can be readily modified to take into
account the limit-maintenance-cost cases by introducing
an additional constraint on the amount of maintenance
cost.
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Table 3: Information on mileage and traffic volume of expressway in the road network.

Road number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Mileage (km) 221 105 141 214 138 87 54 165 69 145
Daily traffic volume 15968 25634 17964 9654 14003 20658 10298 18635 22384 17520

Table 4: Distributions of different expressway pavement condition combinations in the road network.

Combination
Road number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.85 0.62 1 1 0.92 0.82 0.86 0.78 0.9 0.85
2 0.05 0.06 0 0 0.08 0.11 0.06 0.09 0.1 0.1
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0.1 0.11 0 0 0 0.07 0.08 0.11 0 0.05
5 0 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 5: Cost of different road sections with different maintenance strategies (10000Yuan/m2).

Road number
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Routine maintenance 5 5 4.5 4.5 5 4 4.5 4 5 4
Paving of overlay 20 20 18 18 20 15 18 15 20 15
Paving of anti-skid layer 15 15 13 13 15 12 13 12 15 12
Pavement reconstruction 50 50 47 47 50 42 47 42 50 42
Structural reinforcement 40 40 36 36 40 32 36 32 40 32

Table 6: PQI values after applying different maintenance strategies under different combinations.

Combination Routine maintenance Paving of overlay Paving of anti-skid layer Pavement reconstruction Structural reinforcement
1 89.1 92.6 90.5 95 95
2 82.1 92.6 83.5 95 95
3 68.1 90.85 69.5 95 95
4 82.1 90.85 83.5 95 95
5 75.1 90.85 76.5 95 95
6 61.1 89.1 62.5 95 95
7 68.1 83.85 69.5 95 95
8 61.1 83.85 62.5 95 95
9 47.1 82.1 48.5 95 95

Table 7: )e tj·k matrix used in the developed model.

Combination Routine maintenance Paving of overlay Paving of anti-skid layer Pavement reconstruction Structural reinforcement
1 0 0.0000015 0 0.0000014530 0.0000014530
2 0 0.0000088 0 0.0000088458 0.0000088458
3 0 0.0001232 0 0.0001246440 0.0001246440
4 0 0.0000015 0 0.0000014530 0.0000014530
5 0 0.0000088 0 0.0000088458 0.0000088458
6 0 0.0001232 0 0.0001246440 0.0001246440
7 0 0.0000015 0 0.0000014530 0.0000014530
8 0 0.0000088 0 0.0000088458 0.0000088458
9 0 0.0001232 0 0.0001246440 0.0001246440
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4. Conclusions and Outlook

)is study presents the development and implementation of
a network-level optimization method within a pavement
management information system. )e network-level opti-
mization method integrates the estimation method of road
user costs including the user travel time and vehicle fuel
consumption, and it provides the highway agencies the
ability to making better and more reasonable managing and
making decisions about network-level pavement mainte-
nance. )e major conclusions of this study are as follows.

)e performance evaluation method of asphalt pave-
ment was optimized to include 11 different combinations.
)e benefit model of asphalt pavement maintenance was
established by taking the user cost into account, which
includes cost savings in both user travel time and vehicle fuel
consumption. Based on the simplified evaluation method of
pavement performance as well as the quantified estimation
method of user cost, an optimization model was established.
)e new model is capable of (1) maximizing the improve-
ments/price ratio of pavement maintenance for the given
road network and (2) determining the corresponding
strategy of maintenance for any road section in the road
network. )e optimization model developed in the current
study paves the path for the integrating of user travel time
and vehicle fuel consumption costs into the application
network-level road maintenance decision. It is worth noting

that the model established here can be readily extended for
the investigation of more complicated road networks or
consideration of other impact factors.

For future research, more components of user cost (e.g.,
vehicle tire wearing cost and vehicle safety cost) as well as the
environment costs including exhaust emission pollution cost
and traffic noise pollution cost should be incorporated into
the optimization model. )e effects of the increase in traffic
volume in the following year on the estimation of user costs
should be considered.
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+e similarity model test is one of the important means to study the engineering properties of soft rock.+is study aims to develop
similar materials for silty mudstone, which has characteristics of low strength and water expansion, based on traditional materials
including gypsum, barite powder, clay minerals, and distilled water. +e orthogonal design method was used to determine the
mixing ratios of the similar materials. +e density, uniaxial compressive strength, tensile strength, elastic modulus, and Poisson’s
ratio were selected as control indicators of the similar materials. +e results show that the water content is the dominant factor for
the density, tensile strength, elastic modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of the similar materials of silty mudstone, while the gypsum
content is the dominant factor for the uniaxial compressive strength. +e physical and mechanical properties of the similar
material samples with water content of 19%, barite powder ratio of 32%, and gypsum mass of 250 g show good similarity to those
of the raw silty mudstone.+e water absorption and expansibility of similar materials with clay mineral ratio of 12% are consistent
with those of the raw silty mudstone.+e scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) observation indicates that the similar material with
optimal mixing ratios exhibits a similar microstructure to that of silty mudstone.

1. Introduction

Silty mudstone shows obvious characteristics of water ab-
sorption and expansion, so its mechanical properties dete-
riorate easily under a long-term influence of rainfall. As a
result, instability often takes place in silty mudstone slopes,
which is a major geological problem encountered in the
engineering construction in southern China [1–3]. In geo-
technical tests, intact samples are often required in order to
better consider the influences of single factor or multiple
factors. However, natural silty mudstone usually contains
numerous joints and fissures due to weathering. +us, it is
difficult to extract completely intact samples without initial
random damage. Moreover, the preparation of undisturbed
raw samples is quite expensive because of the need for high-
precision equipment. If the physical and mechanical

properties are measured from raw rock samples with un-
known initial damages, they are not suitable to be used in
numerical simulations and guiding practical engineering.
Also, because of complicated practical conditions, there are
few applicable and cheap field testing approaches for the
determination of physical and mechanical properties of silty
mudstone.

By contrast, the use of similar materials enables not only
eliminating the influence of initial damage but also pre-
fabricating fractures. In this way, the influence of different
fracture morphology on the strength of rock mass can be
analyzed [4–6]. Since similar materials have many advan-
tages, they are widely employed to study the influence of
single factor and multiple factors on many scientific prob-
lems [7]. For instance, similar materials were employed to
prepare specimens for laboratory tests to determine the
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physical and mechanical properties of rocks, which are
important input parameters for numerical simulations [8, 9].
Similar materials can also be adopted to prepare physical
models for similarity model tests, so the connection between
models and prototypes can be identified [10, 11]. Finally, the
engineering performance of the prototype can be predicted
according to the similarity criterion [12, 13].

In recent years, the research results of similar materials
of different types of rocks show that the key to improve the
similarity between similar materials and raw rocks is to
choose the right raw materials and adopt reasonable pro-
portions [14–16]. For example, Yang et al. [17], Chen and
Fen [18], Wang et al. [19], Liu and Liu [20], and He et al. [21]
among others studied the mixing ratios of similar materials
for different types of soft rocks, such as red-bed soft rock,
carbonaceous phyllite rock, and coal rock. +e above
scholars first selected appropriate raw materials and used
orthogonal tables to design the mixing ratios of similar
materials. Secondly, uniaxial compression tests, splitting
tests, and triaxial compression tests were conducted to
measure the physical and mechanical properties of similar
materials. +en, compared with different types of target
rocks, similar rock-like materials suitable for various types of
target rocks were determined. Finally, the optimal mixing
ratio that satisfies the similarity was obtained [22, 23]. In
addition, Wang et al. [24] carried out creep tests on the
similar developed materials of a soft rock.+e authors stated
that the creep parameters of similar materials basically met
the similarity with the raw rock by parameter inversion,
laying a foundation for similar materials to simulate the
creep characteristics of the soft rock. Chu et al. [25] de-
veloped a similar material that conforms to the rheology of
soft rock, which can be used to simulate the rheological
characteristics of soft sandy mudstone. Although the
scholars mentioned above have studied the similar materials
of soft rocks and their related characteristics, the research on
the characteristics of water absorption and expansion of
similar materials for soft rocks is rarely involved.

In the process of designing similar materials, the ce-
mentation is an important means to make similar material
samples reach the strength of the raw rock. Gypsum, as a
common cementing material, is widely used in the devel-
opment of similar materials of soft rocks. Existing studies
have shown that the strength of similar materials formed by
gypsum cementation can simulate the diagenetic strength of
various raw rocks under geological actions [26, 27]. In ad-
dition, some scholars have carried out many investigations of
the cementation of clay minerals. For instance, Xie et al. [28]
analyzed the microstructure of attapulgite by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM); they concluded that the ce-
mentation performance of clayminerals was inseparable from
the microstructure. Yang et al. [29] analyzed the micro-
structure of cementing products by means of SEM.+erefore,
the similar materials formed by cementation can meet the
requirements of simulating the strength of raw soft rocks, and
the cementation mechanism can be revealed via SEM.

+is paper presents an experimental work to develop
similar materials of silty mudstone for physical model tests.
Gypsum and barite powder are selected as the cementing

material and aggregate, respectively, and clay minerals (i.e.,
illite, montmorillonite, and chlorite) are used as swelling
additives. Firstly, a series of mixing ratios are designed
according to an orthogonal table. Secondly, the physical and
mechanical properties of similar materials of various mixing
ratios are studied by laboratory tests; the influences of
different factors on the properties are examined by sensitive
analysis. Afterward, the water absorption and expansibility
of similar materials are measured. +erefore, the mixing
ratios that can satisfy the mechanical properties and the
water-expansion characteristic of silty mudstone are ob-
tained. Finally, the cementing mechanism of similar ma-
terials of silty mudstone is revealed by SEM. +e similar
developed material can well simulate the engineering be-
havior of silty mudstone, which lays a foundation for the
similarity model tests of engineering cases involved in silty
mudstone.

2. Design of Similar Materials

2.1. Similarity Ratio. +e dimensional analysis method was
used to determine the similarity ratios of properties of the
similar material to those of the raw rock. Based on the three
basic dimensions, that is, length (L), time (T), and mass (M),
the dimensions of other important physical and mechanical
properties were deduced. In this study, the similarity ratios
in terms of length (L), time (T), andmass (M) are considered
to be 1, which means the length, time, and mass involving
similar materials are exactly the same as those of the raw
rock. +en, the similarity ratios of other properties can be
obtained, as shown in Table 1. +erefore, the target prop-
erties of similar materials are derived from the properties of
the raw rock based on the similarity ratios [13, 14].

2.2. Material Selection. +e strongly weathered silty mud-
stone collected from the Yuelu Mountain (Changsha, China)
was selected as the prototype. X-ray diffraction analysis showed
that silty mudstone is mainly composed of quartz, illite,
montmorillonite, chlorite, and feldspar, as shown in Figure 1
and Table 2. According to Editorial Board of Engineering
Geology Handbook [30], the density, uniaxial compressive
strength, tensile strength, elastic modulus, and Poisson’s ratio
are the most important properties of silty mudstone. +us,
these physical and mechanical properties were used as the
controlling indicators to design similar materials (see Table 3).

Previous studies showed the possibility to produce
similar materials of rocks with gypsum, barite powder, and
clay [26, 27, 31]. +erefore, barite powder, gypsum, and clay
minerals were selected to develop similar materials of silty
mudstone. Among the above materials, barite powder works
as aggregate, gypsum serves as the cementing agent, and clay
minerals (montmorillonite : illite : chlorite� 1 : 0.14 : 0.23,
which is consistent with proportions of the raw rock)) are
used as swelling additives to control the water-absorption
and water-expansion characteristics of similar materials.
Deionized water was also adopted to form similar materials.
+e grain size distributions of the above raw materials are
shown in Figure 2.
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2.3. Orthogonal Design Scheme. +e orthogonal design was
employed to study the mixing ratios in order to improve the
efficiency of developing similar materials. +e evaluated
properties included the density, uniaxial compressive
strength, tensile strength, elastic modulus, and Poisson’s ratio.
+e orthogonal test design is an efficient, fast, and economic
method for experimental design with the consideration of
multiple factors and levels [32]. With this method, one can
obtain the best combination of levels for different factors with
a small number of samples based on an orthogonal array.

Because the content of every component has a dominant
influence on the physical and mechanic properties of similar
materials [13], the water content, barite powder ratio,
gypsum mass, and clay mineral ratio were chosen as factors
in the orthogonal test design. +e barite powder ratio is the
ratio of the mass of barite powder to the total mass of
gypsum and barite powder, and the clay mineral ratio is the
mass ratio of clay minerals to all solid components. After a
large number of trial tests, the suitable levels of the four
factors that could make similar materials have close physical

and mechanical properties as the raw rock are as follows:
water content (factor A)� 23%–17%, barite powder ratio
(factor B)� 44%–26%, gypsum mass (factor C)�

225 g–300 g, and clay mineral ratio (factor D)� 0%–18%.
+e specific experimental schemes are shown in Table 4.

During the experiment, each test scheme was repeated four
times, and the average value was taken for analysis. Since the
materials were reconstituted artificial rocks that had quite
homogeneous structures, four parallel tests were basically
enough to characterize their main properties [19, 33].

2.4. Secondary Refinement Test Scheme. Silty mudstone has
obvious water-absorption and water-expansion character-
istics. Some scholars pointed out that the disintegration of
mudstone is caused by water expansion of rock, dissolution
of cementing substance, and wetting-heating cycles [34].

It was reported that clay minerals have a great influence
on water absorption and expansion of soils [35]. +us,
secondary refinement test schemes were considered in order

Table 1: Dimensional analysis.

Property Dimension Similar relationship Similarity ratio
Length (L) CL 1
Time (T) CT 1
Mass (M) CM 1
Density (M)(L)− 3 Cρ 1
Tensile strength (M)(L)− 1(T)− 2 CMCT

− 1CL
− 2 1

Uniaxial compressive strength (M)(L)− 1(T)− 2 CMCT
− 1CL

− 2 1
Modulus of elasticity (M)(L)− 1(T)− 2 CMCT

− 1CL
− 2 1

Poisson’s ratio (1) 1 1
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Figure 1: X-ray diffraction pattern of silty mudstone.

Table 2: Mineral compositions of silty mudstone.

Quartz (%) Illite (%) Montmorillonite (%) Chlorite (%) Feldspar (%) Other (%)
49.3 27.1 3.7 6.3 4.1 <1

Table 3: Main physical and mechanical properties of silty mudstone.

Density ρ (g/cm3) Uniaxial compressive strength σc (MPa) Tensile strength σt (MPa) Modulus of elasticity E (GPa) Poisson’s ratio ]
2.01 13.95 1.24 1.38 0.22
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to examine the water-absorption and water-expansion
characteristics of similar materials at varying factor D (clay
mineral ratio) (Table 5). If the relationship between the
water-absorption and water-expansion characteristics and
clay mineral ratios is determined, the design of a similar
material that has the same water-absorption and water-
expansion characteristics as the raw rock can be realized by
simply adjusting the clay mineral ratio. Water-absorption
tests and expansibility tests were carried out to measure the
water-absorption and water-expansion characteristics.

3. Experimental Details

3.1. Sample Preparation. A standardized method was
designed to reduce the interference of human factors in the
process of sample preparation. According to the IRSM [36],
cylindrical samples for uniaxial compression tests had

diameters of 50mm and heights of 50mm, and those for
splitting tests had diameters of 50mm and heights of 100mm.

+e standardized procedure for sample preparation is
illustrated in Figure 3. To prepare the sample, solid materials
(see Table 3) were added to the stirring tank and mixed at a
constant speed for 5min and then deionized water was
added to the solid materials and they were mixed again for
5min. Afterward, the formed mixture was filled into a mold
in three layers, and each layer was statically compacted for
2min using the YAW-300 press machine produced by Jinan
Zhongluchang Testing Machine Manufacturing Company
(Figure 4(a)). Subsequently, the sample together with the
mold was placed into a curing box at a temperature of
20± 3°C and a humidity of 95% for 24 h. After demolding,
the sample was continuously cured for 28 d. Finally, the
samples with smooth surfaces and without obvious defects
were selected.
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Figure 2: Particle size distributions of different raw materials: (a) clay minerals and barite powder; (b) gypsum powder.

Table 4: Experimental scheme.

Scheme
Factor

A (water content, %) B (barite powder ratio, %) C (gypsum mass, g) D (clay mineral ratio, %)
1 23 (level 1) 44 (level 1) 225 (level 1) 0 (level 1)
2 23 38 (level 2) 250 (level 2) 6 (level 2)
3 23 32 (level 3) 275 (level 3) 12 (level 3)
4 23 26 (level 4) 300 (level 4) 18 (level 4)
5 21 (level 2) 44 250 12
6 21 38 225 18
7 21 32 300 0
8 21 26 275 6
9 19 (level 3) 44 275 18
10 19 38 300 12
11 19 32 225 6
12 19 26 250 0
13 17 (level 4) 44 300 6
14 17 38 275 0
15 17 32 250 18
16 17 26 225 12
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Table 5: Secondary refinement test scheme of similar materials.

Scheme
Factor

A (water content %) B (barite powder ratio %) C (gypsum mass g) D (clay mineral ratio %)
S1 19 32 250 0
S2 19 32 250 6
S3 19 32 250 12
S4 19 32 250 18

Weighing Stirring Molding

Curing Screening of polishing

Figure 3: Sample preparation process.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Continued.
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3.2. Sample Screening. In the process of making similar
materials, some defects may exist in the samples because of
nonuniform stirring, big air bubbles, and other uncon-
trollable factors. In particular, internal defects cannot be
discerned by the naked eye.+e existence of defects that vary
from sample to sample will definitely bring about errors to
the experimental results. According to the existing research,
the physical properties of the rock itself can affect the
propagation speed of ultrasonic waves in rocks [3, 37].
+erefore, the physical and mechanical properties of rock
can be inferred indirectly by measuring the velocity of ul-
trasonic wave in rock mass [38–40].

In the current study, the velocities of ultrasonic waves in
all similar material samples were detected by the rock mass
parameter tester ZT801 (Figure 4(b)).+e specific test results
are presented in Table 6. It shows that the ultrasonic wave
velocities of the similar materials fall between 2.84 km/s and
3.25 km/s. +e samples in each scheme have very close ul-
trasonic wave velocities, which ensure that these samples
have similar initial conditions.

3.3. Experimental Methods

3.3.1. Physical and Mechanical Tests. +e density, uniaxial
compressive strength, tensile strength, elastic modulus, and
Poisson’s ratio of the samples were measured using the
samples prepared according to the orthogonal design table
(Table 4).

+e density of each sample was measured before me-
chanical tests. As shown in Figure 4(c), the volume of each

sample was determined by a vernier caliper with precision of
0.02mm, while the mass was weighed using an electronic
balance with precision of 0.01 g.

Uniaxial compression tests and splitting tests were con-
ducted via a universal pressure testing machine (see
Figure 4(d)). Cylindrical samples for uniaxial compression
tests had diameters of 50mm and heights of 50mm [36, 41].
+e maximum load and the accuracy of the testing machine
are 100 kN and 0.001N, respectively.+e whole test process is
in accordance with the Chinese specification (GB/T 50266-
2013). +e loading rates were 0.8MPa/s and 0.4MPa/s for
uniaxial compression tests and splitting tests, respectively.

According to the method recommended by GB/T 50266-
2013 [42], the elastic modulus can be estimated based on the
slope of the stress-strain curve obtained by uniaxial com-
pression tests. Poisson’s ratio was measured via the resis-
tance strain gauge method [43, 44]. In this method, the ratio
of transverse strain increment to longitudinal strain incre-
ment was measured, and thus Poisson’s ratio of each sample
could be calculated.

3.3.2. Water-Absorption Tests and Expansibility Tests.
+e water absorption and saturated water absorption of the
rock and similar materials were measured by free water-
absorption tests [42, 45]. Five raw rock samples or similar
material samples were used for each test scheme. +e main
testing procedures were as follows:

(1) +e sample was put in the oven at a temperature of
105°C–110°C. After drying for 12–24 h, the sample

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Testing equipment: (a) YAW-300 press machine; (b) ZT801 ultrasonic wave velocity tester; (c) vernier caliper and electronic
balance; (d) universal pressure testing machine.
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was taken out and cooled down to the room tem-
perature (20°C± 2°C).+e mass (md) of the sample is
then recorded (accuracy: 0.01 g).

(2) Determination of the natural water absorption: first,
the dried sample was placed in a water container.
+en, water was filled to 1/4 of the height of the
sample. Two hours later, water was filled into the
container to reach a level between 1/2 and 3/4 of the
height of the sample. After 6 h, water was continu-
ously added to a height of 20mm above the top
surface of the sample. In this way, the air in the
sample could escape easily. After 48 h immersion in
water, the sample was taken out, and the surface
water was wiped off with a piece of wet gauze. +e
sample mass (m1) was measured again. +us, the
water absorption can be calculated by

wa �
m1 − md

md

× 100, (1)

where wa is the water absorption of the sample.
(3) Determination of the saturated water absorption: the

dried sample was placed in a vacuum container, and
the water level inside the container was 20mm higher
than the top surface of the sample. +en, a vacuum
pump was started to evacuate the container. +e
vacuum pressure should reach and remain at 100 kPa
for not less than 4 h. Afterward, the specimen was
remained in the container for 4 h at the atmosphere
pressure. +en the specimen was taken out and dried
with a piece of wet gauze. Finally, the mass (m2) of the
sample was measured. +e water absorption can be
calculated by the following expression:

wsat �
m2 − md

md

× 100, (2)

where wsat is the saturated water absorption of the
sample.

Free water-expansion tests were also conducted in order
to evaluate the water-expansion characteristic of similar
materials and the raw rock (JTG E41-2005). Five samples
were used for each test scheme in Table 5.+e free expansion
rate of the material was defined as

PH �
ΔH
H

× 100, (3)

where PH is the axial free expansion rate; ΔH is the axial
deformation of the sample; H is the initial axial height of the
sample.

3.3.3. SEM Observations. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) observations were performed to examine the mi-
crostructure of similar materials and further confirm the
similarity in water-absorption and water-expansion prop-
erties, since they are highly dependent on pore structures.
SEM observations were conducted on the horizontal and
vertical planes on the small specimens extracted from the
cylindrical samples for secondary refinement tests (Table 5).
Two cuboids with dimensions of 20mm× 10mm× 10mm
were extracted from the core of each sample [37, 46]. +e
longitudinal directions of the cuboids were parallel or
perpendicular to the axial direction of the cylindrical sample.
+is method for small-sample extractions is similar to that
presented in the work of Gao et al. [46, 47]. Before SEM
observations, the observation planes of the sample were
coated with thin layers of gold under vacuum. +e purpose
was to make the plane electrically conductive in order to
prevent any charge build-up on the sample. +ereafter, the
sample was placed in the chamber of a scanning electron
microscope (ZEISS EVOMA10) for observation. A series of
SEM images with different magnifications were saved from
typical areas in the observation plane of each sample. Finally,
the surface morphology (e.g., pore sizes and porosity) of the
sample was analyzed following the method described in the
work of Gao et al. [48].

Table 6: Ultrasonic wave velocities of similar material samples.

Scheme Sample 1 (km/s Sample 2 (km/s) Sample 3 (km/s) Sample 4 (km/s) Sample 5 (km/s) Difference (km/s)
1 2.98 2.99 3.00 2.99 2.99 0.01
2 2.91 2.90 2.98 3.06 3.01 0.16
3 2.96 2.94 3.02 3.05 3.10 0.16
4 2.94 2.95 2.97 2.96 2.96 0.03
5 2.92 2.95 3.01 3.05 3.02 0.12
6 3.15 3.14 3.25 3.18 3.21 0.12
7 2.99 2.97 3.01 3.01 3.04 0.07
8 2.86 2.84 2.90 2.96 2.90 0.12
9 3.10 3.12 3.08 3.00 3.13 0.13
10 2.97 2.94 2.91 2.91 2.90 0.06
11 3.05 3.07 2.99 2.99 3.01 0.08
12 3.08 3.09 3.03 3.05 3.00 0.10
13 3.00 2.99 2.97 3.00 2.99 0.03
14 2.97 2.99 2.98 2.99 2.99 0.02
15 3.00 3.01 3.06 3.09 3.01 0.09
16 2.97 2.98 2.98 2.98 2.95 0.04
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Mixing Ratios for Similarity in Physical and Mechanical
Properties. In this section, the influences of various factors
(i.e., A, water content; B, barite powder ratio; C, gypsum
mass; and D, clay mineral ratio) on the physical and
mechanical properties (i.e., the density, uniaxial com-
pressive strength, tensile strength, elastic modulus, and
Poisson’s ratio) of similar materials are examined. +en,
the optimal mixing ratios for similar materials to have
similar physical and mechanical behaviors to those of the
raw silty mudstone are determined. In addition, typical
stress-strain curves and failure modes of similar materials
and the raw rock after uniaxial compression tests are
compared and discussed.

4.1.1. Results of Physical and Mechanical Tests. Table 7
summarizes the mean results of parallel samples in
each test scheme arranged according to the orthogonal
design. It shows that the density of the prepared similar
materials varies from 1.82 to 2.08 g/cm3, the range of
uniaxial compressive strength is between 8.28 and
18.19MPa, and the tensile strength falls between 1.01 and
4.00MPa. It is also observed that the elastic modulus
changes from 1.01 to 2.38 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio ranges
from 0.20 to 0.40. Comparing the results in Table 7 with
those in Table 3, one can note that the properties (target
values) of silty mudstone are covered by the data of similar
materials. +is confirms that the physical and mechanical
behaviors of silty mudstone can be simulated with similar
materials.

4.1.2. Sensitivity Analysis. Range analysis and variance
analysis are conducted to investigate the sensitivity of
physical and mechanical properties to various factors.

(1) Sensitivity analysis of factors affecting rock density:
As can be seen from Table 8 and Figure 5, factor A (water
content) and factor C (gypsum mass) have the greatest
influence on the density of similar materials. According to
the rank, the influence degree of each factor on the density
of similar materials is A ≈C > B ≈D. +us, the main con-
trolling factors that influence the density of similar ma-
terials are factor A (water content) and factor C (gypsum
mass).

+e results of variance analysis of the density are shown
in Table 8. Under the condition of a confidence level of 0.1,
the critical value of significance is 5.390. It is observed that
factors A (water content) and C (gypsum mass) had sig-
nificant influences on the density of similar materials, while
factors B (barite powder ratio) and D (clay mineral ratio)
showed fewer influences. +is is consistent with the result of
range analysis (Table 9).

As shown in Table 3, the average density of the raw rock
is 2.01 g/cm3. +is target value is between the results of
similar materials when the evaluation index is K2 and K3
regarding factor A, and it equals the result when the eval-
uation index is K2 regarding factor C (Table 8). +us, the
suitable factor A (water content) is 19% (level 2) and 21%

(level 3), and the optimal factor C (gypsum mass) is 250 g
(level 2) in order to bring such a target physical property to
similar materials.

(2) Sensitivity analysis of factors affecting uniaxial com-
pressive strength: Table 10 and Figure 6 show that factor C
(gypsum mass) has the highest influence and factor D (clay
mineral ratio) has the second highest influence on the uniaxial
compressive strength of similar materials. According to the
rank, the influence degree of each factor on the uniaxial
compressive strength of similarmaterials isC≈D>A≈B.+e
analysis indicates that factors C (gypsum mass) and D (clay
mineral ratio) play a leading role in controlling the uniaxial
compressive strength of similar material samples.

Table 11 shows the results of variance analysis of the
uniaxial compressive strength of similar materials. One can
note that, as far as uniaxial compressive strength is con-
cerned, the influences of those examined factors on uniaxial
compressive strength are all not so significant.

(3) Sensitivity analysis of factors affecting tensile
strength: Table 12 and Figure 7 present the results of range
analysis of the tensile strength of similar materials. It is noted
that factor A (water content) has the greatest influence on
the tensile strength of similar materials. According to the
influence degree of each factor on the tensile strength, the
factors are ranked as A>B>D>C. +e analysis shows that
factor A (water content) and factor B (barite powder ratio)
play a dominant role in controlling the tensile strength of
similar material samples.

Table 13 lists the results of variance analysis of the tensile
strength of similar materials. One can note that factor A
(water content) and factor B (barite powder ratio) have
significant influence on the tensile strength, while the other
factors show limited influences. +is is also in agreement
with the result of range analysis (Table 12).

(4) Sensitivity analysis of factors affecting elastic
modulus. It is observed from Table 14 and Figure 8 that
factor A (water content) has the most significant influence
on the elastic modulus of similar materials. According to
the rank, the influence degree of each factor on the elastic
modulus of similar material samples is A >D ≈B >C. +e
analysis shows that factor A (water content) plays a
dominant role in controlling the elastic modulus of
similar material samples. +e relationship between other
factors and the elastic modulus of the sample is not very
obvious.

Furthermore, according to the results of variance
analysis (Table 15), it is noted that factor A (water content)
has a significant influence on the tensile strength, while other
factors do not show significant influences, which confirms
the results of range analysis.

As shown in Table 3, the average elastic modulus of the
raw rock is 1.38GPa. Combined with Table 15 and Table 4,
one can conclude that the optimal water content is 19% in
order to prepare a similar material that has similar elastic
modulus as the raw silty mudstone.

(5) Sensitivity analysis of factors affecting Poisson’s ratio:
Based on the results shown in Table 16 and Figure 9, one can
rank the examined factors as A≈D≈B≈C according to the
degree of their influences on Poisson’s ratio of similar
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material samples. +erefore, Poisson’s ratio is hard to judge
by factors A–D.

+e results of variance analysis shown in Table 17 in-
dicate that, regarding Poisson’s ratio, the influences of all
factors are not significant. +is is consistent with the results
of range analysis.

Based on the above sensitivity analyses, the optimal
mixing ratios of similar materials that show good similarity
to those of the raw silty mudstone in terms of the physical
and mechanical properties are determined. +e optimal
water content is 19%, the optimal barite powder ratio is 32%,
and the optimal gypsum mass is 250 g. However, factor D
(clay mineral ratio) is still not determined because it has no
clear contribution to the above physical and mechanical
properties of similar materials.

4.1.3. Typical Stress-Strain Curves and Failure
Characteristics. Figure 10(a) presents typical stress-strain
curves of similar materials and silty mudstone obtained from
uniaxial compression tests. Figure 10(b) illustrates the
corresponding failure modes of the samples.

A comparative analysis of the failure modes of similar
material samples and the raw rock is conducted. +e silty
mudstone sample shows an obvious shear failure after
uniaxial compression tests, which is in line with the results
reported [49]. It is also noted that the shear failure modes of
similar material samples are quite similar to those of the raw
rock under uniaxial compression tests (Figure 10).

4.2. Mixing Ratios for Similarity in Water Absorption and
Expansion. In this section, the influence of factor D (clay
mineral ratio) on the water-absorption and water-expansion

Table 8: Range analysis of rock density.

Evaluation indexes
Density (g/cm3)

Factor A (water content) Factor B (barite powder ratio) Factor C (gypsum mass) Factor D (clay mineral ratio)
K1 1.88 2.02 2.04 1.99
K2 2.00 1.98 2.01 1.97
K3 2.03 1.97 1.95 1.97
K4 2.03 1.96 1.93 2.00
Range value R 0.15 0.06 0.11 0.04
Rank 1 3 2 4
Note. Ki (i� 1, 2, 3, 4) represents the mean of the density values corresponding to level i of a factor; R�max(Ki) − min(Ki) (i� 1, 2, 3, and 4).

Table 7: Physical and mechanical properties of similar materials.

Scheme Density ρ(g/cm3) Uniaxial compressive strength σc
(MPa)

Tensile strength σt
(MPa) Elastic modulus E (GPa) Poisson’s ratio ]

1 1.95 13.54 2.94 1.74 0.28
2 1.91 11.91 3.33 1.61 0.23
3 1.84 10.74 2.72 1.40 0.27
4 1.82 11.65 4.00 1.35 0.25
5 2.05 10.22 1.99 1.64 0.40
6 2.08 18.19 2.08 2.38 0.20
7 1.97 9.01 1.47 1.60 0.27
8 1.89 12.74 2.89 1.81 0.38
9 2.08 8.28 1.01 1.07 0.21
10 1.92 9.24 1.70 1.38 0.22
11 2.05 14.18 1.61 1.33 0.23
12 2.05 12.24 2.84 1.29 0.21
13 2.01 13.69 3.73 1.96 0.38
14 1.99 13.09 3.92 1.34 0.31
15 2.02 13.58 3.05 1.33 0.22
16 2.08 10.47 3.81 1.01 0.21
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Figure 5: Range analysis of the factors affecting density.
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characteristics of similar materials is analyzed. Most im-
portantly, the optimal level of factor D (clay mineral ratio) is
determined.

As shown in Figure 11, the average natural water ab-
sorption of the raw silty mudstone is 10.85%, and the
average saturated water absorption is 11.83%. According to
the secondary refinement test scheme, the average natural

water absorption rates of similar material samples in
schemes S1–S4 with different clay mineral ratios are 8.41%,
9.82%, 10.86%, and 11.52%, respectively. +e average
saturated water absorption is 9.89%, 10.85%, 11.84%, and
12.33%, respectively. Moreover, the average natural water
absorption and saturated water absorption of similar
material samples increase with the increase of clay mineral

Table 9: Variance analysis of density.

Factor A (water content) B (barite powder ratio) C (gypsum mass) D (clay mineral ratio) Error
Variance value S2 0.057 0.009 0.031 0.003 0
Degrees of freedom F 3 3 3 3 3

Univariate significance 19.000 3.000 10.333 1.000
Significant Insignificant Significant Insignificant

Note. S2 represents the mean of the density variance value corresponding to level i of a factor; S2 � 
4
i�1 (Ki − (1/4) 

4
i�1 Ki)

2/5.

Table 10: Range analysis of uniaxial compressive strength.

Evaluation indexes
Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa)

Factor A (water content) Factor B (barite powder ratio) Factor C (gypsum mass) Factor D (clay mineral ratio)
K1 11.96 11.43. 14.10 11.97
K2 12.54 13.11 11.99 13.13
K3 10.99 11.88 11.21 10.17
K4 14.71 11.78 10.90 13.13
Range value R 1.72 1.68 3.20 2.96
Rank 3 4 1 2
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Figure 6: Range analysis of the factors affecting uniaxial compressive strength.

Table 11: Variance analysis of uniaxial compressive strength.

Factor A (water content) B (barite powder ratio) C (gypsum mass) D (clay mineral ratio) Error
Variance value S2 7.259 6.420 24.862 21.929 222.47
Degrees of freedom F 3 3 3 3 3

Univariate significance 0.033 0.029 0.112 0.099
Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant
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ratio. +erefore, the change of clay mineral ratio enables
controlling the water absorption of similar materials. Based
on the test data, one can note that the average water ab-
sorption of the similar material samples in the third test
scheme S3 is the closest to the average value of the raw rock
(the error is less than 1%).

Figure 12 shows that the variation curve of free ex-
pansion rates of similar material samples and silty mudstone
can be divided into three stages. +e first is the rapid ex-
pansion stage (t< 2 h), during which the average axial ex-
pansion rates of similar material samples with different clay
mineral ratios and raw rocks increase rapidly to the final

Table 12: Range analysis of tensile strength.

Evaluation indexes
Tensile strength (MPa)

Factor A (water content) Factor B (barite powder
ratio)

Factor C (gypsum
mass)

Factor D (clay mineral
ratio)

K1 3.25 2.42 2.61 2.79
K2 2.11 2.76 2.81 2.89
K3 1.79 2.21 2.64 2.56
K4 3.63 3.39 2.73 2.54
Range value R 1.84 1.17 0.19 0.36
Rank 1 2 4 3
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Figure 7: Range analysis of the factors affecting tensile strength.

Table 13: Variance analysis of tensile strength.

Factor A (water content) B (barite powder ratio) C (gypsum mass) D (clay mineral ratio) Error
Variance value S2 9.356 3.159 0.093 0.371 0.090
Degrees of freedom F 3 3 3 3 3

Univariate significance 100.602 33.968 1.000 3.989
Significant Significant Insignificant Insignificant

Table 14: Range analysis of elastic modulus.

Evaluation indexes
Elastic modulus (GPa)

Factor A (water content) Factor B (barite powder ratio) Factor C (gypsum mass) Factor D (clay mineral ratio)
K1 1.53 1.60 1.62 1.49
K2 1.86 1.68 1.48 1.68
K3 1.27 1.42 1.41 1.36
K4 1.41 1.37 1.57 1.53
Range value R 0.59 0.31 0.21 0.32
Rank 1 3 4 2
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Figure 8: Range analysis of the factors affecting elastic modulus.

Table 15: Variance analysis of elastic modulus.

Factor A (water content) B (barite powder ratio) C (gypsum mass) D (clay mineral ratio) Error
S2 0.759 0.266 0.111 0.208 0.110
Degrees of freedom F 3 3 3 3 3

Univariate significance 6.838 2.396 1.000 1.874
Significant Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant

Table 16: Range analysis of Poisson’s ratio.

Evaluation indexes
Poisson’s ratio

Factor A (water content) Factor B (barite powder ratio) Factor C (gypsum mass) Factor D (clay mineral ratio)
K1 0.26 0.32 0.23 0.27
K2 0.31 0.24 0.27 0.31
K3 0.22 0.25 0.29 0.28
K4 0.28 0.26 0.28 0.22
Range value R 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.09
Rank 1 3 4 2
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Figure 9: Range analysis of the factors affecting Poisson’s ratio.
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average axial expansion rates of 0.1154%, 0.1238%, 0.1342%,
0.1966%, and 0.1369%, respectively. Later, the expansion
rates of all samples enter the constant expansion stage
(t� 2–15 h). In this stage, the similar material samples S1∼S4
and the raw rock show a constant linear growth rate of
11.54×10− 5/min, 12.38×10− 5/min, 13.42×10− 5/min,
19.66×10− 5/min, and 13.86×10− 5/min, respectively. Af-
terward, the expansion rate of all samples enters the de-
celeration stage (t� 15–120 h), and the expansion rate is
gradually stabilized. +is period takes a long time, ac-
counting for 87.5% of the total expansion stage. It can be
seen that similar materials have similar water absorption and

expansibility with the raw rock. +e expansion rates of
samples S1–S4 are all within the range of the raw rock, and
the expansion rates gradually increase with the increase of
clay mineral ratio. Among them, the curves of the axial
expansion rates of sample S3 (whose clay mineral ratio is
12%) are the closest to the average value of the raw rock.

Table 18 summarizes the mean physical parameters of
the similar material samples prepared at optimal water
content (19%), barite powder ratio (32%), and gypsum mass
(250 g) but different clay mineral ratios (0–18%). +e data of
raw rock samples are also included for comparison purposes.
One can note that the similar material samples in test

Table 17: Variance analysis of Poisson’s ratio.

Factor A (water content) B (barite powder ratio) C (gypsum mass) D (clay mineral ratio) Error
Variance value S2 0.019 0.015 0.009 0.015 0.010
Degrees of freedom F 3 3 3 3 3

Univariate significance 2.111 1.667 1.000 1.667
Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant
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Figure 10: Typical stress-strain curve and failure modes diagram: (a) stress-strain curves; (b) failure modes.
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scheme S3 show the most similar density and porosity as the
raw rock samples. +is result further confirms the optimal
values of water content, barite powder ratio, gypsum mass,
and clay mineral ratio.

Based on the above analysis, the optimal ratios of similar
materials are determined, which allows producing a similar
material that has similar physical and mechanical properties
as well as water-absorption and water-expansion charac-
teristics to the mean properties of silty mudstone in the
Yuelu Mountain (Changsha, China). +ese optimal ratios

can provide referencing guidance for the design of similar
materials for silty mudstone in other regions.

4.3. Microstructure of Similar Materials. SEM observations
were performed on small specimens extracted from cylin-
drical similar material samples and raw rock samples. Fig-
ure 13 shows the SEM images of horizontal and vertical
planes of similar material specimens (S1–S4) and a raw rock
specimen. In SEM images, the white arrow represents barite
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Figure 12: Axial expansion rate curve of silty mudstone and similar materials.

Table 18: Basic physical parameters of similar material samples and raw rock samples.

Scheme Mass (g) Diameter (cm) Hight (cm) Volume (cm3) Dry density (g/cm3) Porosity (%)
S1 198.28 5.002 5.012 98.44 1.68 43.26
S2 198.32 4.998 5.002 98.48 1.69 40.38
S3 198.48 5.006 5.008 98.52 1.74 38.54
S4 199.02 5.004 5.026 98.79 1.80 36.80
Raw rock 198.72 5.002 5.028 98.75 1.73 38.71
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)

Figure 13: SEM images of raw rock and similar material specimens: (a,b) S1 specimen (0%); (c, d) S2 specimen (6%); (e, f ) S3 specimen
(12%); (g, h) S4 specimen (18%); (i, j) raw rock specimen.
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particles, and the black arrow represents clay mineral par-
ticles. It can be observed that when the clay mineral ratio is
0% (Figures 13(a) and 13(b)), the surface of barite particles is
not fully wrapped by gypsum, and there are a lot of pores
around. Due to compaction, barite particles and gypsum
particles are mainly arranged face to face in the horizontal
plane. Barite particles and gypsum particles mainly appear in
the form of particle edge in the vertical plane, forming a large
number of pores. With the increase of the clay mineral ratio,
the SEM images are shown in Figures 13(c)–13(f ). +e pores
between gypsum and barite particles are continuously filled
with clay mineral particles, and the pores are fully filled in
the horizontal plane; in particular, when the clay mineral
ratio is 18% (Figures 13(g) and 13(h)), there are almost no
large pores in the horizontal plane and vertical plane. From
the SEM image taken from the horizontal plane of the raw
rock in Figure 13(i), it can be observed that the surface of the
rock particles is flat and smooth due to sedimentation, but it
still contains small primary pores. From the SEM image of
the vertical plane of the raw rock sample (Figure 13(j)), it can
be observed that the raw rock is formed by cementation of
the raw rock particles, resulting in large pores around the
particles.

It is noted that, for similar material specimens with
different clay mineral ratios, the horizontal plane is very
dense compared to the vertical plane, but the horizontal
plane has many small primary pores in the vertical plane.
+is is mainly due to the pressure on the horizontal plane in
the process of protolith diagenesis and sample making of
similar materials, resulting in the face-to-face arrangement
of particles. In the similar material specimens, with the
increase of clay mineral ratio, the angular barite particles are
gradually wrapped by gypsum, clay minerals, and hydration
products, and the structure becomes more and more

compact, and the pores decrease gradually. Finally, a dense
structure without obvious pores is formed. +e specific
changes have been marked with ellipse in the figure. +e
main reasons for the above phenomena are the following:
Gypsum and clay minerals gradually react with water,
needle-like and rod-shaped gypsum crystals gradually dis-
appear in the process of hydration reaction, the pores be-
tween particles are constantly filled, and the barite particles
that do not participate in the hydration reaction are con-
stantly wrapped; finally, with the hydration reaction, most of
the gypsum is hydration products. +e gel package has no
edges and corners, forming a dense whole and a certain
degree of strength. At the same time, hydration products are
cemented and filled with intergranular voids, and pores are
constantly reduced, forming a denser structure that plays a
strong supporting role. In a word, with the increase of clay
mineral ratio, the pores in the horizontal and vertical planes
of similar material specimens are less and less, and the
structure is more compact. When the clay mineral ratio is
12% (scheme S3), the dense structure is generated because of
the hydration of gypsum and the filling of clay minerals;
meanwhile, there are some pores on this basis, similar to
pore morphology of the raw rock. When the clay mineral
ratio is 18% (scheme S4), there are almost no pores and the
structural morphology is very close in the horizontal plane
and vertical plane of the similar material specimen. A
quantitative analysis of the pore structures of all specimens is
made based on the image processing method described in
[47]; and the results are presented in Figure 14. It can be seen
that most of pores in both the horizontal and vertical planes
of all specimens have diameters between 0.01 and 100 μm.
When the claymineral ratio is 12%, the pore size distribution
of the similar material specimen in scheme S3 is very close to
that of the raw rock specimen.
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Figure 14: Relationship between pore area ratio and pore diameter: (a) in the horizontal plane and (b) in the vertical plane.
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5. Conclusion

Based on the physical and mechanical properties of silty
mudstone, the similar materials of silty mudstone with water
absorption and expansibility were developed based on tra-
ditional materials including gypsum, barite powder, clay
minerals (i.e., montmorillonite, illite, and chlorite), and
distilled water. Specific conclusions are as follows:

(1) +e water content plays an important role in con-
trolling the density, tensile strength, and elastic
modulus of the similar material samples.+e effect of
barite powder ratio on the uniaxial compressive
strength was significant. Gypsum mass also has a
significant effect on the density of similar materials.

(2) For similar materials with the proposed mixing ra-
tios, the density is 1.82–2.08 g/cm3, the uniaxial
compressive strength is 8.28–18.19MPa, the tensile
strength is 1.01–4.00MPa, the elastic modulus is
1.01–2.38GPa, and Poisson’s ratio is 0.20–0.40.
Similar materials produced at a water content of
19%, a barite powder ratio of 32%, and a gypsum
mass of 250 g show the best similarity to the raw rock
in terms of physical and mechanical properties.

(3) +e optimal mixing ratios were finally identified
based on the results of the secondary refinement
tests. Except for the optimal water content of 19%,
optimal barite powder ratio of 32%, and optimal
gypsum mass of 250 g, the optimal clay mineral ratio
is 12%. +ese optimal ratios can provide referencing
guidance for the design of similar materials for silty
mudstone in other regions.

(4) +e raw rock surface is very dense, but there are
many small primary pores. With the increase of clay
mineral ratio, the absorption of similar materials
increases continuously. +e pores in similar material
samples with a clay mineral ratio of 12% are filled by
gypsum hydration products and clay minerals; thus,
these similar material samples have similar water
absorption and water expansion to those of the raw
rock.
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Bridge deterioration is affected by various factors. However, neither the relationships between these factors and deterioration are
explicitly determined, nor the relative effect of each factor on deterioration is well understood.)is study proposed a methodology
to resolve these issues by integrating an artificial neural network (ANN) and sensitivity analysis method. )e ANN was used to
predict deterioration, and the sensitivity analysis method was applied to evaluate the influence of each factor on deterioration.
Testing the methodology with 3,368 bridge inspection data pieces indicates that (1) the developed ANN obtained an accuracy of
about 65%; and (2) seven factors were identified affecting deterioration. )e established ANN model has equivalent performance
for three deterioration grades and four types of bridges. Two sensitivity analysis (the Shapley value and the Sobol indices) methods
were compared, and they identified the same five most important factors. Consequently, the methodology can effectively avoid the
uncertainty of factors on deterioration by providing a relative importance list of factors. )e methodology’s predictive ability and
factor importance identification ability make it suitable for decision-makers to understand the deterioration situations and to
schedule a further inspection and corresponding maintenance strategies.

1. Introduction

Bridges that are in use for many years suffer various degrees
of deterioration. Many studies have been conducted to
evaluate the impacts of individual factors on deterioration
[1]. However, the practical bridge is a complicated system
project, the relationships between deterioration-related
factors and deterioration are not explicitly determined,
neither is the relative impact of each factor on deterioration.
Maintenance engineers inspect and evaluate the conditions
of bridges and record these results at regular intervals. Over
time, databases with large numbers of maintenance items are
obtained, which provides a possibility to establish the re-
lationships between factors and deterioration and to assess
the impact of each factor. In addition, proper prediction-
based maintenance strategies are more economical to keep
the soundness of bridges than corrective maintenance, be-
cause the corrective maintenance focuses on postfailure
repair and is usually insufficient to ensure structural safety
[2]. Furthermore, the inspection is labor-intensive and time-

consuming. )erefore, there are untapped potentials and
needs to utilize maintenance databases for predicting de-
terioration to determine seriously deteriorated bridge for
implementing further inspection and making maintenance
strategies. To fulfill these needs, an inspection database is
brought into new data processing methods (including neural
network and sensitivity analysis) to predict deterioration in
grade and to determine the factors affecting deterioration.
)e potentially influencing factors include bridge design and
construction quality, bridge geometry, materials, repairs,
traffic volume, and surrounding environments.

Appropriate artificial neural network (ANN) architec-
tures can be trained on the maintenance databases to predict
the future deterioration situations [3]. )e noteworthy
characteristic of an ANN is its learning ability. In the process
of establishing an ANN model, the network processes the
inputs and obtains an output, compares the output with the
ideal response, and calculates the errors. )en the param-
eters of connections (W1 and W2 in Figure 1) are updated
according to the errors. If the network paradigm and
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parameters are appropriately designed, these can result in
satisfactory forecasting performance. In the maintenance of
existing bridges, an ANN can assist maintenance work in
establishing the relationships between the potential factors
and the deterioration grades of bridges to predict the
deterioration.

Since an ANN is usually trained by using a set of data
from a database, the results only explain the relationships
between all inputs (factors) and output (prediction).
)rough the relationships, it is difficult to understand the
contribution of each factor on a specific prediction.
)erefore, the relationship established by an ANN becomes
a “black box” [4]. Although an ANN model can provide
prediction and show better performance, its application in
the practical maintenance of bridges is limited owing to the
ignorance of the influence of each factor on the prediction.

In summary, not only should the prediction model using
an ANN be established to determine the deterioration sit-
uations but also each factor’s importance should be calcu-
lated to understand the reasons for deterioration. In
addition, the applied database must contain high-quality
data for formulating a deterioration prediction model with
optimal performance and making convincing explanations
for factors affecting deterioration.)erefore, the data quality
of the applied inspection database must be checked carefully
before it is conducted in analysis.

)is study introduced the development and verification
of a proposed methodology that can be used to predict
bridge deterioration and to determine the reasons for de-
terioration. Specifically, an ANN was applied to analyze an
inspection database for establishing a prediction model,
whereby the deterioration grades can be predicted to de-
termine the seriously deteriorated bridge. )e performance
of the established ANN model was evaluated for different
deterioration grades and different types of bridges. In ad-
dition, the Shapley value method [5, 6] and the Sobol indices
[6, 7] were used to calculate the importance of all factors.
Furthermore, the Shapley value method were applied to the
prediction model for further analyzing the estimated

importance, broken down by factors, deterioration grades,
bridge types, and environments. Finally, two bridges were
taken as examples to illustrate the practical application of the
proposed method.

2. Background

Maintenance is essential to keep structures sound, ser-
viceable, and safe. In many countries, condition assessment
of existing bridges is carried out mainly through periodic
inspections [8–10]. Based on the assessment results, nec-
essary interventions or further inspections are scheduled.
Since prediction-based maintenance can prevent further
deterioration and keep bridges in sound conditions with
lower costs compared with corrective maintenance, pre-
diction-based maintenance is widely used [2]. Prediction-
based maintenance depends heavily on the accurate pre-
diction of deterioration. Potential approaches are described
below.

)e approaches commonly used in predicting deterio-
ration include two categories: the deterministic model and
the probabilistic model [11]. )e deterministic model deals
with certain and known variables. Hyman et al. [12] pointed
out that deterioration is related to the age of bridge through a
piecewise linear regressionmodel. Busa et al. [13] used linear
regression to model bridge deterioration and concluded that
age and daily traffic are two important factors. Abu-Tair [14]
discussed the application of the factor method in predicting
deterioration and noted that this method is highly subjective.
Pan et al. [15] presented a matrix-driven fuzzy linear re-
gression model to predict bridge conditions. Similarly, Kim
et al. [16] applied a sigmoid function and nondestructive
evaluation data to evaluate the deterioration of a bridge deck.
Jeong et al. [17] developed a nonlinear regression model for
determining the expected service life of a bridge. Although
the performance of bridges in their service life can be de-
scribed by the formulas of deterministic models, these
models ignored the uncertainty of deterioration [18].

In addition, some researchers have focused on proba-
bilistic models, in which the mostly used deterioration
model is the Markov chain. Li et al. [19] and Wellalage et al.
[20] used the Markov chain-based deterioration model to
predict bridge conditions. However, an optimal transition
probability matrix is difficult to obtain. Agrawal et al. [18]
compared the Markov chain with the Weibull distribution
and concluded the later method would be better. Time-based
models present the time distribution of the duration taken
by bridges to change their condition from one to another. A
set of variables (factors) are used for this process such as
environmental exposure, design attributes, andmaintenance
schedule. )ese types of models were used in the studies
done byMauch andMadanat [21] and Lee et al. [22]. In their
approaches, a series of random variables (factors) with
different distributions determined the performance of
bridges.

Except for the deterministic and probabilistic models,
the ANN has been applied to practical maintenance engi-
neering [23–25], as it can solve multivariate problems. In the
application of the ANN to maintenance, Sobanjo [26] used
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Figure 1: Configuration of a neural network used for prediction.
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the inspection records for 50 bridge superstructures to
predict bridge deterioration that inputs only the age of
bridge and outputs the deterioration condition of bridge
superstructure. Huang [27] identified eleven significant
factors and developed an ANN model with these factors to
predict deterioration of bridge decks. Using the same op-
eration, Al-Hussein [11] designed an ANN to estimate the
deterioration by considering the structure types, component
types, exposure environments, and defects. Lim and Chi [28]
considered the factors of identification, structure, inspec-
tion, and environment, and developed an ANN to predict
the number of damage occurrences on bridge decks and
their severity with the accuracy of about 95%. None of these
researchers discussed, however, the specific influences of
factors on bridge deterioration.

Inspired by these studies, we applied the ANN to analyze
an inspection database towards predicting deterioration of
existing bridges to optimize further inspection and for-
mulate maintenance strategies. However, Zhang et al. [4]
and Caruana et al. [29] noted that the ANN can give rise to a
black box problem. Although the ANN model can predict
deterioration given influencing factors, the prediction model
provides only one predicted value without knowing the
reasons for deterioration. )is makes it difficult for engi-
neers to trust the prediction, to understand what factors
affect the prediction, and to determine targeted intervention.
To solve these difficulties, the proposed methodology inte-
grates an ANN and the sensitivity analysis method. An ANN
predicts the deterioration in grades, and the sensitivity
analysis method calculates the relative importance of factors
on deterioration.

3. Proposed Methodology

)e methodology consists of the following two parts: a
prediction model and sensitivity analysis approaches, as
shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Prediction Part. Accurate prediction of bridge deteri-
oration is essential for the planning of further inspection,
maintenance, and repair at lower cost. To predict deterio-
ration, the ANN is applied to analyze an inspection database
for establishing a prediction model. Maintenance data with
high quality should be extracted and classified into the
following two categories: potential factors affecting deteri-
oration and the deterioration grades. Since many factors will
affect the deterioration, all potential external and internal
factors likely to influence the bridges should be highlighted
[30]. )e influential factors for consideration include those
of bridge design and geometries, applied materials, envi-
ronment, loading, and others, which will be elaborated in
Section 4.1.1. However, this does not mean that each factor
has the same impact on the bridge deterioration. )erefore,
it is necessary for the proposed methodology to identify the
significant factors from the many insignificant factors [31].

Given the characteristics of the ANN, the prediction part
can be applied to establish the optimal relationships between
the potential factors and the deterioration grades, as

illustrated in Figure 1. Details of ANN refer to Goodfellow
et al. [32] and Guliyev [33]. )e performance of the pre-
diction model can be improved by continuously integrating
new inspection data to update the model. Accordingly, two
parameter matrices of W1 and W2 in Figure 1 can be ob-
tained, which represent the whole relationships between the
inputs and the outputs. However, those two parameter
matrices make the relationships hard to be understood
because they indicate the complicated nonlinear computa-
tion. In other words, the contribution of each factoron
deterioration is difficult to determine directly from the
prediction model.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis. Sensitivity analysis can be applied
to overcome the uncertainty of factors on deterioration,
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because sensitivity analysis can tell engineers what factors
affect the deterioration and their relative importance. )is
study applied two sensitivity analysis methods: Shapley value
and Sobol indices, as described below. A prediction can be
explained by assuming that each factor of the instance is a
“player” in a game and the prediction is the payout. Shapley
values show how to fairly distribute the “payout” among the
factors [34]. Next, the Shapley value method is briefly in-
troduced. )e set of m potentially influencing factors is
represented by N � x1, x2, . . . , xm , and any permutation S

of N is a coalition. )e characteristic function v maps all
coalitions to “payout,” which in our case is the deterioration
grade. )e function v has the following definitions: if S is a
permutation (coalition) of all factors; then v(S) describes the
total impact of all factors in coalition S [35]. )e value of
v(S) is determined by inputting S in the prediction model.

)e importance φi(v) of factor xi is determined as
follows:

φi(v) �
S⊆N(((m − |S| − 1)!|S|!)/m!) v S∪ xi (  − v(S)( 

i{ }
,

(1)

where m is the number of factors. )e sum extends over all
subsets S of N excluding factor xi. )e formula can be
interpreted as follows: the contribution of factor xi in S is
v(S∪ xi ) − v(S); the average of this contribution over the
possible coalitions is the final contribution of this factor. In
our case, φ(v) refers to the deterioration grade and is defined
as

φ(v) � 
i

φi(v). (2)

)e Shapley value method can calculate the relative im-
portance of each factor, regardless of the complexity of the
prediction model. )erefore, it can explain any prediction
model [35]. )e calculated importance is related to the
magnitude of difference in the prediction values when a factor
is considered (such as bridge width) versus when it is not
considered (such as when bridge width is unknown) [5]. In
summary, the Shapley value method identifies all factors and
evaluates their relative importance, enabling an engineer to
figure out factors that significantly influence the deterioration
and formulate a corresponding intervention strategy.

Except for the Shapley value method, Sobol indices [6, 7]
is another useful method to detect the sensitivity of pre-
dictions to inputs. In this study, these two methods will be
compared using an actual case in Section 4.3. Conforming to
the descriptions of these two methods, we present the
specific steps to achieve the sensitivity analysis of the pre-
dictions, as shown in Figure 2. Given values of factors, the
deterioration grades can be predicted (Section 3.1), with
some predictions being successful and the rest being un-
successful. All successfully predicted bridges are extracted to
form a new database. Since unsuccessful predictions may
lead to incorrect importance estimates, the Shapley value
and Sobol indices methods are applied to the new database
to detect the sensitivity of the prediction model to each
factor.

4. Case Study

An inspection database of 3,386 bridges in Hokkaido in
Japan was employed to verify the effectiveness of the
methodology.)ese bridges are inspected every five years [8]
and their locations are shown in Figure 3. )e entire veri-
fication process will be described from data preparation,
establishment of prediction model, and estimation of factor
importance.

4.1. Data Preparation. We eliminated incomplete and un-
reasonable data from the original database and selected
3,368 out of 3,386 bridges. Specifically, the bridges with
unknown ages were discarded. In conjunction with the age
constrain, the constraint of nondecreasing deterioration
grade was introduced. For example, a bridge is assessed
grade 2 in an inspection and assessed grade 1 in the next
inspection; this kind of bridge was not considered. )en, the
data for the selected bridges were divided into potentially
influencing factors and the deterioration grades.

4.1.1. Potentially Influencing Factors. Factors that have the
potential to affect deterioration were regarded as “inputs” in
the prediction model. )e bridge features, such as bridge
length, bridge width, elevation, and years in service, were
extracted from the inspection database. Temperature and
carbon dioxide concentration were obtained from Japan
Meteorological Agency [36]. Traffic volume was obtained
from the traffic survey [37, 38]. Airborne salt was calculated
according to previous studies [39, 40]. In summary, the
potentially influencing factors include bridge geometry,
environment, loading conditions, and others, as listed in
Table 1. )ere are many other factors that would affect the
deterioration but are not considered, such as fatigue crack,
design, and construction quality. )e main reason is the
inability to collect relevant data. However, this deficiency
will force us to collect more data to improve our future work
and encourage modifying the data capturing method in the
future inspection. More details are described below for the
factors of traffic volume and airborne salt. )is study
considered four types of bridges, including PC, RC, PC and
RC hybrid, and steel bridges.

(1) Rate of the large-size vehicles
According to the survey of daily traffic volume
[37, 38], the proportion of large-size vehicles (in-
cluding bus, lorry, construction heavy equipment,
and other special equipment) Rv can be calculated by

Rv �
number of large size vehicles daily

daily traffic volume
× 100%. (3)

(2) Airborne salt
)e bridges within 1 km of the coastline are con-
sidered influenced by the airborne salt. )e airborne
salt concentration can be calculated by the following
equation [39]:
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Cab � C1 · x
− b

, (4)

where Cab is airborne salt concentration (mdd · NaCl); C1is
1 km equivalent airborne salt concentration (mdd·NaCl); xis
the distance from coastline (km); and b is the degree of
distance attenuation (b= 0.6).

C1 for areas B and C shown in Figure 4 is 1.174 and 0.072,
respectively [39]. Afterwards, empirical equation (5) [40]
can be used to compute the chloride ion concentration that
adheres to the surface of the concrete.

C0 � − 0.016 × C
2
ab + Cab + 1.7 Cab ≤ 30( , (5)

where C0 is chloride ion concentration of concrete surface
(kg/m3); and Cabis airborne salt concentration at the bridge
location (mdd · NaCl).

4.1.2. Deterioration Grades. )e deterioration grades are
used to understand the conditions of the bridges. According
to the inspection guidelines [8], the deterioration situations
of bridges are categorized as follows: grade 1: healthy; grade
2: preventive maintenance required; grade 3: early action
required; and grade 4: emergency action required. )e
grades and corresponding descriptions are given in Table 2.
Since grade 4 is considered a critical condition, meaning that
these bridges have to be subjected to a repair timely, this
philosophy results in the infrequent occurrence of grade 4.
)erefore, grade 3 is considered to be the upper threshold,
because grade 3 indicates the necessity of early actions. )is
consideration prompted us to build a prediction model to
predict the situation before an emergency occurs. )e
prediction model can be taken as a tool to distinguish se-
riously and nonseriously deteriorated bridge. )en, the
seriously deteriorated bridge can be introduced to the de-
tailed inspection and maintenance.

4.1.3. Data Characteristics Analysis. Twelve factors listed in
Table 1 are investigated. Since different factors are measured
on different ranges, values of these factors are necessary to be
adjusted to a common scale to improve the efficiency of the
training process. As listed in Table 3, all the factors were
scaled within 0-1. Years in service indicate the bridge age
after it was built. Carbon dioxide refers to the concentration
near the ground at the bridge location. Large-size car ve-
hicles rate is calculated by equation (3). )e type of bridge
was excluded when establishing the ANN model, as it is
irrational to represent different bridge types with a number.
Although it is possible to build models for different types of
bridges, the lack of sufficient data on each type of bridge
limits this attempt. Discussions regarding the performance
of the ANNmodel on different types of bridges are described
in Section 4.2.2.

Area B
Area C 

Figure 4: Salt damage area classification in Hokkaido.
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Figure 3: Locations of the bridges.

Table 1: Potentially influencing factors.

Attributes (unit)
Bridge geometry
factors

Length (m)
Width (m)

Environmental factors

Elevation (m)
Yearly highest and lowest temperatures

(°C)
Carbon dioxide concentration (ppm)

Airborne salt concentration (mdd·NaCl)
Yearly average snowfall (cm)
Yearly average rainfall (cm)

Loading condition Daily traffic volume (vehicles/day)a

Rate of the large-size vehicles (%/day)

Other Years in service (years)
Bridge type

aStatistics on traffic volume include large and small vehicles [37].
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4.2. Prediction Model

4.2.1. Model Establishment. )e twelve factors in Table 3 and
three deterioration grades were used to construct an ANN
model. )e optimal configuration for the ANN model was
determined by trial and error. A higher accuracy was
considered better performance of a prediction model. In the
trial and error, various values were tested for each parameter
[32], as listed in Table 4. Figure 5 depicts the nonlinear
activation functions used in the trial and error. )e softmax
was applied between the hidden layer and the output layer.
Relu and tanh were applied between the input and hidden
layers.

Considering all combinations of the five parameters, 112
cases were tested. In each trial, stratified sampling was used
to randomly divide the dataset into the training, testing, and
validation subsets, which accounted for 70%, 15%, and 15%
of the maintenance database, respectively. )en each case
was tested three times to obtain an average value to eliminate
the variance. Afterwards, analysis of variance (ANOVA)
analysis was applied to the testing results to examine the
significance of each parameter on training/validation ac-
curacy. A p value of 0.05 or less is considered to have a
significant influence on deterioration. )e p value sum-
marized in Table 4 indicates that the learning rate and
learning algorithm influence training/validation accuracy
significantly. Looking through the testing results, the ANN
produces higher accuracy when it has one hidden layer of ten
neurons, has the activation function of Relu, and is trained
with the adaptive moment estimation (Adam) algorithm
with the learning rate of 0.01.

)e expected ANN consisted of a 3,368×13matrix as the
inputs (including the bias) and a 3,368×1 matrix as the
output. As the initial values of W1 and W2 (Figure 1) are
randomly assigned during training, the predicted grades are
usually inconsistent with the actual grades. )e cross-en-
tropy value expressed in equation (6) was used to calculate
the error between the actual and the predicted grades. M is
the number of samples, C is the number of classes, ηj de-
notes the weight for class j to deal with sample imbalance,
and pj represents the probability that a sample belongs to
class j. If a sample belongs to class j, yj � 1; otherwise yj � 0.

Cross entopy � − 
M

i�1


C

j�1
ηjyjlog pj . (6)

)e training and validation iterated 2000 times, and the
error between the predicted value and the ground truth was
evaluated by using the cross-entropy. As shown in Figure 6,
the accuracy converges to approximately 65%, and the error
converges to approximately 0.2. )e accuracy and the error
show that the established model is some distance from
perfection. Future endeavors are necessary to improve the
established model by actions described in Section 5.2.

4.2.2. Evaluation of the Prediction Model. )e performance
of the predictionmodel was evaluated using fivemetrics.)e
definitions in terms of these metrics were introduced in
Figure 7 taking grade 1 as an example. TP, TN, FP, and FN
refer to true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false
negatives, respectively. Recall or true positive rate (TPR) is

Table 2: Inspection grades and corresponding conditions of bridges.

Grade Conditions Descriptions
1 Healthy A state that the function of the structure is not disturbed.

2 Preventive action
required

Although the function of the structure is not hindered, it is desirable to take measures from the viewpoint
of preventive maintenance.

3 Early action required )e function of the structure has interfered and measures should be taken as soon as possible.

4 Emergency action
required

A condition in which the function of the structure has been or is likely to be impaired, and measures
should be taken urgently.

Table 3: Scaled values of each influencing factor.

Factor Original data range
After scaled

Mean Standard deviation
Elevation (m) − 0.3∼1,106 0.0909 0.1347
Bridge length (m) 2∼1,433 0.0444 0.0844
Bridge width (m) 0.7∼50 0.2129 0.1124
Years in service (years) 1∼84 0.3833 0.2008
Carbon dioxide (ppm) 348.86∼409.87 0.3933 0.2413
Chloride (kg/m3) 0∼17.3 0.057 0.1376
Large-size vehicles rate (%) 0∼62.6 0.3076 0.1786
Traffic volume (daily) 0∼56,874 0.0946 0.1143
Rainfall (cm) 776∼1,491 0.3617 0.2268
Snowfall (cm) 12.0∼1,263.8 0.4493 0.2166
Highest temperature (°C) 16∼26 0.7025 0.1737
Lowest temperature (°C) − 11∼− 3 0.5851 0.2361
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the ratio of correct predictions to all grade 1 bridges. Pre-
cision is the ratio of correct predictions to all predictions of
grade 1. )e F1 score is the harmonic mean of the recall and
precision. )e true negative rate (TNR) indicates the ratio of
correct predictions on other grade bridges to the total
number of other grade bridges. A model is considered better
performance with higher values of these metrics. For details
about these metrics, refer to Goodfellow et al. [32].

Figure 8 shows these metrics’ values of the ANN model
for the three deterioration grades. )e results indicate that
the established model has equivalent performance for the
three deterioration grades. In addition, the model is applied
to PC, RC, mixed, and steel bridges to evaluate the model’s
performance for corresponding type of bridge. Figure 9
shows that the model has equivalent performance regard-
less of the types of bridges. Although the establishedmodel is
not yet perfect, the established model is unbiased for the
different deterioration grades and different types of bridges.

4.3. Estimation of Factor Importance. Using the prediction
model, successful predictions were made for 2,161 out of the
3,368 bridges. )erefore, a new database of 2,161 bridges was
set up. )e Shapley value and Sobol indices methods were
then applied to perform the sensitivity analysis of each factor
from the new database. )e calculated sensitivities were
normalized to show their relative importance, as indicated in

Figure 10. )e five most important factors determined by the
Sobol indices and Shapley value method are the same, al-
though their values are different. Bridge length and years in
service were determined to be the most important factors
affecting the deterioration. In addition, traffic volume, lowest
temperature, and chloride ions are the three external factors
that influence deterioration, which is consistent with known
findings.)erefore, the Shapley value method was considered
a suitable solution to determine the contribution of factors on
deterioration. Furthermore, the Shapley value method was
applied to analyze the new database from other aspects.

4.3.1. Distribution of Each Potentially Influencing Factor.
According to the Shapley value method, the estimated
importance of all factors was calculated for each bridge. )e
estimated importance of all bridges separated by each factor
is shown in Figure 11. )e estimated importance indicates
the relative importance of each factor for a bridge. A positive
value represents that the factor will accelerate the deterio-
ration, and negative value means that the factor will slow
down the deterioration. )erefore, six factors (such as years
in service, carbon dioxide concentration, and the chloride
ion concentration) showed accelerated effects on deterio-
ration. Other factors (such as elevation, bridge length, and
bridge width, rate of the large-size vehicles, rainfall, and
highest temperature) did not show consistent effects. Only
the six factors with acceleration were discussed hereafter. In
addition, Figure 11 revealed that the estimated importance
of lowest temperature was negatively related to the measured
value. )e estimated importance of other five accelerated
factors, such as years in service and traffic volume, showed
positive correlations with the measured values.

4.3.2. Estimated Importance of Each Grade. To compare the
estimated importance between different grades, the average
importance of the six factors for its respective grade was
computed, as shown in Figure 12. Of all the factors, years in
service and traffic volume are the two most significant
factors for all grades. Other factors have relatively fewer
impacts. Since the service time of grade 1 bridges is generally
short, environmental factors such as lowest temperature and
chloride ions have not had a significant impact. )erefore,
the traffic volume is the most significant factor. As time goes
by, the importance gap between the years in service and the
traffic volume traffic has narrowed, as shown in grade 2. )e
results indicate that the relative importance of the years in

Table 4: Configuration test results.

Parameters Parameters
p value

Training Validation
Number of hidden layers 1, 2 0.5489 0.1154
Number of hidden neurons 5, 10 0.4236 0.8454

Learning rate 0.01, 0.001
SGD, RMSProp, Adagrad, 0.0003a 0.0038a

Learning algorithm Adadelta, Adam, AdaMax, Nadam 5.513×10− 14a 8.490×10− 15a

Hidden activation function ReLu, tanh 0.4904 0.7622
aSignificant at 95% level of confidence.
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service has increased, and its impact on deterioration has
also increased. Further, the importance of the years in
service and the traffic volume is almost the same in grade 3.
In addition, the influences of the lowest temperature and the
chloride are increased. Because the bridges in grade 3 have
been in service for an average of more than 46 years, a
relatively smaller importance of a factor does not mean the
factor is unimportant, because the cumulative effects of these
factors are not considered. )erefore, various factors should
be comprehensively considered to provide recommenda-
tions for future maintenance. In addition, intervention is
performed for some bridges, which is difficult to be con-
sidered in our methodology.

4.3.3. Estimated Importance of Different Structure Type.
)e deterioration differs for different types of bridges. To
observe whether the estimated importance can reflect the
differences caused by different types of bridges, the average
estimated importance of all factors, broken down by
structure types, is shown in Figure 13.

Similar to the findings in previous sections, the years in
service and the traffic volume are the two most significant
factors for all the bridge types. )e distribution of these factors
differs in different bridge types. For the PCbridges, other factors
are less important relative to the years in service, as PC bridges
are generally able to withstand harsher conditions and have
better durability. Compared with the PC bridge, the importance
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Grade1 prediction
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Other grades’ truth
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Precision = TP/TP + FP

F1 = 2 ∗ Recall ∗ Precision/
(Recall + Precision)

ACC = TP + TN/TP + FP + TN + FN

TNR = TN/TN + FP

Figure 7: Performance evaluation metrics used in this study (taking grade 1 for example).
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of the RC bridge is more uniformly distributed, because RC
bridges are more susceptible to loads (traffic volume) and
environmental factors (lowest temperature and chloride ion).
)e mixed bridge is almost in the middle of the PC bridge and
RC bridge. For steel bridges, the importance of traffic volume is
increased because the average daily traffic volume of this type of
bridge in the applied database is usually more than 10,000 and
usually accommodates many large vehicles (3337 vehicles/day).

As a result, the bridge type is determined to be another
reason to lead to differences in deterioration. As for other
researcher’s findings [27], materials and surrounding en-
vironments should be the most significant factors. Since the
database regarding the bridge materials is unavailable, this
study did not consider the differences induced by the

materials. In terms of the environment, bridges will be di-
vided into two groups depending on the bridge is located in
coastal or noncoastal regions, which will be discussed later.

4.3.4. Estimated Importance of Different Environments.
Since bridges in coastal areas are exposed to extremely severe
environments for materials [41], the environments of
bridges were divided into coastal and noncoastal regions
according to bridge locations, and the average importance
for these two environments was calculated, as shown in
Figure 14. For bridges in noncoastal areas, the distribution of
these factors is the same as in the previous sections, except
that the estimation for chloride ion is zero because deicing
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Figure 8: Performances of the established neural network for different grades.
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Figure 10: Sensitivity analysis by (a) Shapley indices and (b) Sobol value methods.
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Figure 11: Estimated importance of each factor for all bridges.
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Figure 12: Average importance of each factor, broken down by grade. (a) Grade 1, (b) grade 2, (c) grade 3.
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salt was not considered. Compared with noncoastal con-
ditions, the impact of chloride ions in coastal region is
greatly increased. In addition, the traffic volume and lowest
temperature were identified two crucial factors regardless of
the coastal region or noncoastal region.

)e results indicated that the bridges in coastal areas are
more strongly affected by airborne salt, and the estimated
importance of the sensitivity analysis meets reality. In
summary, there is a reasonable agreement between the es-
timated factors with accelerated effects and factors already
known to affect the deterioration. )erefore, the sensitivity
analysis can identify factors influencing deterioration and
can calculate their relative importance.

5. Discussions

)e practical usage of the proposed methodology was de-
scribed using two bridges as examples. In addition, the
limitations of this study were discussed.

5.1. Formulation of Maintenance Strategy. In practical, the
established ANN can be applied to obtain the degradation
progress of the targeted bridges to support the detailed
inspection and maintenance, as described by taking bridges
A and B as examples (Table 5). Bridges A and B were
inspected in 2016 and 2015, respectively, and both of them
were assessed to be grade 1. Bridges A and B have been in
service for twelve years and fifty years, respectively. By
updating the values of the factors listed in Table 5, the
deterioration situation of the bridge can be predicted
through the prediction model. As a result, the deterioration
progresses of bridges A and B over time are shown in
Figure 15.)e results reveal that bridge A will stay at grade 1
for a long time, while bridge B will degrade to grade 3 soon.

Figure 16 shows the estimated importance of each factor
for bridges A and B. )e results show that the years in
service, chloride ions, and traffic volume are the three most
significant factors for these bridges. )e other three factors
have relatively fewer influences.
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Figure 13: Average importance of each factor, broken down by the bridge type. (a) PC, (b) RC, (c) mixed, and (d) steel.
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However, the estimated importance for the two bridges
shows significant differences. For bridge A, the most signif-
icant factor is the traffic volume; the other factors are relatively
lower. Because bridge A has been in service for only 12 years,
the natural degradation of the materials is not obvious, and

the impact of carbonation and chloride ion is still tiny.
Considering bridge A will remain in grade 1 for the next 20
years, no special maintenance is necessary for bridge A in ten
years. As bridge B has been in service for 50 years and has
recently accommodated many large-size vehicles, the lowest
temperature, traffic volume, and chloride ion have all had
essential impacts except for years in service. In addition, the
deterioration of bridge B will worsen from grade 1 to 3 soon,
according to the deterioration curve in Figure 15. )erefore,
bridge B should be introduced to the detailed inspection and
fully maintained in five years. )e results indicate that even
though the deterioration of bridge A and bridge B are both
being grade 1, the calculated relative importance of all factors
is different. Obviously, the estimated relative importance can
reflect the bridge’s properties and the reasons for deterio-
ration. Additionally, further inspection and corresponding
maintenance strategies can be set up.

5.2. Limitations. In this study, a methodology was proposed
to predict deterioration and analyze the reasons for dete-
rioration. )e prediction model does not provide quanti-
tative results for the deterioration situation of the bridge, but
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Snowfall (cm)
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Figure 14: Average importance of each factor, broken down by (a) coastal region and (b) noncoastal region.

Table 5: Information of bridges A and B.

Bridge A Bridge B
Elevation (m) 3 2.9
Bridge length (m) 35 12.54
Bridge width (m) 9.5 11
Years in service (years) 12 50
Carbon dioxide (ppm) 393.32 356.38
Chloride (kg/m3) 2.2 2
Large-size vehicles rate (%/day) 15.3 20.3
Traffic volume (vehicles/day) 1057 13233
Rainfall (cm) 954 1060
Snowfall (cm) 345.77 635.60
Highest temperature (°C) 19 24
Lowest temperature (°C) − 3 − 3

4

3

2

1

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Bridge A
Bridge B

Figure 15: Prediction of the deterioration grades for bridges A
and B.
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it can be used as a supplementary tool in the preliminary
inspection stage to distinguish seriously and nonseriously
deteriorated bridges. )en, the seriously deteriorated bridge
can be introduced to the detailed inspection and post-
maintenance. Although the methodology is verified by a
practical database, this study should still be regarded as an
initial and ideal attempt. In this attempt, the bridge’s specific
materials was not considered in the deterioration predic-
tions. For this reason, the analyzed results deviate from the
practical situation to some extent. In addition, several other
factors are associated with deterioration but are not con-
sidered, such as the application of deicing salt, design
strength, and intervention histories. Furthermore, the de-
terioration differences in various components of the same
bridge were not taken into account.

Because the applied database excludes bridges in grade 4,
the established model can only predict the deterioration
situation of grade 3 and before. )ese deficiencies will en-
courage us to collect more data for improving future work.
In assessing a factor’s importance, the Shapley value method
considers all possible influencing factors. But sometimes, the
calculated importance is unreasonable because Shapley value
method does not satisfy rational constraints. Since the de-
terioration grade is evaluated subjectively, the grades are not
quantitatively relating to the deterioration situation. )is
leads to a bias in the calculated importance.

Future attempts could focus on collecting more relevant
factors for improved interpretations of factors that con-
tribute to deterioration. Another future improvement will be
to modify the prediction and sensitivity analysis model, the
integration of more high-quality data, and the quantitation
of the deterioration grades.

6. Conclusions

)is study proposed a methodology to integrate an artificial
neural network (ANN) with sensitivity analysis method.)e

ANN was performed to predict deterioration to determine
further inspection and maintenance timing. )e sensitivity
analysis method offered insights into the predictionmodel to
understand the reasons for deterioration. From the verifi-
cation results using an inspection database, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) )e combination of an ANN and sensitivity analysis
method can effectively avoid the uncertainty of
factors on deterioration to some extent. )erefore,
the methodology can make predictions and under-
stand factors affecting the predictions with the im-
portance list of all influencing factors.

(2) An ANN was established considering twelve influ-
encing factors as inputs and three deterioration
grades as outputs. )e established ANN obtained an
accuracy of about 65%. Although the model’s per-
formance is not yet perfect, the predictability is still
acceptable considering the complexity of the existing
bridges. In addition, the model has equivalent per-
formance for three deterioration grades and four
types of bridges. Practically, the deterioration
progress of a bridge can be formulated to determine
the detailed inspection and maintenance timing.

(3) )e Sobol indices and Shapley value methods can
identify the reasons for deterioration by performing
the sensitivity analysis, and they show consistency
for the five most important factors. )is is an im-
portant step towards applying the neural network to
practical maintenance because the sensitivity anal-
ysis converts abstract and inexplicable predictions
into the relative importance of factors that are easy
for engineers to understand and act on.

(4) From the estimated importance of factors, six factors
were identified that would accelerate deterioration.
)ey are years in service, carbon dioxide concen-
tration, chloride ion concentration, traffic volume,
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Figure 16: Estimated importance value for (a) bridge A and (b) bridge B.
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snowfall, and lowest temperature. In addition, the
analysis revealed that the bridge type is another
significant reason to induce deterioration differ-
ences. )e truth that the significant differences for
bridges between coastal and noncoastal areas are the
airborne salt was also revealed in the sensitivity
analysis. )e relative importance list of factors offers
engineers the possibility of figuring out factors that
significantly affect deterioration and formulating
interventions accordingly for a specific bridge.

In the future, endeavors will be enforced to solve the
limitations described in Section 5.2 to improve the per-
formance of the proposed methodology.
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Aimed at the characteristics of aeolian sand under rapid construction conditions in desert geotechnical engineering, a series of the
true triaxial undrained test were carried out on the GDS apparatus. *e 3D deformation, failure, and other characteristics of the
dense sand are obtained. Under the condition of same pc, the state transition point where the void water pressure changes from
increasing to decreasing appears earlier and leads to enhanced dilatancy with the increase of b, which means the enhanced
dilatancy of dense sand caused the increase in strength. *e results of the same b shows that the void water pressure generally
indicates a decrease at low confining pressure and an increase at high confining pressure, indicating that the aeolian sand shows
dilatancy at low confining pressure and contraction at high confining pressure. *e state transition point increases with the
increase of pc, but all points tend to the same critical state line and state transition line. When b� 0, the critical state line is q� 1.57
p′, and the state transition line is q� 1.23 p′. When b� 1, the critical state line is q� 1.24 p′, and the state transition line is q� 1.04
p′. *e results at same b obtained the unified critical state line and the state transition line. *erefore, the true triaxial test can
obtain the unified relationship of void ratio, pc and b, which overcomes the fact that the existing test cannot consider the influence
of b. *e test results provide a basis data for the design, construction, and maintenance of geotechnical engineering in
Tengger Desert.

1. Introduction

*e policy of Western development in China has greatly
promoted the infrastructure construction in desert areas,
and a large number of desert geotechnical engineering will
be built [1]; however, the experimental research on aeolian
sand is lagging behind. Tengger Desert is the fourth largest
desert in China, covering an area of 42,700 square kilo-
meters. Due to its arid nature environment and aeolian
characteristics, aeolian sand is characterized by fine particles,
irregular morphology, poor surface activity, low water
content, and high permeability. Restricted by arid natural
environment and underdeveloped social conditions in the
west of China, the test results of aeolian sand are scarce, and
only a few test results serve the engineering construction,
such as the construction of roads [2], railways [3, 4], and

power transmission lines [5, 6] crossing the desert, and its
eco-environmental construction. A targeted research has
been done on accidents such as quicksand, collapse, and
excessive settlement of the superstructure during con-
struction [7].*e research on the compaction characteristics
of subgrade [8–10] shows that the aeolian sand has a high
degree of compaction under dry conditions and saturated
conditions, so it has the unique characteristics of compac-
tion “bimodal,” which provides a dry compaction tech-
nology of subgrade construction in the desert area. Aeolian
sand is also collapsible, which is attributed to the high
content of fine sand and low dry density [11, 12]. Wang et al.
[13] found that the sand collapsibility is indirectly verified by
the additional settlement of the sand after wetting. *e
bimodal characteristics and the collapsibility are two unique
properties of aeolian sand obtained from the tests at present.
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However, many other properties of aeolian sand in 3D space,
such as the strength, the stress-strain relationship, the di-
latancy, and the critical state, have rarely been studied.

In practical engineering, the characteristics of sand are
meaningful in 3D stress state [14, 15]. However, there are
relatively few results from triaxial tests of aeolian sand in
China. For the true triaxial test of aeolian sand, only Li et al.
[16] carried out the drainage test of Tengger Desert sand. For
the conventional triaxial test, Deng [17] and Song [18] had
carried out static-dynamic tests. Zhang et al. [19], Zhang
et al. [20], and Li et al. [21] studied on the freeze-thaw cycle
properties. Li and Zhang [22] carried out undrained tests for
the Mu Us Desert sand with different confining pressure.
Hao et al. [23] studied the structural strength index of
unsaturated sand. *e study of Badanagki’s [24] undrained
test for the Sahara sand states that the shear strength de-
creases with the increase of relative compaction.

At present, only the true triaxial tests of other types of
sand are studied, but the results are relatively few. Choi et al.
[25] carried out true triaxial tests for drained and undrained
with different stress path. Suits et al. [26] studied the in-
fluence of intermediate principal stress on the stress-strain
relationships and found that the obvious anisotropy was
shown in the sand. Lade and Wang [27] studied the de-
formation and failure characteristics of sand with the dif-
ferent densities and found that the peak failure of sand was
mainly caused by shear bands. For Toyoura sand, Yamada
and Ishihara [28] and Yoshimine et al. [29] found that the
larger b is, the greater the void water pressure is, which has a
greater impact on the deformation. Pan et al. [30] found that
triaxial compression and triaxial extension tests show sig-
nificantly different characteristics and triaxial compression
is characterized by shear dilatation but the extension test is
dominated by strain softening. For the Fujian standard sand,
Xu et al. [31] found that the b-value has little effect on stress
ratio, and Li and Yang [32] found that the confining pressure
has little effect on the strength of the specimen. For the
Ottawa sand,Murthy et al. [33] found that the critical state of
the drainage test is the same as the undrained test, and the
undrained shear strength increases with the increase of
specimen density. For Shanghai sily sand, Hu et al. [34]
found that the peak stress is raised with the increase of the
confining pressure at failure, but the relationships between
shear stress and the b-value are complicated. Liang and Ping
[35] found that the peak shear stress increases with the
increase of b and the void water pressure first increases and
then decreases. *erefore, in geotechnical engineering [36]
the sand foundation will lose its bearing capacity due to the
increase of void water pressure under the condition of in-
stantaneous strong load or cyclic load. So it is necessary to
carry out the undrained test.

*e research on the strength of subgrade has accumu-
lated some experience, which mainly focuses on highway
design, construction technology, and meteorological and
hydrological detection in the Tengger Desert area. However,
the results of triaxial tests on aeolian sand are seriously
lacking, which affect the understanding of its engineering
characteristics. Especially because the critical state line of
sand is not unique, it is mainly affected by the stress path and

anisotropy [37, 39].*e true triaxial test can be used to study
various complex stress paths and the critical state of soil in
true 3D space. In this paper, the true triaxial undrained test
of aeolian sand in Tengger Desert is carried out by the British
GDS true triaxial apparatus. *e deformation, failure, di-
latancy, and critical state characteristics of sand are studied
with different b-values and pc. *rough the analysis of void
water pressure, generalized shear stress, stress ratio, and
other mechanical characteristics, the undrained strength of
Tengger Desert sand will be explored.

2. The True Triaxial Equipment

*e British GDS true triaxial apparatus is used (Figure 1) in
this paper, which can carry out the static and dynamic quick
loading test. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the specimen is
placed in the pressure chamber, and the pressure is applied
by the rigid loading plates and flexible loading systems. Rigid
loading is controlled by a servo motor and flexible loading is
applied by water. *e flexible load is controlled by the
pneumatic controller. *e air pressure controller is con-
nected to the air collector and air pump, indicated by the
green line in Figure 1. For more detailed introduction of the
loading method, see reference [16].

3. Test Processes and Schemes

3.1. Introduction to the Test. *e sand is collected from
Tengger Desert in the Shapotou area, Zhongwei City,
Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, where is the distribution
area of typical aeolian sand. *e sand particle size of
0.075∼0.5mm accounts for more than 90%. *e size gra-
dation and some physical properties of aeolian sand are
shown in Table 1. According to the Unified Soil Classifi-
cation System, Tengger Desert sand is fine sand [40].*e size
of the specimen is 75× 75×150mm. According to the
method of layering compaction, the cuboid specimen is
divided into 10 layers. *e relative compaction of the
specimen is controlled at 0.7. *e weight of the specimen is
1291 g. A dry deposition method is used for the preparation
specimen.

*e specimen is saturated by two steps: one is head
saturation, and another is backpressure saturation. After the
backpressure saturation, the void water pressure coefficient
(B) is computed. If B reaches more than 95%, the specimen
can be considered to be saturated fully. B represents the
saturation degree of the specimen, when B� 0, the specimen
is completely dried, and when B� 1, the specimen is satu-
rated 100%.*e consolidation adopts an isotropic method of
rigid and flexible combination. *e criterion for the end of
consolidation is that the change of water volume in the
backpressure controller does not exceed 1% of the total
amount within a certain time (30min).

In the shearing process, the strain control loading can be
adopted to ensure constant b-value, and the strain control
can also better control the collision of rigid loading.
According to the definition of b-value, the expression
equation (1) of the intermediate principal strain coefficient
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(bε) is given. *e strain control loading under the condition
of constant b can be realized through equations (1) and (2):

bε �
ε2 − ε3
ε1 − ε3

0≤ bε ≤ 1( , (1)

where ε1, ε2, and ε3 are the maximum principal strain, the
intermediate principal strain, and the minimum principal
strain, respectively.

Under the undrained condition, the volume of the soil
sample remains unchanged, and the strain satisfies

εv � ε1 + ε2 + ε3, (2)

where εv is the volume strain.
According to equations (1) and (2), the incremental

relation is

dε1 � dε1,

dε2 � bεdε1,

dε3 � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(3)

where dε1, dε2, and dε3 are the increment of maximum
principal strain, intermediate principal strain, andminimum
principal strain, respectively. From equation (3), the loading
method of constant b-value is performed. *e loading in the

direction of ε1 and ε2 is rigid, and the loading in the direction
of ε3 is flexible (Figure 2).*e pressure on the flexible surface
is a constant, and two rigid plates in equation (3) can be used
to control the intermediate principal stress coefficient.

3.2. Test Schemes. *ree group schemes are designed in this
experiment. *e first is to adopt the b-values of 0, 0.25, 0.5,
and 1, respectively, under the condition of keeping pc equal
to 100 kPa. In the shearing progress, b-value and pc are
constant. *e stress paths are shown in Figure 3(a).

*e second is to adopt pc of 50 kPa, 100 kPa, 200 kPa,
400 kPa, and 800 kPa, respectively, with b� 0. *e purpose is
to obtain the critical state line, state transition line, and the
stress-strain relationship of dense aeolian sand under the
undrained condition with b� 0. *e stress paths are shown
in Figure 3(b).

*e third is to adopt pc of 50 kPa, 100 kPa, and 200 kPa,
respectively, with b� 1. *e purpose is to obtain the critical
state line and state transition line of the aeolian sand under
the undrained condition with b� 1. *e stress path is shown
in Figure 3(c).

In the direction of σ1, the speed of strain loading is
0.315mm/min, 0.315mm equivalent to 0.21% of the height of
specimen. *e maximum vertical displacement is 37.5mm,
37.5mm equivalent to a maximum ε1 of 25%. In Figure 3, the
horizontal axis and vertical axis are the mean principal stress p

and generalized shear stress q, which arep � ((σ1 +σ2 + σ3)/3)

and q �

����������������������������������

(((σ1 − σ2)
2 + (σ2 − σ3)

2 + (σ3 − σ1)
2)/2)



.

4. Test Results and Analysis

4.1. /e Stress Path of the Test. *e purpose of the tests is to
study the strength and the stress-strain relationship of dense
sand in the different stress paths space. As designed in the
schemes, it is to study the deformation and strength of sand
with the same pc and different b-values, as well as the stress-
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Figure 1: *e true triaxial test system.
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strain relationship under the same b and different pc con-
ditions, especially to focus on the variety of u, p′, q, and η to
obtain the 3D deformation strength relationship, critical
state line, and phase transition line of aeolian sand in
Tengger Desert.

Figure 4 shows that the evolutions of the b-value in real
time during the shearing process for all schemes. *e data
show that strain control loading can realize that the value of
b remains constant during the loading process.

4.2. /e Strength and Deformation of Different b at the Same
Confining Pressure. Figure 5 shows that the u − ε1 curves of
the four b-values can be divided into two stages: the in-
creasing and decreasing stages of u. *e increasing of u
indicated that the specimen is compressed at the initial
shearing stage and the void water volume inside the spec-
imen is compressed. In the decreasing stages, the aeolian
sand is excessively dilated from contraction to dilatation,
and the void ratio of sand is increased, which lead to a drop
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Figure 3: *e designed stress path of the test. (a) *e first group. (b) *e second group. (c) *e third group.

Table 1: *e main physical properties of aeolian sand.

Maximum dry
density

Minimum dry
density

Moisture content
(%)

Grain composition
>0.75mm

(%)
0.75∼0.5mm

(%)
0.5∼0.25mm

(%)
0.25∼0.1mm

(%) <0.1mm

1.62 g/cm3 1.36 g/cm3 0.14 0.07 3.83 94.41 1.69 0
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in void water pressure. *e transition point from contrac-
tion to dilatation is focused around ε1 � 2.5%. Except for
b� 1, the degree of dilatation after the state transition point
showed a decreasing trend with the increase of b-value. *e
possible reason is that when b� 1, the direction of σ1 is in the
horizontal direction of the specimen, and the anisotropy of
the sand in these direction affects its dilatancy.

Figure 6(a) shows that all the stress-strain curves of
different b-values show the shear hardening at pc � 100 kPa
and q gradually increases with the increase of ε1. When
ε1 < 10%, all curves have the similar trend. But when
ε1 ≥ 10%, the curves affected by void water pressure and
dilatancy are quite different. Figure 6(b) the relationships
between p′ and q shows that the contraction decreases with
the increase of b-value before the state transition point and
then the curves tend to be straight after the point and the
slope of the straight line increases.When b� 1, the difference
of the curves is related to the direction change of σ1.

Figure 6(c) shows the same pattern for the stress ratio. With
the increase of ε1, η increased rapidly before reaching a
critical state and then η reached stability. When ε1 < 5%, the
b-value has a greater effect on curves and the slope increases
with the b-value increases.

4.3. /e Characteristics of the Critical State

4.3.1. /e Critical State Line and the State Transition Line of
b� 0. Figure 7 shows the changes of void water pressure
under the conditions of different pc at b� 0. On the whole,
the trends of the void water pressure are increasing first and
then decreasing; it means that the dense aeolian sand shows
the pattern of first contraction and then dilatancy. Before the
state transition point, the rate of void water pressure in-
creases with the increase of pc, and the contraction become
more obvious. After the state transition point, the void water
pressure decreases with the increase of pc. When pc reaches
800 kPa, the decreasing trends of void water pressure are
weakened. *e positive value of void water pressure indi-
cates that the dilatancy become more and more obvious.

Figure 8(a) shows the stress-strain relationship of dense
aeolian sand under the conditions of different pc at b� 0.*e
curves are all hardened, and q increased with the increase of
pc. *e results in Figure 8(b) show that the curves of all
different pc and the same b tend to the same critical state,
q� 1.57p′.*e state transition line from shear contraction to
dilatancy under the undrained can be obtained as q� 1.23p′.
In Figure 8(c), the relationships of η − ε1 can obtain the same
η of 1.57, which is the same as the critical state line.

4.3.2. /e Critical State Line and the State Transition Line of
b� 1. Figure 9 shows the changes of void water pressure of
dense aeolian sand under conditions of different pc when
b� 1. *e void water pressure is shown a trend of increasing
first and then decreasing. However, the increase is greater
than that in Figure 7, which indicates that the contraction of
b� 0 is stronger than that of b� 1 at the same pc. When pc
reaches 200 kPa, void water pressure is a positive value.
Dense aeolian sand shows a shear contraction characteristic.

Figure 10(a) shows the stress-strain relationship of dense
aeolian sand under the conditions of different pc at b� 1.*e
curves are still hardened, and the generalized shear stress
increases with the increase of pc, but the hardened trend is
weaker than that in Figure 8(a) at the same pc and b� 0. *e
results in Figure 10(b) show that all curves tend to the same
critical state line and the same state transition line, and they
are q� 1.24p′ and q� 1.04p′. Compared with Figure 8(b),
the critical state line and the state transition line are sig-
nificantly smaller than those at b� 1. In Figure 10(c), the
curves between the stress ratio and the large principal strain
can obtain the same stress ratio of 1.24, which is the same
critical state line.
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5. Conclusions

In order to make up the shortage of experimental data for
aeolian sand in Tengger Desert, this paper obtains the critical
state line and state transition line of aeolian sand under
different 3D stress path conditions, as well as different b-
values at the same pc. To grasp the true 3D mechanical
properties of dense aeolian sand, a series of undrained tests
were carried out using the British GDS true triaxial test
system. *e main conclusions are as follows:

(1) *e test adopts the strain control method, which
realizes the constant b-value of proportional stress
loading by controlling the middle principal strain
coefficient and verifies the accuracy of the strain
control by real-time monitoring of the b-value.

(2) *e results of different b-values at the same pc show
that the dilatancy of dense aeolian sand increased
with the b-value according to the change of void
water pressure. In p′ − q space and η − ε1 space, the
strength of aeolian sand increases with the b-value,
which is consistent with the test design. When b� 1,
the direction of the maximum principal stress is
changed to the horizontal direction, and the stress-
strain relationships are consistent with the design,
which indicates that it is greatly influenced by
anisotropy.

(3) Two commonly used limit state lines in geotechnical
engineering are obtained from the test. *e critical
state line and phase transition line are obtained with
the same b-value and different pc. When b� 0, the
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Figure 10: *e stress-strain relationships and the critical state line at b� 1. (a) *e stress-strain relationships. (b) *e critical state line and
the state transition line in p′ − q space. (c) *e critical state line of stress ratio.
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critical state line and phase transition line are greater
than b� 1, and the rules of dilatancy are relatively
stable. *e results fully confirm the purpose of the
test design and provide the data for geotechnical
engineering design, construction, and maintenance
in the Tengger Desert area.

Abbreviations

b or b-
value:

Intermediate principal stress coefficients

q: Generalized shear stress (kPa)
P: Mean principal stress (kPa)
pc: Effective confining pressure during

consolidation (kPa)
p′: Effective mean principal stress (kPa)
B: Void water pressure coefficient
σ1: Maximum principal stress (kPa)
σ2: Intermediate principal stress (kPa)
σ3: Minimum principal stress (kPa)
bε: Intermediate principal strain coefficient
ε1: Maximum principal strain
ε2: Intermediate principal strain
ε3: Minimum principal strain
εv: Volume strain
dε1: *e increment of maximum principal strain
dε2: *e increment of intermediate principal strain
dε3: *e increment of minimum principal strain
η: Stress ratio
u: Void water pressure (kPa)
t: Time (s).
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-e objective of this study is to analyze the effects of mixing techniques on themechanical behavior andmeso-structure of cement-
treated aggregate. Different specimens were prepared by vibratory and nonvibratory mixing techniques. X-ray CT scans were
performed to illustrate the distribution of cement mortar on aggregate. -e strength, modulus, and fatigue tests under different
stress states were tested to reveal the impacts of mixing techniques. -en, the relationships between strengths and loading rates
and that between moduli and stress levels were established. Hereafter, the S-N fatigue equation that modified with stress ratio
related to loading rates was used to describe the fatigue performance. -e results indicate that the cement mortar of specimens
prepared by vibratory mixing was well-distributed on aggregates. -e strength, modulus, and fatigue life of the specimens
prepared by vibratory mixing were higher under the test condition threshold. Moreover, the growth rate of strength and modulus
with loading for specimens prepared by vibratory mixing was slightly larger than that for specimens prepared by nonvibratory
mixing. Compared with the cement-treated aggregates specimens prepared by nonvibratory mixing, the fatigue life of cement-
treated aggregates specimens prepared by vibratory mixing had more stable stress sensitivity.

1. Introduction

-e semirigid asphalt pavement is one of the leading
asphalt pavement types in China, taking advantage of
strong bearing capacity, high integrity, and satisfactory
capacity to distribute upper loads [1, 2]. More than 90% of
the bases of semirigid asphalt pavements in China use
cement-treated aggregates [3, 4]. Cement-treated ag-
gregates are generally preferred materials for the semi-
rigid base due to its high overall strength, high stiffness,
good moisture susceptibility, desirable fatigue resistance
performances, and readily available raw materials [5, 6].
Cement-treated aggregates are usually prepared with
aggregates of a suitable gradation and 3%–8% cement at
the optimum water to cement ratio. -e development of
the strength of cement-treated aggregates is affected by

the properties of constituent materials as well as the
mixing technique [7–9].

-e reflection cracks are the primary distress of semi-
rigid base asphalt pavement [10, 11]. In the literature, nu-
merous studies were conducted to improve the pavement
performance of cement-treated aggregates [12–14]. -e
influence of raw materials, cement content, and additives on
the road performance of cement-treated aggregates was
investigated. Microscopic analyses were also performed to
optimize materials and design [15, 16]. Ngoc Kien Bui et al.
[17] proposed a new method that replaces natural aggregate
(NA) with different percentages of recycled aggregate (RA).
It was found that the combination of RA and NA could
significantly improve the mechanical properties of recycled
aggregate concrete (RAC) compared with the traditional
method. Federico Autelitano et al. [18] replaced part of the
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aggregates in cement-treated aggregates with the electric arc
furnace (EAF) slag. -e authors stated that the compacted
effect, durability, and mechanical properties of the modified
mixture were significantly improved. . Eziefula et al. [19]
developed a new green concrete, i.e., shell aggregate con-
crete, which could be used as nonstructural and low-strength
ordinary concrete. All results of the above studies showed
that the mechanical properties of cement-treated aggregates
are closely related to the aggregate properties. William
Fedrigo et al. [20] used indirect tensile tests, triaxial tests,
and bending tests to evaluate the effects of cement content,
curing time, and compressive strength on the strength and
stiffness of cement-treated aggregates. -e results showed
that the cement content had the most significant influence
on the strength and stiffness of cement-treated aggregates
among the above factors. Xuan et al. [21] established a
parameter prediction model to characterize the mechanical
properties of cement-treated aggregates. -e authors re-
ported that the unconfined compressive strength parameters
could reflect the change of the mechanical properties of
cement-treated aggregates. And, the unconfined compres-
sive strength was mainly affected by the cement content,
curing time, and degree of compaction. -erefore, the
mechanical properties of cement-treated aggregates are
closely related to cement content, and the impacts of cement
content, curing time, and compaction could not be ignored.

Besides, many scholars have shown that the type,
structure, and parameters of mixers significantly affect the
mixing uniformity, mixing efficiency, and hardening be-
havior of mixtures [22–24]. Vibratory mixing has become a
popular technique for stirring concrete. Shen et al. [25]
introduced different types of vibratory mixing techniques
and gave the comparison among those mixing methods.
Zhao et al. [26] used the vibratory mixing technique to form
cement-treated aggregates specimens based on orthogonal
test designs. It was found that the mixing time had the most
noteworthy influence on the compressive strength of ce-
ment-treated aggregates, the vibration frequency andmixing
speed was second, and the wet mixing time had the least
impact [27]. Jiang et al. [28] compared the road performance
of cement-treated aggregates prepared by the vibratory
method and static method and showed that the vibratory
method-prepared specimens were closer to engineering
practice. Zhang et al. [29–31] conducted long-term exper-
imental research on the vibratory mixing of cement-treated
aggregates. -ey stated that the vibratory mixing technique
had a good wrapping effect on the coarse aggregate over
traditional mixing technique so that cement-treated ag-
gregates were more evenly mixed. And, they also found that
the vibratory mixing technique could effectively improve the
microscopic uniformity of cement-treated aggregates ma-
terials. -us, this technique can promote a variety of dy-
namic effects of cement-treated aggregates materials,
improve the structure formation process of concrete, and
significantly improve the quality and efficiency of mixing. In
the process of vibratory mixing, the mixing behavior realizes
the macroscopic cyclic movement of the mixture, the
purpose of which is to combine the materials; the vibratory
behavior is used to accelerate the diffusion movement, the

intention of which is to mix the materials evenly [25, 32].
However, only a few researchers have revealed the influence
mechanism of the mixing process on the road performance
of cement-treated aggregates, and the research related to the
influence of themixing process on themechanical properties
of cement-treated aggregates materials is even insufficient.

-erefore, in this paper, the research has been conducted
to verify the improving effects of vibratory mixing tech-
niques from the perspective of mechanics and mesoscale
structures. -e influence of mixing techniques on the
pavement performance of materials was demonstrated.
X-ray CTscans were carried to analyze the meso-structure of
two different types of cement-treated aggregate specimens.
-e cement mortar and its wrapping effect under different
mixing processes were also compared. -en, the strength,
modulus, and fatigue test of two different types of cement-
treated aggregate specimens under different stress states
were conducted under different loading rates. At the same
time, the relationships between strength, modulus, and
loading rates were established. -e S-N fatigue equation
associated with the loading rate was applied to characterize
the fatigue properties of cement-treated aggregates.

2. Materials and Test Methods

2.1. Materials and Mixture Design

2.1.1. Cement. -e PSB32.5R cement was used in this paper,
and its properties are tested and shown in Table 1. It can be
seen from the test results that the properties of the cement
satisfied the requirements of the Technical Guidelines for
Construction of Highway Road bases (JTG/T F20-2015)
(2015).

2.1.2. Aggregate. According to the source of local mineral
materials, limestone was selected as the raw material for
cement-treated aggregates. -e properties of limestone ag-
gregates were tested according to the Chinese Test Methods of
Aggregate for Highway Engineering (JTG E42-2005) (2005);
the test results are listed in Table 2.

-e gradation of aggregates is a crucial factor deter-
mining the mechanical properties of cement-treated ag-
gregate. According to the Chinese Technical Guidelines for
Construction of Highway Road bases (JTJ/T F20-2015)
(2015), the gradation was selected based on the optimum
service performance of the cement-treated aggregates; the
gradation curve of limestone aggregates is shown in Figure 1.

2.1.3. Mixture Proportion Design. -e PSB32.5R cement
with different contents (i.e., 3%, 3.5%, 4%, 4.5%, and 5%) and
limestone aggregates with the target gradation (Figure 1) was
used to prepare cement-treated aggregates. Based on the
requirements of Chinese Test Methods of Materials Stabi-
lized with Inorganic Binders for Highway Engineering (JTG
E51-2009) (2009), the vibration compaction test was applied
to determine the maximum dry density and optimum
moisture content of the mixture. -e test results are pre-
sented in Table 3; the maximum dry density of cement-
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treated aggregates increased with the cement content, but
when the cement content exceeded 4.5%, the increasing
amplitude decreased obviously. -us, the optimum cement
content of 4.5% was calculated, and the corresponding
optimum moisture content and maximum dry density were
4.8% and 2.429 g/cm3, respectively.

2.2. Specimen Preparation. In order to analyze the influence
of mixing techniques on the mechanical properties of ce-
ment-treated aggregates, the raw materials were mixed by
the DETONG mixing equipment, which contained both
vibratory and nonvibratory modes. And, the specimens were
prepared using vibration compaction equipment.

Table 1: Properties of PSB32.5R cement.

Property Value Technical requirement
Fineness 2.1 ≤10
Stability (mm) 3 ≤5
MgO content (%) 2.9 ≤5
SO3 content (%) 1.2 ≤3.5%

Compressive strength of cement mortar (MPa) 3 days 24.9 ≥10
28 days ≥32.5 —

Setting time (min) Initial setting 285 ≥180
Final setting 410 ≥360

Table 2: Properties of limestone aggregate.

Property Technical requirement
Test result of coarse aggregate

19∼31.5mm 9.5∼19.5mm 4.75∼9.5mm 0∼4.75mm
Content of flat and elongated particles (%) ≤20% 11.7 15.8 — —
Crushing value (%) ≤26% 21.3 18.9 — —
Bulk volume relative density (g/cm3) — 2.230 2.730 2.607 2.589
Apparent density (g/cm3) — 2.821 2.763 2.731 2.692
Water absorption (%) — 0.4 0.6 1.3 —
Liquid limit of particles smaller than 0.6mm ≤28% 23%
Plastic index of particles smaller than 0.6mm ≤9 3.2
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Figure 1: Gradation curve of limestone aggregates.

Table 3: Vibration compaction test results of cement-treated aggregates.

Cement content (%) Maximum dry density (g/cm3) Optimum moisture content (%)
3.0 2.380 4.9
3.5 2.398 4.8
4.0 2.413 4.8
4.5 2.429 4.8
5.0 2.431 4.9
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Aggregates were sieved and then dried in an oven. After that,
certain amounts of water, cement, and aggregate were mixed
using the DETONG mixing equipment in the vibratory or
nonvibratory mode for 40s. -e vibratory frequency is
determined based on the natural frequency of cement-
treated aggregate for the purpose of resonance, and the
amplitude is 0.5∼2mm. And then, cement-treated aggregate
specimens with two different mixing techniques were pre-
pared in the mold under vibratory compaction.

According to the requirements of Chinese Test Methods
of Materials Stabilized with Inorganic Binders for Highway
Engineering (JTG E51-2009) (2009), beam specimens with
sizes of 150mm× 150mm× 550mm and cylindrical speci-
mens with height of 150mm and diameter of 150mm were
prepared. Among them, the beam specimens were prepared
for four-point bending tests, and cylindrical specimens were
prepared for unconfined compression tests and indirect
tensile tests. After demolding, the specimens that met the
requirements were stored in a standard curing room (the
relative humidity of not less than 95% and the temperature
of 20± 2°C) for 90 days, as shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Test Design. In this study, X-ray CT was chosen to
investigate the meso-structure of cement-treated aggregates
prepared with different mixing techniques. -e specimens
were scanned with spacing of 0.9mm at the voltage of
220 kV and the electric current of 10–40mA.

-e strength, modulus, and fatigue tests were performed
to examine the effect of mixing techniques on the me-
chanical performances of cement-treated aggregates. Indi-
rect tensile tests were carried out using the Material Test
System (MTS) equipment. Loading rates of 5MPa/s,
10MPa/s, 20MPa/s, 30MPa/s, 40MPa/s, and 50MPa/s were
considered in the strength tests. Modulus tests were con-
ducted using a staged loading method, and the stress levels
were 0.25MPa, 0.5MPa, 1MPa, and 1.5MPa. -e indirect
tensile fatigue tests under stress-control mode and the half-
sine load with a frequency of 10Hz and the stress levels were
0.25MPa, 0.5MPa, 1MPa, and 1.5MPa. Unconfined com-
pression tests and four-point bending tests were also carried
out using the MTS equipment, and the test method was
similar to that for the indirect tensile test. -e loading rates
of 5MPa/s, 10MPa/s, 20MPa/s, 30MPa/s, 40MPa/s, and
50MPa/s were also considered in unconfined compression
tests and four-point bending tests. -e stress levels used in
four-point bending tests were consistent with those in in-
direct tensile tests. Since the loading rate for unconfined
compression tests was too large, the stress levels were set at
3.5MPa, 6MPa, 8MPa, and 10MPa to ensure the safety and
operability of the test. Five replicate samples were used for
each test.

3. Results and Analyses

3.1. Effects of Mixing Techniques on the Strength.
Cement-treated aggregates specimens were prepared by
vibratory and nonvibratory techniques. -en, the specimens
were tested by MTS under three different stress states to

determine the strength. In this paper, the indirect tensile,
unconfined compression tests, and four-point bending tests
were chosen for the strength test.

In indirect tensile tests and unconfined compression
tests, the loading rate was 1mm/min. While the loading rate
was 50mm/min in four-point bending tests. -e above
choices were based on the Test Methods of Materials Sta-
bilized with Inorganic Binders for Highway Engineering
(JTG E51-2009) (2009).

-e test results are shown in Figure 3.
It is noted from Figure 3 that the standard strength of the

specimens prepared by vibratory mixing was higher than
that of the specimens prepared by nonvibratory mixing.
Under the standard test condition, the unconfined com-
pressive strength (11.76MPa) of the vibratory mixed spec-
imen was about 18% larger than that (9.98MPa) of
nonvibratory mixed specimen; the indirect tensile strength
(1.30MPa) of the vibratory mixed specimen was about 15%
higher than that (1.13MPa) of nonvibratory mixed speci-
men; the bending tensile strength (1.31MPa) of the vibratory
mixed specimen was about 12% higher than that (1.17MPa)
of nonvibratory mixed specimen. -is indicates that the
vibratory mixing has a more significant effect on the increase
of unconfined compressive strengths of cement-treated
aggregates.

In order to investigate the relationship between the
strength and loading rate of specimens prepared by vibratory
and nonvibratory mixing under three different stress states,
different loading rates were applied in the tests. -ree sets of
parallel tests were carried out at the same loading rate, and
the relationship curves between strength and loading rate of
three different stress states are presented in Figures 4–6.

Figures 4–6 show that the vibratory mixing had a more
significant influence on the bending strength with the in-
creased loading rate. As the loading rate continued to grow,
both the unconfined compressive strength and the indirect
tensile strength increase tended to be gentle.

Meanwhile, by comparing the parallel test strength re-
sults of the specimens prepared by vibratory and non-
vibratory mixing, the coefficient of variation Cv is shown in
Table 4. It can be found that vibratory mixing can signifi-
cantly reduce the coefficient of variation, which indicates
that the cement-treated aggregates prepared by vibratory
mixing had higher strength stability than the cement-treated
aggregates prepared by nonvibratory mixing.

3.2. Effects of Mixing Techniques on the Modulus. -e
specimens were prepared by vibratory and nonvibratory
techniques. -en, the specimens were applied to determine
the modulus of cement-treated aggregates by MTS under
three different stress states. In this paper, the indirect tensile
tests, unconfined compression tests, and four-point bending
tests were chosen for the modulus test.

According to the Test Methods of Materials Stabilized
with Inorganic Binders for Highway Engineering (JTG E51-
2009) (2009), the loading rate for standardmodulus tests was
1mm/min in indirect tensile tests, unconfined compression
tests, and four-point bending tests. -e MTS obtained the
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calculation data of cement-treated aggregate material
modulus under three different stress states. -e unconfined
compressive modulus, the indirect tensile modulus, and the
four-point bending modulus of specimens were calculated
by using equations (1)–(3), respectively:

Ec �
ph

l
, (1)

where Ec is the unconfined compressive modulus of the
specimen (MPa); p is the unit pressure (MPa); h is the height
of the specimen (mm); l is the rebound deformation of the
specimen (mm):

Ei �
p − p0

dlx
(0.27 − 1.0 μ), (2)

where Ei is the indirect tensile modulus of the specimen
(MPa); p is the load level (N); p0 is the initial load (N); d is
the diameter of the specimen (mm); and lx is the horizontal
rebound deformation of the specimen (mm); μ is Poisson
ratio:

Es �
23L p − p0( 

3

108 × b × h
3

× l
, (3)

where Es is the four-point bending modulus of the specimen
(MPa); p is the load level (N); p0 is the minimum load (N); L
is the span of the specimen (mm); l is the midspan rebound
deformation (mm); bis the width of the midspan (mm); and
h is the height of the midspan (mm).

Figure 7 presents the standard modulus of vibratory and
non-vibratory specimens under different stress states. It is
noted that the standard modulus of the specimens prepared
by vibratory mixing was higher than that of the specimens
prepared by nonvibratory mixing. Under the standard test
condition, the unconfined compressive modulus
(16996MPa) of the vibratory mixed specimen was about
22% larger than that (13913MPa) of nonvibratory mixed
specimen; the indirect tensile modulus (11507MPa) of the
vibratory mixed specimens was about 20% larger than that
(9608MPa) of nonvibratory mixed specimen; the bending
tensile modulus (1976MPa) of the vibratorymixed specimen
was about 13% larger than that (1754MPa) of nonvibratory
mixed specimen. It was found that the vibratorymixing has a
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Figure 2: Preparation of cement-treated aggregate specimens.
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more significant influence on the increase of the standard
modulus of cement-treated aggregates.

In order to explore the relationship between themodulus
and stress level of cement-treated aggregates specimens
prepared by vibratory and nonvibratory mixing under three
different stress states, different stress levels were applied in
each stress state. And, the modulus tests were performed
using a staged loading mode. Four sets of parallel specimens
were tested at the same stress level. -e relationships be-
tween the modulus and the stress level under three different
stress states are illustrated in Figures 8–10. It can be noted
that as the stress level increased under each stress state, the
modulus decreased with a linear function. -e linear
function equation was as follows:

E � kσ + m, (4)

where E is the modulus of the specimen (MPa); σ is the stress
level (MPa); and k andm are the fitting parameters (see
Table 5).

Figures 8–10 show that, with the increase in stress level,
the vibratory mixing had a more positive influence on the
attenuation of the unconfined compressive modulus. As the
stress level continued to grow, the mitigation of indirect
tensile modulus and bending tensile modulus under vi-
bratory conditions was also gradually accelerated, which was
slightly better than the attenuation of the tensile modulus
under nonvibratory conditions.

-e coefficient of variation Cv of modulus results of
specimens prepared by vibratory and nonvibratory mixing is
shown in Table 6. It is noted that the coefficient of variation
of the modulus of the specimen prepared by vibratory
mixing was lower than that of the specimen prepared by
nonvibratory mixing. In other words, the vibratory mixing
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Table 4: Coefficient of variation of strengths of specimens prepared by vibratory and nonvibratory mixing under different stress states.

Loading rate (MPa/s) Mixing method
Coefficient of variation Cv (%)

Unconfined compression Indirect tensile Bending tensile

5 Vibration 7.36 6.18 6.32
Nonvibration 8.91 8.22 8.04

10 Vibration 5.04 5.15 5.82
Nonvibration 8.02 7.24 8.71

20 Vibration 4.17 4.62 3.94
Nonvibration 5.42 6.58 7.47

30 Vibration 3.53 4.02 3.14
Nonvibration 3.92 5.15 4.69

40 Vibration 2.65 3.76 3.41
Nonvibration 3.65 4.65 5.09

50 Vibration 3.41 3.02 2.91
Nonvibration 3.58 3.54 5.12
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Figure 7: Standard modulus of vibratory and nonvibratory mixed specimens under different stress states.
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Figure 8: Unconfined compressive modulus of cement-treated aggregates affected by stress levels.
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Figure 10: Four-point bending modulus of cement-treated aggregates affected by stress levels.

Table 5: Coefficients of variation of fatigue lives under different stress states.

Stress level (MPa) Mixing method
Coefficient of variation Cv (%)

Indirect tensile Four-point bending Unconfined compression

0.25 Vibration 8.88 6.73 —
Nonvibration 9.62 10.56 —

0.5 Vibration 6.84 9.29 —
Nonvibration 8.18 10.36 —

1.0 Vibration 5.61 6.09 —
Nonvibration 7.72 7.70 —

1.5 Vibration 4.31 3.44 —
Nonvibration 5.06 4.72 —

3.5 Vibration — — 9.65
Nonvibration — — 11.97

6 Vibration — — 8.0
Nonvibration — — 7.85

8 Vibration — — 4.28
Nonvibration — — 8.36

10 Vibration — — 4.83
Nonvibration — — 7.37
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had better adaptability and stability than the nonvibratory
mixing.

3.3. Fatigue Test Results and Analysis. According to the Test
Methods of Materials Stabilized with Inorganic Binders for
Highway Engineering (JTG E51-2009) (2009), the stress-
control mode and the continuous half-sine load with fre-
quency of 10Hz were used for the standard fatigue tests. And
then, unconfined compression tests, indirect tensile tests,
and four-point bending tests were carried out on the
specimens with different mixing techniques.-e unconfined
compressive strength of the vibratory mixed specimen was
11.76MPa, and the corresponding maximum load was
207.82 kN. By contrast, the unconfined compressive strength
of the nonvibratory mixed specimen was 9.98MPa, and the
corresponding maximum load was 176.36 kN. Similarly, the
indirect tensile strength of the vibratorymixed specimen was
1.298MPa, and the corresponding maximum load was
46.60 kN. -e indirect tensile strength of the nonvibratory
specimen was 1.129MPa, and the corresponding maximum
load was 40.53 kN. -e four-point bending strength of the
vibratory specimen was 1.309MPa, and the corresponding
maximum load was 9.820 kN. -e four-point bending
strength of the nonvibratory specimen was 1.174MPa, and
the corresponding maximum load was 8.805 kN. And then,
the standard strength test results under three different stress
states were used as the standard fatigue test parameters,
respectively.-e selected stress ratio was 0.6 according to the
specification (2009), and the fatigue test results are shown in
Figure 11.

It is observed that under standard conditions the fa-
tigue life of the specimens prepared by vibratory mixing
was higher than that of the specimens prepared by non-
vibratory mixing (Figures 11). Under the standard test
condition (from 1060966 times to 1296586 times), the
unconfined compressive fatigue life of the vibrating
specimens was increased by about 22%. Under the standard

test condition (from 177355 times to 205411 times), the
indirect tensile fatigue life of the vibrating specimens was
increased by about 16%. Under the standard test condition
(from 195864 times to 230538 times), the bending tensile
fatigue life of the vibrating specimens was increased by
about 18%. It is found that the vibratory mixing was more
significant for the fatigue life under standard conditions
increase of unconfined compressive fatigue test results.

In order to investigate the variation of fatigue life of
specimens at different stress levels, the unconfined com-
pression tests, indirect tensile tests, and four-point bending
fatigue tests were carried out regarding standard fatigue test
procedures. -e real stress ratio was obtained by the fol-
lowing equation:

ts �
σ
Rc

, (5)

where ts is the stress ratio related to loading rates; σ is the
stress level (MPa); and Rc is the strength corresponding to
the stress level (MPa).

-e fatigue life results and the real stress ratio were fitted
by equation (6) in double logarithmic coordinates, as shown
in Figures 12–14:

lgNf � a − kts, (6)

where Nf is the fatigue life of the specimen; ts is the real
ratio; and a, k are the fitting parameters.

Figures 12–14 show that the unconfined compressive,
indirect tensile, and four-point bending fatigue life of the
cement-treated aggregate varied significantly with the real
stress ratio.

It is noted that the k value of the vibratory mixed
specimen was significantly smaller than that of the non-
vibratory mixed specimen. -is indicates that vibratory
mixing was able to alleviate the fatigue failure of the cement-
treated aggregates under any stress state.

Table 6: Coefficient of variation of the modulus test results of specimens prepared by vibratory and nonvibratory mixing.

Stress level (MPa) Mixing method
Coefficient of variation Cv (%)

Indirect tensile Four-point bending Unconfined compression

0.25 Vibration 3.32 2.36 —
Nonvibration 9.83 6.21 —

0.5 Vibration 2.01 4.46 —
Nonvibration 7.57 5.64 —

1.0 Vibration 4.75 3.75 —
Nonvibration 7.47 8.29 —

1.5 Vibration 4.00 3.35 —
Nonvibration 7.85 8.38 —

3.5 Vibration — — 3.10
Nonvibration — — 3.33

6 Vibration — — 3.66
Nonvibration — — 7.58

8 Vibration — — 6.62
Nonvibration — — 8.04

10 Vibration — — 5.22
Nonvibration — — 11.89
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-e coefficients of variation Cv of fatigue life results are
shown in Table 6. It is found that vibratory mixing can
significantly reduce the coefficient of variation, which in-
dicates that the cement-treated aggregates of the vibratory
mixed specimen had better stress sensitivity in terms of
fatigue performance than that of the nonvibratory mixed
specimen.

3.4. X-RayCTTest Results andAnalysis. -e cement-treated
aggregate is a loose multiphase composite material, which
has obvious nonuniform characteristics. Generally, it is
easy to produce weak surfaces in the interior due to the
uneven distribution of cementitious material and
aggregate.

In order to study the dispersion of internal materials of
cement-treated aggregates prepared by different mixing
techniques, X-ray CT tests were carried out on the cylin-
drical specimens cured for 90 days. -e X-ray CT test results
of the circular cross section are shown in Figure 15.

It is observed that the specimens prepared by non-
vibratory mixing had many voids between coarse aggregates.
In other words, the voids were not filled by fine aggregates.
By contrast, the specimens prepared by vibratory mixing had
fewer voids and higher compactness. Fine aggregates in
nonvibratory mixed specimens exhibited serious agglom-
eration. Because of the agglomeration of fine aggregates
around coarse aggregates, coarse aggregates could be better
wrap. Since the emergence of the phenomenon of ag-
glomeration, the coarse aggregates cannot be fully wrapped.
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Figure 11: Standard fatigue life of vibratory and nonvibratory mixed specimens under different stress states.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, the strength, modulus, and fatigue life of
cement-treated aggregates specimens prepared by different
mixing techniques were tested. Meanwhile, the meso-
structure of cement-treated aggregates was analyzed by
X-ray CT.-e following conclusions can be drawn from this
study:

(1) Compared with the nonvibratory mixing technique,
the vibratory mixing technique enables cement-
treated aggregates to have higher strength, modulus,
and fatigue life. Moreover, the vibratory mixing
techniques for improving unconfined compressive
strength, modulus, and fatigue life were significantly
higher than the other two stress state, which will
facilitate its promotion and application.

(2) Vibratory mixing technique significantly weakened
the agglomeration of fine aggregates, so coarse ag-
gregates could be sufficiently wrapped by fine ag-
gregates. -ereby the overall compactness of
cement-treated aggregates was much improved by
vibratory mixing.

(3) Further work could be focused on establishing the
relationship between the microscopic characteristics
and the mechanical properties of cement-treated
aggregates.
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